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1 INTRODUCTION  

  

Free movement of goods is one of the four fundamental freedoms of the single market of the European 

Union. Removing barriers to trade is achieved by the harmonization of technical regulations, while 

ensuring a high level of safety of life and health, protection of animals and plants, environmental 

protection, consumer protection and so on. If certain products are not covered by harmonized EU 

legislation, the principle of mutual recognition applies on such products: products legally marketed in 

one EU Member State should be freely circulated in other Member States.  

  

Ministry of Economy, as a coordinator for technical regulations and the authority responsible for creating 

the strategy and development policies for standardization, accreditation and metrology, set a stable 

institutional framework in these areas. The sectors work is aimed at improving the legal and institutional 

framework for standardization, accreditation, metrology, prescribing technical requirements and 

conformity assessment with technical requirements.  

  

The horizontal legal framework in this field is established by adoption of four horizontal laws in the 

period from 2008 to 2010, as well as by adoption of all by-laws for their implementation, which was 

completed in 2012. Furthermore, these laws have been updated and amended in order to fully comply 

with corresponding EU legislation (Decision No 768/2008/EC, Regulation (EC) No 765/2008/EC and 

Regulation (EU) No 764/2008/EC). 

  

The Law on Technical Requirements for Products and Conformity Assessment ("Official Gazette of the 

RS", No 36/09 and 49/21) represents basis for transposition of European directives, if prescribing of 

technical requirements and conducting conformity assessment procedures for products is not stipulated 

by special laws, but it also enables prescription of technical requirements in non-harmonised regulations 

at the EU level.  

  

Law on Standardisation ("Official Gazette of the RS", No 36/09 and 46/15) provides conditions for faster 

and more efficient adoption of European standards, i.e., fulfilment of conditions for full membership in 

European standardisation organisations. Pursuant to the Law on Standardisation the Institute for 

Standardisation of Serbia (ISS) has been transformed. It has the status of a public entity. Since the ISS 

has, as early as end of 2012, fulfilled its objective and obligation in terms of transposition of European 

standards, and since it transposed more than 98% of European standards, the conditions are fulfilled for 

ISS to perform other work not exclusively related to adoption of standards. Since 2017, ISS is a full 

member of CEN/CENELEC.  

  

The basic horizontal framework for organising metrology system in the Republic of Serbia is the Law 

on Metrology ("Official Gazette of the RS", No 15/16). In the course of preparation of this law, 

documents of International Organisation of Legal Metrology – ОIМL D1 and ОIМL D9 and EU 

regulations relating to metrology have been taken into account. The process of harmonisation of 

horizontal legislation in the field of metrology was finalized by the adoption of the new Law on 

metrology in 2016.  

  

In the field of metrology, the most extensive reconstruction of the system was performed, thus preventing 

any possible conflict of interest. Clear roles of all actors in the system were established. A new 

management of the Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals and the reorganization of the institution 

in accordance with the new law have been established. In addition, the most important institutions 

ensuring placing only safe products on the Serbian market are market surveillance authorities, primarily 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex%3A32008D0768
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32008R0765
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32008R0764
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the Market Inspection, Ministry of Internal and Foreign Trade, as well as other ministries that monitor 

the implementation of technical regulations.  

  

The Law on Accreditation (“Official Gazette of the RS”, No 73/10 and 47/21), adopted in view of 

harmonisation with Regulation (EC) No 765/2008 setting out the requirements for accreditation and 

market surveillance relating to the marketing of products, entered into force at the end of 2010. 

Accreditation system was thus harmonised with the rules specified in the Regulation (EC) No 765/2008 

as well as with the requirements stated in the standard ISO IEC 17011 – General requirements for 

accreditation bodies assessing and accrediting conformity assessment bodies. By the Law on 

Accreditation, the Accreditation Body of Serbia (ABS) was established as a public entity.  

  

Accreditation system is fully in compliance with the principles of European accreditation. All 

preparations for receiving the Accreditation Body of Serbia into the European accreditation and signing 

the MLA have been completed, which is one of the key prerequisites for acceptance of certificates issued 

by accredited organizations in Serbia when exporting our products to the EU market.  

  

The four horizontal laws stated above, along with the by-laws, transpose all European principles in 

global terms, having in mind that during the drafting of Serbian legislation, new solutions from EU legal 

acts relating to trade of goods (namely Decision No 768/2008/EC on a common framework for the 

marketing of products, Regulation (EC) No 765/2008/EC setting out the requirements for accreditation 

and market surveillance relating to the marketing of products and Regulation (EU) 2019/515 on mutual 

recognition of goods lawfully marketed in another Member State), have been taken into account.  

  

Serbian technical legislation for most of the products is already harmonized with EU legislation by 

adopting and implementing appropriate rulebooks in accordance with horizontal laws.   

  

2 OBJECTIVE AND METHOD OF THE ANALYSIS 

 

The aim of the Analysis is to explore the current status of setting up a national quality 

infrastructure for product conformity assessment in priority areas in order to negotiate the 

Agreement on Conformity Assessment and Acceptance of Industrial Products (ACAA) in the 

following areas: machinery products (MD), low voltage equipment (LVD) and electromagnetic 

compatibility (EMC), from the point of view of their readiness and technical and professional 

competence to meet the conditions of relevant EU regulations and standards, including the 

implementation of relevant conformity assessment procedures.  

ACAA is a way to eliminate technical barriers to trade between the Republic of Serbia and the EU 

prior to the accession of the Republic of Serbia to the EU. In the sectors for which this Agreement 

will be negotiated (MD, LVD, EMC), Serbian exporters will be entitled to affix CE mark on their 

products and freely sell/place them on EU market without additional certification in the EU itself 

but at the same time it will also allow free access to the Serbian market for products from the EU. 

The ACAA could potentially cover up to 10% of SRB exports to the EU, predominantly 

machinery products and electronic equipment. Apart from saving exporters the time and costs of 

undergoing certification, an ACAA with the EU should help promote the image of products made 

in the Republic of Serbia, facilitate access to other global markets with which the EU has FTAs 

(Free Trade Agreements) and make the Republic of Serbia more attractive location for production 

facilities. Based on the ACAA, it will be possible to freely import and sell in the Republic of 

Serbia any products manufactured anywhere that are marked with EU CE conformity marking. 
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This should facilitate marketing of products for Serbian manufacturers, exporters and importers 

and should contribute to a reduction customs administration as well as prevent customs fraud.  

2.1 Method of the analysis 

Analysis has been created based on the following activities:  

- Collecting and summarising data and information relating to the current state of the Serbian 

national structure for product conformity assessment in the priority areas from point of view 

of ACAA negotiating (MD, LVD and EMC) based on analysis of publicly available 

information and data of the relevant subject from sources such as in particular Serbian Register 

of designated conformity assessment bodies (CABs), Register of accredited CABs in Serbia, 

SRB Statistical Office, Customs Office, Chambers of Commerce etc. to the extent specified 

by project partner, the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Serbia.   

- Developing the questionnaire specific for each category of relevant stakeholders.   

-  Carrying out guided interviews with relevant stakeholders (regulators, quality infrastructure 

institutions, conformity assessment bodies, suppliers, etc.) using developed questionnaires to 

collect data and information. 

The relevant stakeholders interviewed were the following:   

Institutions:   

- Lawmakers/regulators (Ministry of Economy)  

- Market surveillance authority (Ministry of Trade)  

- Standardization body of Serbia (ISS)  

- Accreditation body of Serbia (ATS)   

- Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals (DMDM)  

  

Designated CABs (independent third-party conformity assessment bodies for MD, LVD and EMC - 

testing, inspection and certification) have been selected as the only designated bodies competent for 

conformity assessment activities for the selected areas: 

- IDVORSKI LABORATORIJA DOO Belgrade,  

- KVALITET NIŠ,  

- SIQ DOO Belgrade 

   

Producers (manufactures of machinery and electronic/electric equipment) have been selected as the 

most relevant having in mind their share of production in Serbia:   

- RIVAL INDUSTRIJA d.o.o.Belgrade  

- PPT INŽENJERING a.d. Belgrade  

- AGROART D.o.o.  

- Agria d.o.o. Subotica  

- ARPEL d.o.o. Belgrade  

- FRUITECH doo Ivanjca  

- JugoNatron doo, Hum  

- MAT-INg, Malca bb  
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- Tecon doo, Belgrade  

- INSA A.D. Belgrade  

- FKS Holding Kablovi a.d. Jagodina (Cable factory Jagodina)  

- ALING-CONEL d.o.o  

- Institute “Mihajlo Pupin” Belgrade  

- Meter&Control DOO Belgrade  

- ELIT INOX D.O.O. ČAČAK  

- Milan Blagojević Smederevo A.D  

 

3 QUESTIONNAIRES/INTERVIEWS  

Specific questionnaires have been prepared for the purposes of interviewing each of the above 

mentioned stakeholders. 

Questions in the questionnaire which were the basis of subsequent guided interviews conducted with 

regulators and quality infrastructure institutions were aimed at verifying the current level of 

transposition/implementation of European legislation and standards in key areas for ACAA (MD, LVD, 

EMC), the cooperation of the involved bodies and institutions, the interconnectedness of the quality 

infrastructure bodies in order to ensure relevant services. And further on the existence of barriers to 

trade.  

In case of addressed designated bodies operating in ACAA priority areas, the objective of conducted 

interviews was to obtain detailed overview of range of the scope of activities performed (conformity 

assessment, calibration, measurement, testing, certification), customers, management systems and its 

possibilities and readiness to be able to perform their activities within the EU. 

Furthermore, manufactures of relevant products were approached and asked questions aimed mainly at 

obtaining detailed information about the scale and volume of its production, export of manufactured 

products, introducing management quality systems, availability of its own testing/calibration facilities 

and its awareness about state of play of legislation and standards in the area concerned. 

The range of interviewers addressed represents a sufficient sample of stakeholders, whose answers 

represent views on the level of readiness of the Republic of Serbia to join the EU or negotiate the ACAA 

in the given areas. 

The specific answers to the questions asked in the questionnaires are given in separate annexes divided 

according to the interviewed groups. The results of the guided interviews with the mentioned subjects 

are summarized in the recommendations at the end of the document. 

Questionnaire for Institutions (Annex 1)  

Questionnaire for Designated CABs (Annex 2)  

Questionnaire for Manufacturers (Annex 3)  

  

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Results of the interviews with lawmakers and regulators  

Ministry of Economy is coordinating the alignment and implementation of the regulations in 

question.  

The Republic of Serbia has aligned its legal framework with the latest versions of the Low Voltage 

(2014/35/EU), Electromagnetic Compatibility (2014/30/EU) and Machinery (2006/42/EC) 

Directives in the form of Rulebooks. According to the information from the responsible authorities 
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for LVD, EMC and Machinery, there aren’t any substantial differences between the requirements 

in the domestic legislation compared to the EU acquis. The differences that exist are the following:  

- Some parts of the text of the EU directives have not been aligned due to the fact that these 

provisions are related to membership of the EU (e.g., notified bodies, CE marking);  

- Serbian conformity (3A) mark is required until an ACAA agreement signed or EU accession. 

The rulebooks state that after the accession/signing of an ACAA, only CE mark shall be 

applicable on Serbian market. But until then, 3A mark shall be the only valid mark of conformity 

prior to placing machinery and electronic/electric equipment on Serbian market. It should be 

noted that machinery and electronic/electric products bearing CE mark have less strict 

requirements when being placed on Serbian market (only translation of DoC and Instruction for 

use are required).   

These regulations apply in conjunction with 2 other pieces of domestic legislation namely:  

- The Law on general product safety, Official Gazette of RS, no. 41/09 and 77/19 (based on the 

Directive 2001/95/EC on general product safety – GPSD)  

- The Law on technical requirements for products and conformity assessment (based on NLF).  

Market surveillance authority is operating according to the Law on market surveillance (Official 

Gazette of RS, no. 92/11) based on Regulation (EC) No 765/2008.  

The market surveillance authorities are pro-actively doing inspections on electrical products and 

machinery according to rulebooks. However, the range is limited and most of the inspections are 

purely “administrative” such as checking the presence of conformity mark, declaration of 

conformity or test reports. There is very little testing if any being done by the market surveillance 

authorities. The reasons for the lack of testing are mainly budgetary limitations. There is a 

sufficient number of appropriate conformity assessment bodies on the market to support the 

market surveillance authorities.  

From January to December 2022 Market Surveillance authorities (Market inspection Sector), 

carried out 4085 checks of products, covering following sectors: electrical equipment, personal 

protective equipment, machines, oil and oil derivate, textile products and general product safety, 

according to the Market surveillance plan for 2022 (market inspectors are not strictly divided 

according to product groups, therefore it is not possible to process them separately), as well as 

reacting to complaints and information received using NEPRO system for non-compliant serious 

risk products. Based on the findings, inspectors ordered 468 corrective and restrictive measures 

for non-compliant and unsafe products. 90 notifications on dangerous products have been 

published by NEPRO. The notifications mostly refer to the following product categories: clothing, 

textile and fashion items; motor vehicles and motor vehicle parts, children's equipment, sports and 

hobby equipment, toys, furniture, cosmetics, cooking utensils. The mentioned products are 

originating from China, Turkey, Serbia, Sweden and France South Korea, Italy, Croatia, Japan, 

Belgium, Czech Republic, USA, Netherlands, South Africa, Austria and Poland with the  risk of 

injury, fire, suffocation, chemical risk, risk for environmental pollution risk of burns. 

The Serbian system for non-compliant and serious risk products – NEPRO is not fully in line with 

the similar EU systems ICSMS and RAPEX (Safety Gate). The reason for this may be that non-

EU countries cannot use those EU market surveillance information systems to their full extent 

and therefore do not have insight into how they are built and how they function. Also, the domestic 

reporting system has not been actively harmonised and the databases do not communicate with 

each other. In a free trade area, a common data base for reporting high-risk and non-compliant 

products is a necessary and essential tool. In the lack of a common database for high-risk and non-

compliant products, it would be a viable alternative to have an obligation to report to the non-EU 

country within a predetermined time, products found to be non-compliant on the domestic market. 
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Signing of an ACAA would also enable the use and participation of Serbian market surveillance 

authorities in relevant EU information systems and better coordination and communication with 

EU market surveillance authorities regarding high-risk and non-compliant products. 

  

4.2 Results of the interviews with CABs  

The total number of Serbian CABs designated and registered within the Register maintained by 

the Ministry of Economy for conformity assessment according to the regulations harmonized with 

the EU directives is 49, namely in the field of machinery, electromagnetic compatibility, lifts, 

pressure equipment, simple pressure vessels, personal protective equipment, devices and systems 

intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres, measuring instruments, non-automatic 

weighing instruments and radio and telecommunication terminal equipment (state of play in 

January 2023: Machinery - 1, EMC - 3, Lifts - 8, PPE - 4, ATEX - 2, PED - 12, SPVD -5, MID – 

3, NAWI – 4, GAD – 3, and R&TTE – 4). Some CABs have more than one field of designation, 

so the total number is based on the relevant fields of designation (product groups), not the actual 

number of designated CABs. 

Clients of the CABs come mainly from private entities, such as manufacturers, importers and 

retailers as well as from public authorities and other instances like telecom operators and 

electricity providers.  

Most CABs have a procedure to keep themselves informed of the latest developments in the area 

of electrical products and machinery. They try to obtain information from ministries or QI 

institutions.   

CABs have an internal procedure for remaining up to date with EU harmonised standards or IEC 

standards. It is also worth noting that most CABs participate in the Technical Committees of the 

standardisation body.  

Concerning technical legislation, CABs have a procedure for remaining up to date with technical 

legislation, similar to the procedure for standards. They often participate in the ministerial 

working group on drafting of regulations (MK).  

About the need to be accredited, most CABs state that it is needed due to:  

✓ demand on the market, and  

✓ demand by legal requirements.  

Traceability of their tests or measurements is mainly obtained by having their test and 

measurement equipment calibrated by an accredited, external calibration laboratory. A majority 

of the CABs participates or have participated in interlaboratory comparisons (ILCs) or proficiency 

testing (PT) activities. Their participation rate is at least once in the accreditation cycle of 4 years, 

for each of their scope titles. Most of the CABs interviewed stated that it is hard to find adequate 

and specialised staff. The CABs solve this problem by providing internal training.  

CABs analysis showed the following:   

- employees understand the advantages that accreditation brings;   

- lack of horizontal communication and institutional cooperation between CABs is perceived as a 

major weakness;   
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- the need for participation in interlaboratory comparisons is obvious confirmation of professional 

competence of laboratories. A certain number of laboratories are interested in providing services 

of organization and management of PT schemes, i.e., in obtaining accreditation according to the 

SRPS ISO/IEC 17043 standard;   

- many CABs managers and staff have serious difficulties in professional attitude towards the 

client, his expectations and set deadlines. If there was a more effective implementation of the 

management system, this could be overcome and appropriate corrective measures would be 

taken;   

- there is a need for an analysis of the financial state of CABs, especially an analysis costs, and 

the need for appropriate finances management training is also evident;   

- only in certain CABs the importance of designation/notification is understood, because they rely 

more on some specific solutions of individual Serbian technical regulations, which exist in the 

transitional period until joining EU, and are less oriented to the expansion of accreditation in the 

areas of testing according to the new harmonized standards for the needs of manufacturers and 

market surveillance authorities.  

SWOT analysis for institutions 

 

Strengths  Weaknesses  

- competent and experienced staff  

- efficient and fast transposition of European 

regulations into domestic legislation 

- clear distribution of responsibility and 

authority between institution of quality 

infrastructure  

- good coordination between institutions 

involved in quality infrastructure    

-  coordination between other 

organizations and ministries  

- lack of experiences in 

implementation of transposed 

legislation  

- lack of administrative capacities  

insufficient involvement in institutions 

works of manufacturers and other 

suppliers of product under LDV, EMC and 

MD 

Possibilities  Risks  

- becoming full member of EU 

- access to the single EU market by signing 

and implementation of ACAA 

- exchange of experiences with other EU 

Member states  

- exchange of experiences with countries 

that have or had ACAA or similar 

agreement with EU concluded 

- involvement in creating EU legislation   

- gaining and maintaining trust of Serbian  

quality infrastructure  

- political situation  

- poorly set mechanisms for the proper 

functioning of the ACAA 

- insufficient preparation of the relevant 

subjects/institutions involved in the 

functioning of the ACAA 
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SWOT analysis for CABs 

 

Strengths  Weaknesses  

- competent and experienced staff  

- high  level  of  available 

scientific background for laboratory work  

- wide scope of accreditation  

- competitive prices compared to foreign 

accredited laboratories  

- lack  of  strategic 

orientation and commercial 

business planning  

-    organizational structure that 

causes large costs  

- lack of insight into market needs  

- changing the status of the laboratory from 

performing for state authorities to 

providers for commercial services  

- lack of user orientation laboratory 

services - insufficient connection and 

cooperation with European laboratories 

and (potential) EU clients  

- insufficient knowledge of new legal frame  

- outdated equipment  

Possibilities  Risks  

- availability of IPA funds and other 

projects  

- maintaining existing clients on  

basis of trust and attracting new ones  

- growing importance of "CE" mark and   

Serbian conformity mark  

- strengthening the producer's awareness 

about responsibilities that the Declaration 

of conformity bears  

- changing the requirement for mandatory 

testing in certain areas, in accordance 

with new regulations (in some areas 

testing is abolished, and in some cases 

this obligation is introduced)  

- strong European/international 

competition on market, especially after 

the expiration of transitional period  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SWOT analysis for manufacturers  
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Strengths  Weaknesses  

- competent and experienced engineering 

staff  

- high  level  of  available 

scientific background   

- competitive prices compared to foreign 

manufacturers   

- experience in adjusting the production 

program 

- lack of cooperation for CABs 

from EU 

- lack of experience in placing 

products in EU market  

- insufficient number of 

competent engineering staff with 

EU experiences  

- lack of insight into market needs  

- lack of financial support  

- insufficient knowledge of new legal frame  

- outdated equipment  

Possibilities  Risks  

- placing products on EU market  

- availability of EU funds and projects  

- gaining knowhow from EU manufacturers  

- gaining wider number of clients  

- growing importance of "CE" mark  

- strengthening the producer's awareness 

about responsibilities that the Declaration 

of conformity bears  

- decrease of turnover on the domestic 

market due to the access of foreign 

producers of the same or similar products 

- strong European/international 

competition on market, especially after 

the expiration of transitional period  

- departure of engineering staff to EU 

countries 

  

4.3 Results of the interviews with the manufacturers  

Most of the manufacturers interviewed are members of the trade association - Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry of Serbia (CCIS). This association provides “general” support to its 

members such as promotion, meetings, organization of fairs, etc. However, CCIS rarely provides 

specialised support for the development of products in the scope of LVD or EMC, such as more 

specific standards/regulatory support as well as involvement in LVD/EMC projects.  

A majority of manufacturers interviewed use domestic conformity assessment services (mainly 

calibration, testing and product certification services) for its production process and conformity 

assessment procedures.  

Analysis and interviews show that the development of a manufacturers’ cooperation providing 

regulatory and standardisation support for the development of electrical equipment should be 

promoted and supported. Support provided by CCIS and similar entities is rather general and it is 

reactive. A manufacturers’ cooperation can provide regulatory and technical support to its 

members, not only in the LVD/EMCD/Machinery fields but also for other regulations like RoHS, 

WEEE, RED, and others. This cooperation could provide comments on new, draft regulations or 

other related documents. Also, guidance documents could be developed for manufacturers on e.g., 

how to perform product recall actions. Such a cooperation has to be proactive towards its members 

and feed them with the latest information even when they are not asked to.  

5 CONCLUSION 

In order to achieve of signature of the ACAA of which is being negotiated with the EC, as the 

Republic of Serbia would become part of the EU market, at least in selected areas, it is necessary 

to implement the following measures and activities: 
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 hold interdepartmental consultations for the sake of regulatory authorities and institutions 

preparation of sectoral analyses on the need to sign the ACAA;   

 organize round tables and seminars, in order to inform representatives of the importance and 

benefits of the ACAA agreement;   

 harmonize the legal system of the Republic of Serbia with all European regulations relating to 

identified product groups;   

 ensure full application of technical regulations harmonized with European one’s legislation, of 

importance for identified product groups;   

 promote the importance of designation of CABs as a prerequisite for notification with the aim 

of ensuring a sufficient number of designated CABs for conformity assessment of the identified 

group of products that are the subject of the ACAA agreement;   

 intensify the training of designated CABs for future notification;   

 increase the number of product checks carried out by market surveillance authorities (sampling 

and testing) according to technical regulations harmonized with European ones relevant to 

identified product groups.   

 Strengthen Serbian CABs in order to become regional leaders in certain areas of conformity 

assessment. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to implement the following measures and 

activities reflected in encouraging:   

- that CABs strengthen organizational, technical-technological and personnel capacities in 

order to meet the demands of international and regional markets;   

- testing laboratories to be accredited and participate in proficiency testing programs (PT 

schemes), through the organization of the appropriate one’s training and consulting for the 

application of SRPS ISO 17043 and the organization and implementation of PT schemes on 

regional level;   

- CABs to recognize their interest to, through national associations (laboratories, certification 

bodies, control bodies, etc.), integrate into the corresponding international professional 

associations (e.g. Eurolab and Eurochem), in order to improve the quality of services testing 

and certification, their mutual cooperation and creation of good business practices, as well 

as the establishment of more effective cooperation with the competent authorities that 

prepare and pass regulations, ATS, ISS, DMDM and others.  

 Strengthen the capacity of authorities and organizations responsible for preparation and 

adoption of technical regulations, i.e., ministries and institutions determining the CABs 

competence to implement prescribed conformity assessment procedures, in terms of ensuring 

the application of EU and WTO best practices, especially in relation to prescribing technical 

requirements and monitoring their application in the field of implementation of conformity 

assessment. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to implement the following measures and 

activities: 

- adopt a clear and detailed plan of activities of the competent authorities with timeframes for 

harmonization and implementation of European legislation in the area of free movement of 

goods, which will contain plans for the implementation of directives and regulations of the 

"New and Old Approach" legislation, as well as plans to strengthen the institutions 

responsible for their implementation. Such a plan should also include deadlines for 

removing obstacles in trade in products that are subject to European regulations, with clearly 

defined competencies and administrative capacities for effective implementation of 

harmonized regulations with European legislation;   
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- strengthen the capacities of state administration and regulatory bodies drafting technical 

regulations, improving the work of existing ones and/or educate new organizational units 

that will be responsible for the preparation and implementation of technical regulations, 

including those in charge of determining CABs competence for implementation of the 

prescribed conformity assessment procedures;   

- ensure that the organizational units in the competent authorities in charge of technical 

regulations are composed of experts in the regulated areas;   

- strengthen the professional capacities in organizational units in charge of preparation and 

development of technical regulations, through appropriate training and education;   

- strengthen the professional capacities in organizational units in charge of preparation and 

drafting of technical regulations, for the notification of its regulations according to WTO 

rules and EU, as well as analysis and preparation of comments on drafts/proposals of 

technical regulations, with the active participation of business entities and their associations;   

- continue with the support programs from IPA and bilateral donors in preparation, updating 

and applying technical legislation, especially in terms of strengthening specialist knowledge 

in state administration bodies in connection with harmonization with European regulations 

in this area;   

- institutionalize and strengthen the coordinating role of the ministry responsible for technical 

regulations and conformity assessment in relation to regulators, customs and market 

surveillance authorities, for the sake of uniform and timely harmonization with European 

regulations and continuous review of Serbian technical regulations that will not create 

unnecessary technical obstacles in trade. The cooperation between the mentioned 

institutions will be more precisely defined through annual actions plans;    

- provide a mechanism for the cooperation of state administration bodies who draft/create 

technical regulations (which harmonize the domestic legal system with the European 

technical legislation) with economic operators, academic institutions, non-governmental 

sector and other stakeholders. This cooperation should aim at creating a broad base of 

experts able to strengthen their expertise in various fields and accelerate the process of 

harmonization and implementation of legislation within Chapter 1 (free movement of 

goods), as well as to contribute to efficient and rational negotiations with the EU in order to 

achieve the highest possible level of protection of interest of the economy of the Republic 

of Serbia;  

- ensure that the state regulators participate as observers, and later as full members in various 

committees and working bodies of the EC in which harmonized regulations are adopted. 

The goal of this participation is for the Republic of Serbia to become aware of the changes 

in the European technical legislation for the sake of timely familiarization with Serbian 

business entities and their associations, as well as protection of the interests of Serbian 

economy;   

- updated and implement the Action Plan related to technical legislation and administrative 

measures for trade of products in the non-harmonized area. Action plan clearly sets the role 

and obligations of the competent ministries to carry out the analysis of those rules and 

measures and in accordance with the results of the analysis, propose deadlines and necessary 

measures for full compliance with Art. 34-36 TFEU;   
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- establish a system of continuous review of all technical regulations and ensure that they are 

systematically managed eliminating and preventing technical barriers to trade;  

- establish a functional network of product contact points to provide information on the 

content of Serbian technical regulations.  

 Increase number of CABs proving their competence by accreditation using corresponding 

conformity assessment procedures. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to implement the 

following measures and activities:   

- promote the importance of accreditation in conformity assessment procedures of products 

with the requirements of technical regulations harmonizing with European "New approach" 

directives, as the most important element of the notification of designated CABs;   

- promote the importance of accreditation as an essential prerequisite for CABs, primarily 

designated CABs, perform product testing, for the economy and for the market surveillance 

authorities, especially when it comes to the implementation of the safeguard clause 

procedure institute;  

- strengthen the capacity of CABs in order to expand the scope of accreditation in accordance 

with requirements of regulations and general demand;   

- assess the need for changes and possibly specify the provisions of regulations regarding 

public procurement procedure, in the part that refers to determination of technical 

specification for products, in order to specify the obligation to obtain documents of 

conformity issued by CABs whose competence is confirmed by accreditation and/or by the 

act of the competent authority (in cases where it is prescribed), and for the purpose of 

proving the fulfillment of the requirements required by the public procurement 

documentation;   

- improve transparency in the field of management system certification in order for better 

information of clients and prevention of unethical practices in this area, through 

establishment of a special electronic record of all accredited certification bodies (including 

representative offices or branches of foreign certification bodies, with complete data on EA 

codes, i.e. areas for which they are accredited and which they provide services on the 

territory of the Republic of Serbia), which are accredited according to Serbian rules or cross-

border accreditation or in other appropriate ways;   

- encourage CABs that perform conformity assessment, including management system 

certification, to form an online database of issued certificates, both in regulated and 

unregulated areas; 

- encourage assessors of management systems to specialize in certain areas. 

 Strengthen manufacturers awareness regarding harmonized legislation and harmonized 

standards in selected areas (LDV, EMC and MD): In order to achieve this, it is necessary to 

implement the following measures and activities: 

- engineering staff training and further education through different EU fund and projects;  

- involvement of manufacturers’ representatives in working groups for preparation and 

adoption of technical regulations, i.e. ; 

- procurement of state-of-the-art equipment and knowhow from EU; 

- exchange of experiences with EU manufacturers and EU CABs;  
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- better involvement in EU project design and realization;  

- raising awareness of EU funds; 

- assistance in maintaining contact with EU CABs and manufacturers.  

Also, taking into account the results of the Analysis and the comments from all the stakeholders 

included in the Analysis, a proposal could be drafted for a specific research project for the 

identification of specifications for pre-compliance test equipment in the LVD/EMC/machinery 

areas by a consortium of manufacturers, CABs, independent experts and higher educational 

institutions. This is a scenario to be put on stage further down the line to show the possibilities for 

the domestic economic operators and educational institutions to cooperate for the benefit of the 

whole market.  Universities play an important role in supporting the industry. If the educational 

high-level institutions are active in supporting the economic operators through applied research, 

innovations will follow, and the number of highly qualified work force members will increase.  

In some countries, higher educational institutions are getting more and more involved in technical 

matters concerning both LVD and EMC. Specific education (bachelor or master) for EMC should 

be further developed. A proposal for starting a joint applied research project, first identified at 

clusters or manufacturers’ cooperation level, should be made. The use of these pre-compliance 

test equipment will provide testing knowledge to manufacturers and allow them to perform less 

costly in-house testing. This is the stage before the more costly compliance tests in accredited test 

laboratories take place.  

Awareness campaigns should be launched on the role of the quality infrastructure institutions for 

the development/procurement of new equipment, new products and the advancement of the 

economy. These awareness campaigns should preferably also include short information on the 

quality infrastructure system and the roles and obligations of the involved institutions and 

economic operators. The primary target groups for this should be - in the short term, the quality 

infrastructure institutions themselves, the manufacturers, chambers of commerce and similar 

organisations:  

- in the medium term, consumer organisations. Knowledgeable consumers who know their 

rights create a push towards a level playing field.   

- in the long term, the educational institutions such as engineering departments of 

universities, etc. Today’s students are tomorrow’s work force. It creates added value for the whole 

market to have a work force that knows the system in which they are to interact, especially 

concerning the type of specialized work force that the CABs and manufacturers claim are lacking.  

Cooperation between manufacturers is crucial, should be promoted and catalysing activities 

should be initiated. Manufacturers are known to compete with each other. However, there are 

many successful examples of how they can cooperate with each other as well. For example, as a 

group they can influence standardisation, they can agree on common views concerning 

implementation of new legislation, they can work together to promote a level-playing field.  

Systemic routes should be created to keep all economic operators of the market informed on the 

latest developments in technology, standardisation and legislation, to inform them of the 

requirements and conditions for export to different EU and other countries. The information 

should be there and be updated continuously.   
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Annex 1 - Lawmakers/regulators 

Institution: Ministry of Economy, Sector for Quality and Product Safety  

Person:  Mile  Mitrović M. Sc.ME,  Head  of  Section for  Harmonized  Technical  

Legislation, Designation and Monitoring of CABs, Coordination body for the accession of the Republic of Serbia to the 

EU, Deputy Secretary of NG1 – Free Movement of Goods  

  

Place: Belgrade  

   

LVD/EMC Rulebooks  

  

No.  Question  

1  Have the LVD (2014/35/EU) and the EMC (2014/30/EU) directives been transposed into the SRB legal 

framework in the form of local laws and regulations?   

YES, transposed through Rulebook on electrical equipment designed for use within certain voltage limits (OJ of RS 

no. 25/16 and 21/2020) and Rulebook on Electromagnetic Compatibility (OJ of RS no. 25/16 and 21/20).  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

  

2.a  How has this been verified? Are there any differences between the local legal framework and that of the 

EU? What are these differences? Why was there a need for these differences?  

Appropriate Tables of Concordance have been submitted to EC  

Obligation of obtaining Confirmations of Conformity has been removed from rulebooks on 1st  

January 2022. Independent articles of the Rulebook on amendments to the Rulebook on Electromagnetic Compatibility, 

Article 3  (OJ of RS no. 21/20) and article of the Rulebook on amendments to the Rulebook on electrical equipment 

intended for use within certain voltage limits ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 21/2020), Article 5.   

  

Difference is in Serbian Conformity Mark (AAA mark), stipulated by the Law on technical requirements for products 

and Conformity assessment (OJ of RS, no. 36/09 and 49/21) and mentioned Rulebook(s). AAA mark is the equivalent 

to CE mark. It was necessary since Serbia is not an EU member state.   

  

Note: Article 32. THE LAW ON TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTS AND CONFORMITY 

ASSESSMENT  

Certificate of conformity issued by a foreign CAB (hereinafter: foreign document) is valid in the Republic of Serbia, 

if issued in accordance with confirmed international agreements to which the Republic of Serbia is a signatory.  

  

Conformity mark is different, the appearance of the mark is different, but the conditions are the same for both the 

product and the bodies, the assumption of conformity, the protective clause and alike, and the AAA mark shall be 

removed with EU membership.   

  

Article 24, Rulebook on electrical equipment designed for use within certain voltage limits (OJ of RS no. 25/16 and 

21/2020)   

„On the date of entry into force of the confirmed international agreement on conformity assessment and acceptance of 

industrial products with the European Union (ACAA agreement) for electrical equipment to which this regulation 

applies or, if that agreement is not concluded, on accession of the Republic of Serbia to the European Union, the 

provisions of point 2 of Annex 5 of this rulebook cease to apply.“  

  

Article 23, Rulebook on Electromagnetic Compatibility (OJ of RS no. 25/16 and 21/20).  

„On the day of entry into force of the ACAA agreement for devices to which this regulation applies or, if that contract 

is not included, on the date of accession of the Republic of Serbia to the European Union Union, the provisions of point 

2 of Annex 6 of this rulebook cease to apply.  

2.b  Have the requirements been implemented on the market? How has this been verified?  

Yes, it is fully implemented. It is control by market inspection and through the marketing surveillance by the responsible 

ministry.   

  

Requirements are being implemented on the market, verified by Market Surveillance Authorities.  
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2.c  Are the standards bodies mandated to adopt the EU harmonized standards for LVD and EMC 

adopted/published by CEN/CENELEC, so that they can be used for presumption of conformity by the 

regulators? How was such a mandate given (through decree or regulation or special order)? How has it 

been verified that these standards have been adopted?  

  

The Institute for Standardization of Serbia (ISS) automatically adopts standards according to the obligations of 

CEN/CENELEC membership.  

  

This is in accordance with the Agreement on stabilization and association between the European Communities and 

their member states, on the one side, and the Republic of Serbia, also according to The Law on standardization 

("Official Gazette of RS", no. 36/09 and 46/2015) and ratification of the Stabilization and Association Agreement (SSP)  

  

The responsible, Ministry of Economy, harmonizes the list of standards in accordance with the published list of the 

EU, at least once a year. The frequency is not prescribed, as it is not prescribed in the EU either.  

  

The competent ministry actively participates in the preparation of the work plan for the adoption of Institute of 

standardization of R Serbia.  

2.d  According to the regulators are the local calibration laboratories and the National Metrology Institute 

(NMI) able to provide traceability of measurements to the manufacturers?  How has this been verified? 

Where do regulators get this type of information from?  

YES  

2.e  If the manufacturer chooses to use third party conformity assessment for its conformity assessment 

procedure, is there a sufficient number of appropriate laboratories on the local market for that? How do the 

regulators acquire this type of information?  

Yes.   

  

There is a register of designated bodies appointed by the line ministry.  

  

Accredited/designated CABs are available for CA procedures for manufacturers. These information’s are available on 

the web page of Accreditation Body of Serbia (www.ats.rs) and the web page of Ministry of Economy (Register of 

designated CABs - Технис :: ТЕХНИС ПРЕТРАГА РЕГИСТАРА (privreda.gov.rs)).   

  

Now, existing three designated CABs for EMC (Kvalitet Niš, SIQ ,Idvorski).   

Regulatory authorities access information through communication with the economy, the Association of Accredited 

Bodies and the like. For LVD, there is no third party, and for EMC, only a very small number of users, i.e. products 

subject to them, is for review by teams.  

  

3  If the answer to question 1 is no,  

  

3.a  Is there a local legislation on low voltage electrical products and on EMC? When did this come into force?  

  

N/A  

3.b  Is the local legislation compatible with the LVD and the EMC directives of the EU? If yes, how has this 

been verified? If no, what is the difference and why?  

N/A  

3.c  Is the local legislation properly implemented on the market? How is the implementation verified?  

N/A  

3.d          Is the concept “presumption of conformity based on harmonized standards or international standards” 

used in the local system? What product standards is it based on? Can you give some examples?  

 

N/A  

3.e  Is there a local marking (similar to the CE mark) for electrical products under the LVD and EMC? What is 

the purpose of this mark and how does it affect import and export?  

  

N/A  

http://www.ats.rs/
http://www.ats.rs/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=4yaf8m#/itou/pretraga
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4  How do the regulators communicate with the institutions of the QI and with the actors (economic operators, 

NBs, CABs) of the market? (Communication may be for informing about legislation or other topics of 

interest)  

Communication are with the institutions of the QI and with actors of the market by mail, phone, meetings, official 

channels, information on the website of organizations, appointments, supervision, etc., public forums, etc.    

  

Machinery Rulebook  

No.  Question  

1  Has the machinery directive 2006/42/EC been transposed into the national legal framework in the form of 

local laws and regulations?   

  

Yes, Rulebook on Machinery Safety „Official Gazette of RS”, No. 58/16 and 21/20, which is in alignment with Directive 

2006/42/EC and Directive 2009/127/EC,   

This rulebook entered into force on 1 June 2016 and implementation started from 1 September 2016.  

1a  A link to the referenced regulation:     

https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisimaEU/novi-

pristup/masine.html  

  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-withEU/new-

approach/Machinery.html  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

  

2.a  How has this been verified?   

Are there any differences between the local legal framework and that of the EU (any articles or annexes 

omitted, any different numbering of essential requirements or articles, different names or terms)?   

What are these differences?   

Why was there a need for these differences?  

Is there any comparison of texts of the original text of transposed directive and the text of the official EU 

directive, i.e. has there been any Table of Concordance made?  

The text of the regulations in English with the corresponding compliance table was submitted to the European 

Commission. The national annex refers to the existence of the Serbian mark of conformity (3A mark), which is the 

counterpart of the CE mark. Serbia is not a member of the EU, so a national conformity mark is required that shows 

compliance with national regulations (Compliance Table).  

At the session held on 2 March 2023, the Government adopted the Regulation on notification of conformity assessment 

bodies. The decree was published in the "Official Gazette of rs", no. 18/2023 of March 3, 2023, and entered into force 

on March 11, 2023. Application shall be possible once Serbia becomes an EU member state/signs an ACAA.  

“Article 14.  

This regulation shall enter into force on the date of its entry into force international agreement on conformity 

assessment and acceptance of industrial of products with the European Union, in the part of the product to which that 

contract refers or if that contract is not concluded, from the date of accession of the Republic of Serbia to the European 

Union.”  

2.b  In what way have the national texts of technical regulation on machinery safety been proofread; example: 

‘‘steering system‘‘ instead of ‘‘control system‘‘?  

NONE      VERIFIED BY VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS OR WORKING GROUP         

OTHER (Computerized cross-matching)  

The text of the national regulation was worked on by members of a special working group consisting of competent 

representatives in the field of technical regulations, standardization, accreditation, manufacturers, importers, ...  

2.c  How are the EU-related matters in the Machinery Directive transposed into national provisions of Machinery 

safety technical regulation (for example: Coordination of Notified  

 Bodies or corresponding entities, Coordination of MSAs, disputing of standard, link to OHS, remedies,…)?  

Transitional provisions that come into force on the day of Serbia's accession to the EU.  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/sw4i/download/files/article/RULEBOOK_Machinery.pdf?id=55
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/sw4i/download/files/article/RULEBOOK_Machinery.pdf?id=55
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-with-EU/new-approach/Machinery.html
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2.d  Have the requirements been implemented on the market?   

How has this been verified?  

Through the activities of market surveillance and other inspection bodies of the RS (inspection of labour in factories, 

Directorate for Safety and Health at Work).  

2.e  Are the standards bodies mandated to adopt the EU harmonized standards for the machinery directive 

adopted/published by CEN/CENELEC, so that they can be used for presumption of conformity by the 

regulators?   

How was such a mandate given (through decree or regulation or special order)? How has it been verified that 

these standards have been adopted?   

How often do you synchronize your list of national standards with the EN harmonized standards (for example 

those published on OJEC)?  

  

ISS is a member of CEN/CENELEC from 1. January 2017.   

By 2023, 99% of harmonized standards have been adopted.  

Law on Standardization, Regulation on The Safety of Machines  

The list of standards in the field of machine safety, which is an integral part of the Regulation on the safety of machines, 

is updated in accordance with the list published by the Ec. The update is carried out in accordance with the 

Government's work plan.  

The frequency of updates is carried out at the Ministry of Economy, in accordance with the initiative for acquisition 

by the ISS. The plan for the adoption of standards is drawn up on the basis of the proposals of the competent ministries 

and other organizations.   

For the field of machinery, the Ministry of Economy submits a proposal for a list of standards that need to be adopted.  

2.f  According to the regulators, are the local calibration laboratories and the National Metrology Institute (NMI) 

able to provide traceability of measurements to the manufacturers?    

How has this been verified?   

Where do regulators get this type of information from?  

Please note: Even though a similar question was asked for electrical products, it was on electrical quantities. 

This question is for quantities related to machinery.   

Yes  

The Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals (DMDM), as the competent state authority for establishing 

traceability of measurement results in Serbia, calibrates standards and measuring instruments in order to convey the 

value of a unit of some physical size with as little measurement uncertainty as possible.  

2.g  If the manufacturer chooses to use third party conformity assessment for its conformity assessment procedure, 

is there a sufficient number of appropriate conformity assessment bodies on the local market for that?   

How do the regulators acquire this type of information?   

Is there an official list of CABs made available to the public?  

Please note: This question is for the machinery sector only, not a general question.  

There is a register of designated CABs, which is maintained by the Ministry of Economy  

https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html#/?_k=kgq8az  

Tehnis :: Conformity Assessment (privreda.gov.rs)  

3  If the answer to question 1 is no  

3.a  Is there any additional local legislation on machinery or related to machinery sector? When did this come into 

force and other connected regulations?   

Machine Safety Rulebook Rulebook on 

lifts safety   

https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisimaEU/novi-

pristup/liftovi.html  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-withEU/new-

approach/lifts.html  

Pressure Equipment Regulations (MRE) - REGULATION on pressure equipment "Official Gazette of RS", number 114 

of November 30, 2021.  

Regulations on Simple Pressure Vessels (MRE) - Rulebook on simple containers under pressure "Official Gazette of 

the RS", no. 114/2021 of 30.11.2021. entered into force on December 8, 2021, and is applicable from July 1, 2023.  

Law on Cable Cars (MGSI) - LAW ON PASSENGER CARS ("Official Gazette of RS", no. 38/2015, 113/2017 - other 

laws and 31/2019)  

MH (Law on objects of general use) - LAW ON OBJECTS OF GENERAL USE ("Official Gazette of RS", no. 25/2019 

and 14/2022)  

https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/ci/tehnis-pretraga-registara.html?_k=kgq8az#/
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Serbian-QI/Designation-of-Conformity-Assessment-Bodies.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Serbian-QI/Designation-of-Conformity-Assessment-Bodies.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/liftovi.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/liftovi.html
https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/liftovi.html
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Construction Products Act - LAW ON CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS ("Official Gazette of RS",  

No. 83/2018)  

Rulebook on noise emitted by equipment used in an open space - "Official Gazette of RS", no. 1 of January 4, 2013.  

https://www.tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisimaEU/novi-

pristup/buka.html  

3.b  Is the local legislation compatible with the machinery directive of the EU?   

If yes, how has this been verified?   

 If no, what is the difference and why?  

In particular, a link to national Occupational Health and Safety Law may be applicable, prescribing a 

procedure for recognizing minimum requirements for the machinery at work place (used by employees).  

Additional: Mach. Dir, Annex 1.7.1.2: The requirements of the specific Community Directives concerning 

colors and safety signals must be complied with.   

Rulebook on machine safety  

Law on Safety and Health at Work  

3.d  Is the local legislation properly implemented on the market?   

How is the implementation verified?  

Market surveillance and labour inspection  

(in accordance with the inspection plan)  

The Ministry of Economy cooperates with the Market Surveillance in the part of forming a checklist for machines  

3.e  Is the concept “presumption of conformity based on harmonized standards” used in the local system?   

What product standards is it based on?   

Can you give some examples?  

  

Harmonized Standards, List of Serbian Standards accompanying the Regulations  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-withEU/new-

approach/Machinery.html  

Last update 19. December 2019  

3.f  Is there a local mandatory marking (similar to the CE mark) for machinery?   

What is the purpose of this mark and how does it affect import and export?  

Yes (3A mark)  

It is used in the RS market, not relevant for export  

The CE marking is not automatically accepted, but it is necessary to affix the 3A mark on the machinery based on the 

available Declaration of Conformity, Instructions for use,...  

4  How do the regulators communicate with the institutions of the QI and with the actors (economic operators, 

NBs, CABs) of the market? (Communication may be for informing about legislation or other topics of 

interest)  

Do the QI institutions have to report to relevant regulator? If yes, please specify the way, topics and frequency.  

 Do you have any NQI Council or any other NQI steering wheel that can manage the whole NQI system? If 

yes, please specify the frequency and organisation of its work.  
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Regular meetings of the Ministry of Economy with representatives of other institutions of Infrastructure of quality 

(Institute for Standardization of Serbia, ATS-Accreditation Body of Serbia, DMDM- National Metrological Institute), 

as well as with appointed /authorized bodies.  

Quality Council (Government Body)   

5  Who (which ministry, which gov. agency) has a formal ownership over the technical regulations in the field 

of machinery (not just machinery directive but also outdoor equipment noise emission directive, partly related 

directive on pressurized equipment, EX equipment, ….)?   

Is ownership split within several agencies?  

The Ministry of Economy is responsible for the field of Machinery, Noise, ATEX  

6  How do you handle interpretations of the related regulations (disputed terminology, (mis)interpretation of 

essential health and safety requirements or addressing the requirements, disputes between the stakeholders, 

different understanding between the QI stakeholders)?   

Have you experienced such types of disputes?  

How many since adoption of EU-approximated legislation?  

There were no problems of this kind  

7  Do you have your own interpretative documents or do you use any interpretative documents such as EU Guide 

on Machinery Directive or Recommendations for Use as interpretative documents if it comes to a dispute?  

Guide on the application of regulations in the field of machinery (Regulations)  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/en/Technical-Regulations/Technical-Regulations-Harmonized-withEU/new-

approach/Machinery.html  

8  Is there any formal Working Group (or Coordination Group) on technical regulation in the field 

of machinery that represents interests of the stakeholders?  

  

Chamber of Commerce (Group for metal industry)  

9  How do you handle urgent voices of industry, users/consumers, CABs, MSAs and other interested parties?   

Have you had any national or international disputes on application of technical regulations on machinery 

(such as false adoption or false implementation of it, false MSA judgement, safeguard clause on standard)? If 

yes, how many?  

/  

10  How do you handle any complaints raised by private sector with respect to compliance with Technical 

Regulations issues (against competitive firms, against deemed improper market surveillance activities, against 

CABs/designated bodies)?  

/  

11  Is there any register of issued certificates for machinery listed in Annex IV (machines with high risk) or 

machinery subject to limits in noise emission (regulatory certificates issued by Notified Bodies)? If yes, where 

is this register published, how is it accessible?  

Or in other words: are there domestic producers of machineries subject to NoBo assessment?  

This is under Designated CABs  
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12  Is there any (national) publicly available register of issued negative test reports and/or rejected/withdrawn 

certificates for machines subject to mandatory CABs evaluation i.e. NoBo assessment?  

No  

13  Is there any national or regional cooperation/coordination of national Notified Bodies (NoBo) in your country? 

If yes, specify details (name of the group, frequency of meetings).  

There is no special organization of designated bodies in RS  

Group for certification and control bodies within the Chamber of Commerce of Serbia (PKS)  

14  Do you see any benefit of regional cooperation of stakeholders such as regional ADCO group on market 

surveillance issues, Coordination of Notified Bodies, etc i.e. to similar cooperations as in the EU?  

Yes, knowledge in the field of market surveillance, exchange of information with notified/designated bodies  

15  Have you made any study case or scenarios to determine whether your application of machinery directive is 

(unintentionally) disadvantaging local manufacturers vis-à-vis foreign manufacturers or economic operators 

(example: is the burden equal for the importer of Chinese item, EU produced item or domestically produced 

item by a local/regional manufacturer).  

No  
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Market surveillance authorities  

Person: Vera Despotovic and Goran Aksentijevic  

Institution: Ministry of Foreign and Internal Trade, Market Inspection Sector  

Place: Belgrade   

  

LVD/EMC Rulebooks  

No.  Questions  

1  Have the market surveillance authorities checked to see that products follow the requirements of the 

LVD and the EMC or of the local legislation for electrical products, as the case may be?  

Yes.  

The fulfillment of the requirements of LVD and EMC regulation, which have been transferred to the Serbian 

legislation, is being control in use according to: Rulebook on electrical equipment intended for use within certain 

voltage limits ("Official Gazette of the RS", number 25/16 and 21/20) and the Rulebook on electromagnetic 

compatibility ("Official Gazette of the RS", number 25/16 and 21/20).  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

2.a  How have they checked the compliance of these products on the market? Please describe.  

According to the Law on Market Surveillance ("Official Gazette of the RS", No. 92/2011), which aligns the 

obligations of the market surveillance authorities with the EC Regulation on Accreditation and Market Surveillance 

2008/765 (and which is planned to be amended with the aim of harmonizing with According to the Regulation on 

market surveillance and product conformity (EU) 2019/2010, market surveillance authorities perform proactive and 

reactive market surveillance. From January to December 2021, Market Inspection Sector, carried out 4051 checks of 

products, covering following sectors: electrical equipment, personal protective equipment, RED, oil and oil derivate 

and general product safety, footwear, textile products, machines, energy efficiency, according to the MS Plan for 2021, 

as well as reacting to complaints and information received. Based on the findings, Inspectors ordered 394 corrective 

and restrictive measures for non-compliant and unsafe products. 79 notifications on dangerous products published by 

NEPRO originating from Serbia, Spain, Italy, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Great Britain, the USA, Turkey, Poland, France, 

Sweden, and China. The notifications refer to motor vehicles and parts for motor vehicles, electrical appliances and 

equipment, products and equipment for children, personal protective equipment, cosmetics, machines, furniture, 

clothing and toys with risk of injury, fire, burns, electric shock, microbiological risk and chemical risk.  

  

Sampling overview for LVD&EMCD:  

- in 2019, 7 samples (lighting led) were taken for EMC testing, 3 were unsatisfactory;  

- in 2021, there was no sampling due to the lack of budget funds  

-in 2022, for LVD, 40 samples were taken (chargers and ligh chains), of which 11 samples were found to be 

unsatisfactory, 8 were satisfactory, while 21 samples are awaiting testing reports.  

  

In the specific case of inspection of compliance with LVD and EMCD requirements, predominantly proactive market 

surveillance was carried out in accordance with the Plan based on risk assessment, as well as responding to citizens' 

reports and notifications of business entities about the implementation of voluntary activities for the withdrawal and 

recall of dangerous products.  

  

Based on the activities carried out in the previous period, documentation checks were mainly carried out, as one of 

the ways of checking the compliance of products with prescribed requirements, there are 2 possible ways of checking 

compliance:  

  

1. One is administrative control - when the documentation and its completeness are checked, which most often 

results in the determination of formal non-compliance and the undertaking of corrective measures.  

Another type of check is the check of essential conformity, which is carried out, among other things, by sampling 

and laboratory analysis of samples, and in case of essential non-conformity, i.e. safety risk assessment may result in 

the application of restrictive measures: withdrawal of the product from the market and recall from the consumer, i.e. 

the application of other appropriate measures market surveillance in accordance with the authorizations 

3  If the answer to question 1 is no,  

3.a  Why have they not checked the compliance of these products on the market?  

N/A  
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3.b Are they planning to check the compliance of these products on the market in the near future?  

N/A  

3.c  How are they planning to check the compliance of these products on the market?  

N/A  

4  Is there a reporting system for non-compliant products?   

  

Yes, there is a database and a reporting system for all activities of market surveillance authorities, including a reporting 

system for non-compliant products. In addition, there is a national system for exchanging information on unsafe 

(dangerous) products - NEPRO (National RAPEX), which can be accessed through the website of the Ministry of 

Internal and External Trade. The NEPRO system is coordinated and maintained by the Ministry of Internal and 

External Trade (previously: Ministry of Trade, tourism and telecommunications).  

  

The E-INSPECTOR software, as the widest database of all inspection supervisions and measures, of all inspections, 

is maintained by the Government Office for Information Technologies and Electronic Administration.  

5  If the answer to question 4 is yes,  

5.a  Please describe this system.  

All market surveillance activities and all measures taken are recorded in the electronic database E-inspector, on the 

basis of which reports are prepared by areas of work and at appropriate time intervals as monthly, quarterly, half-

yearly and annual reports. The reports serve to provide information in the process of analysing the effects of the work 

and to inform the Government, the National Assembly, the public through the Work Informer available on the 

Ministry's website, as well as to provide information at the request of competent authorities and organizations. Data 

on dangerous products, their origin, risks and market surveillance measures contained in this database are selected 

and administered through the NEPRO system.  

6  If the answer to question 4 is no,  

6.a  Please explain why such a system has not been set up and if they are planning to set up such a system, in 

the near future.  

N/A  

7  Is there a system for administering serious risk products?  

  

Yes, there is a system for the administration of products with serious risks, established as the System for Exchange of 

Information on Dangerous Products - NEPRO.  

8  If the answer to question 7 is yes,  

8.a  Please explain how this system works.  
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The NEPRO system was established and functions as an equivalent of the RAPEX System, based on the exchange of 

information through the contact points of the competent authorities with a central contact point that coordinates the 

work of the System for the exchange of information on dangerous products, their origin, safety risks and measures 

taken and, in addition to the exchange of information between competent authorities, administers notifications about 

dangerous products submitted by business entities on the basis of implemented voluntary activities, and on the 

prescribed notification form.  

  

In the system of exchange of information on dangerous products, guidelines for risk assessment are applied. The Risk 

Assessment Template facilitates the implementation of risk assessment procedures. The results of the risk assessment 

are entered into electronic records (E-inspector) and are taken into account when making decisions on the measure of 

withdrawal, i.e. product recall.  

  

As part of the IPA 2017-EU project for safer products in Serbia, an analysis was performed, and recommendations 

were made on how the E-inspector can be used more functionally in terms of more consistent support for market 

surveillance. In accordance with those recommendations, procedures were developed for the implementation of 

market surveillance activities, including the risk assessment procedure, the entry of such data into the electronic 

database and the connection between the E-inspector and the NEPRO system.  

In order to perform supervision more effectively, a checklist is prepared and used to check the conformity of products 

with the requirements of the standards that are purchased from the Institute for Standardization. In connection with 

the handling of the standards, a procedure was carried out. For the needs of market surveillance inspectors, instructions 

and publications are prepared, which are periodically revised.  

  

The market inspection sector introduces a quality management system based on the principles of harmonization of 

the legal framework for market surveillance with the EU Regulation on market surveillance and product conformity 

2019/2010 (previous Regulation on accreditation and market surveillance 2008/765) and in accordance with the basic 

principles of the standard: ISO 9001: 2015 and ISO/IEC 17020:2012.  

  

The database on dangerous products from the national system for the exchange of information on dangerous products 

- NEPRO, is used in the exchange of information within the framework of regional cooperation through the 

established regional network of market surveillance authorities. For now, this information is exchanged via e-mail, 

through regional contact points, the most active of which are Serbia, BiH and Montenegro. Regarding the exchange 

of information on dangerous products in the LVD sector, within the mentioned regional network of market 

surveillance authorities, BiH and Serbia are the most active. For these purposes, the harmonized Dangerous Product 

Notification Form is used. The contact points in the Regional Network of Market Surveillance Authorities were 

appointed by the market surveillance authorities-users of implemented projects for the development of quality 

infrastructure in the Region.  

  

The Ministry of Internal and Foreign Trade performs market surveillance within the Sector for Market Inspection. 

The market inspection sector has 459 systematized workplaces and 337 employees, of which 72 inspectors are 

engaged in the control of conformity and safety of products, while the rest work in the field of consumer protection, 

protection of intellectual property rights, prevention of money laundering, suppression of illegal trade, etc. .). In the 

field of conformity control and product safety, the aforementioned 72 market inspectors perform market surveillance 

in several sectors covering certain product categories, including LVD and EMCD. This means that 72 market 

inspectors are trained and are able to perform tasks in the areas of LVD and EMCD, while it is important to note that 

7 market inspectors are trained at a higher level and have a specific role in the area of LVD as well as 7 market 

inspectors, specialized in EMSD, so that they are able to support other market inspectors in the implementation of 

market surveillance activities in LVD. and the EMSD field.  

   

In addition, the coordination of the work of inspectors in the field is ensured through the Department at the 

headquarters of the Market Inspection Sector, which supports the work of 24 operational departments in the field.  
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9  If the answer to question 7 is no,  

9.a  Please explain why such a system has not been set up and if they are planning to set up such a system, in 

the near future.  

N/A  

10  Are there measures in place (such as withdrawal of products from the market, penalty etc), if non-

compliant products are found on the market?  

Yes, the Law prescribes measures taken by market surveillance authorities when they find noncompliant products on 

the market, such as the measure of withdrawing non-compliant products from the market. Fines are also prescribed, 

which are imposed in the proceedings before the competent judicial authorities, and the request for initiation of such 

proceedings is submitted by the market surveillance authorities. Procedures for the application of measures are based 

on the principles of objectivity, independence and the principle of proportionality.  

11  If the answer to question 10 is yes,  

11.a  Please describe these measures with some examples. Are these consistently applied to all economic 

operators in question? Please explain with evidence if possible.  

  

For example, an electric outdoor mosquito repellent product has been withdrawn from the market in the amount of 

77 units for the reason that it did not meet the requirements for IP protection. The public was informed about the 

measure taken to withdraw the mentioned product from the market via the NEPRO System.  

 12.a   Explain and motivate why?  

Yes, all measures are consistently applied to all economic entities in accordance with their role and the obligations 

they have in the supply chain in accordance with that role  

N/A  

13  Is there a sufficient number of appropriate conformity assessment bodies on the market to support the 

market surveillance authorities? Is there evidence to support the answer given by the market surveillance 

authorities?  

YES, there is a sufficient number, which is illustrated by the statistics of the Market Inspection Sector on sampling 

and testing of product compliance with LVD and EMC requirements, which were given in the answer to question 

number 2.a.  

14  Are there available statistics on non-compliant products versus compliant products?  

E-INSPEKTOR and NEPRO provide all the data. Charts are made based on NEPRA. Statistical reports are being 

improved.  

15  If the answer to question 14 is yes,    

15.a  Please explain how the statistics is obtained and what it is used for?  

It exists in E-INSPECTOR and is used for reporting and risk assessment, which is the basis for planning.  

  

There is a Training and Reporting Department  

16  If the answer to question 14 is no,    

16.a  Please explain why such information is not obtained.  

N/A  

 

 

Machinery Rulebook  

No.  Questions  

1  Have the market surveillance authorities checked to see that products follow the requirements of the 

machinery directive or of the local legislation for machinery, as the case may be?   
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Yes.  

Compliance with the requirements of the regulations on MD, which have been transferred to the Serbian legislation, 

is controlled in use according to  Rulebook on Machinery Safety „Official  

Gazette of RS”, No. 58/16 and 21/20  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

2.a  How have they checked the compliance of these products on the market?   

Please describe. If there is available statistics on types of checks, please add it to your answer.   

According to the Law on Market Surveillance ("Official Gazette of the RS", No. 92/2011), which aligns the 

obligations of the market surveillance authorities with the EC Regulation on Accreditation and Market Surveillance 

2008/765 (and which is planned to be amended with the aim of harmonizing with According to the Regulation on 

market surveillance and product conformity (EU) 2019/2010, market surveillance authorities perform proactive and 

reactive market surveillance.   

  

From January to December 2021, from the aspect of control of the MD surveillance number was 297, and it was only 

as planned by trimmers and drills.   

  

In 2022 according to the Regulations of MD was not paid, but for 2023 are planned controls and from the domain of 

MD.   

  

At NEPRO 2022 was an extraordinary Surveillance and recalled product Multicurrent Mixer for concrete.   

  

All reports are submitted and considered by the Product Safety Council.   

  

Product Safety System. The Security Directorate is recognized as an act of market surveillance.  

  

They participated in ATEX and for product safety and personal protective equipment. Health and Safety 

Administration and Labor Inspectorate  

3  If the answer to question 1 is no,  

3.a  Why have they not checked the compliance of these products on the market?  

N/A  

3.b Are they planning to check the compliance of these products on the market in the near future?  

N/A  

3.c  How are they planning to check the compliance of these products on the market?  

N/A  

4  Is there a reporting system for non-compliant products?   

Yes, there is a database and a reporting system for all activities of market surveillance authorities, including a reporting 

system for non-compliant products. In addition, there is a national system for exchanging information on unsafe 

(dangerous) products - NEPRO (National RAPEX), which can be accessed through the website of the Ministry of 

Internal and External Trade. The NEPRO system is coordinated and maintained by the Ministry of Internal and 

External Trade (previously:  

Ministry of Trade, tourism and telecommunications).  

 

The E-INSPECTOR software, as the widest database of all inspection supervisions and measures, of all inspections, 

is maintained by the Government Office for Information Technologies and Electronic Administration  

5  If the answer to question 4 is yes,  

5.a  Please describe this system.  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/sw4i/download/files/article/RULEBOOK_Machinery.pdf?id=55
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/sw4i/download/files/article/RULEBOOK_Machinery.pdf?id=55
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All market surveillance activities and all measures taken are recorded in the electronic database E-inspector, on the 

basis of which reports are prepared by areas of work and at appropriate time intervals as monthly, quarterly, half-

yearly and annual reports. The reports serve to provide information in the process of analysing the effects of the work 

and to inform the Government, the National Assembly, the public through the Work Informer available on the 

Ministry's website, as well as to provide information at the request of competent authorities and organizations. Data 

on dangerous products, their origin, risks and market surveillance measures contained in this database are selected 

and administered through the NEPRO system.  

6  If the answer to question 4 is no,  

6.a  Please explain why such a system has not been set up and if they are planning to set up such a system, in 

the near future.  

N/A  

7  Is there a system for administering high risk products, for example withdrawing noncompliant products 

etc.?  

Yes, there is a system for the administration of products with serious risks, established as the System for Exchange of 

Information on Dangerous Products - NEPRO.  

8  If the answer to question 7 is yes,  

8.a  Please explain how this system works.  

The NEPRO system was established and functions as an equivalent of the RAPEX System, based on the exchange of 

information through the contact points of the competent authorities with a central contact point that coordinates the 

work of the System for the exchange of information on dangerous products, their origin, safety risks and measures 

taken and, in addition to the exchange of information between competent authorities, administers notifications about 

dangerous products submitted by business entities on the basis of implemented voluntary activities, and on the 

prescribed notification form.  

  

In the system of exchange of information on dangerous products, guidelines for risk assessment are applied. The Risk 

Assessment Template facilitates the implementation of risk assessment procedures. The results of the risk assessment 

are entered into electronic records (E-inspector) and are taken into account when making decisions on the measure of 

withdrawal, i.e. product recall.  

  

As part of the IPA 2017-EU project for safer products in Serbia, an analysis was performed, and recommendations 

were made on how the E-inspector can be used more functionally in terms of more consistent support for market 

surveillance. In accordance with those recommendations, procedures were developed for the implementation of 

market surveillance activities, including the risk assessment procedure, the entry of such data into the electronic 

database and the connection between the E-inspector and the NEPRO system.  

In order to perform supervision more effectively, a checklist is prepared and used to check the conformity of products 

with the requirements of the standards that are purchased from the Institute for Standardization. In connection with 

the handling of the standards, a procedure was carried out. For the needs of market surveillance inspectors, instructions 

and publications are prepared, which are periodically revised.  

  

The market inspection sector introduces a quality management system based on the principles of harmonization of the 

legal framework for market surveillance with the EU Regulation on market surveillance and product conformity 

2019/2010 (previous Regulation on accreditation and market surveillance 2008/765) and in accordance with the basic 

principles of the standard: ISO 9001: 2015 and ISO/IEC 17020:2012.  

  

The database on dangerous products from the national system for the exchange of information on dangerous products 

- NEPRO, is used in the exchange of information within the framework of regional cooperation through the 

established regional network of market surveillance authorities. For now, this information is exchanged via e-mail, 

through regional contact points, the most active of which are Serbia, BiH and Montenegro. Regarding the exchange 

of information on dangerous products in the MD sector, within the mentioned regional network of market surveillance 

authorities, BiH and Serbia are the most active. For these purposes, the harmonized Dangerous Product Notification 

Form is used. The contact points in the Regional Network of Market Surveillance Authorities were appointed by the 

market surveillance authorities-users of implemented projects for the development of quality infrastructure in the 

Region.  
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9  If the answer to question 7 is no,  

9.a  Please explain why such a system has not been set up and if they are planning to set up such a system, in 

the near future.   

N/A  

10  Are there measures in place (such as withdrawal of products from the market, penalty etc), if non-compliant 

products are found on the market?   

Yes, the Law prescribes measures taken by market surveillance authorities when they find noncompliant products on 

the market, such as the measure of withdrawing non-compliant products from the market. Fines are also prescribed, 

which are imposed in the proceedings before the competent judicial authorities, and the request for initiation of such 

proceedings is submitted by the market surveillance authorities. Procedures for the application of measures are based 

on the principles of objectivity, independence and the principle of proportionality.  

  

Penalty is prescribed by the Law.  

11  If the answer to question 10 is yes,  

11.a  Please describe these measures with some examples.  

For example, 2022 multi-current mixer, circular saws and sewing machines. In 2021, there was a ban on 463 items, 

i.e. a withdrawal order, from 297 controls. The reason for the non-completion of the declaration, the lack of proper 

documentation.   

  

In 2022, there were no machines, except for one multicurrent mixer. This was an extraordinary surveillance after the 

report.  

  

The public was informed about the measure taken to withdraw the mentioned product from the market via the NEPRO 

System.  

11.b  Are these consistently applied to all economic operators in question?  Please explain with 

evidence if possible.  

  

Yes, all measures are consistently applied to all economic entities in accordance with their role and the obligations 

they have in the supply chain in accordance with that role.  

12  If the answer to question 10 is no,  

12.a  Explain and motivate why?  

N/A  

13  Is there a sufficient number of appropriate conformity assessment bodies on the market to support the market 

surveillance authorities?   

Is there evidence to support the answer given by the market surveillance authorities?  

  

There is.  

They work with laboratories.   

14  Are there available statistics on non-compliant products versus compliant products?  

.  

E-INSPEKTOR and NEPRO provide all the data. Charts are made based on NEPRO. Statistical reports are being 

improved  

15  If the answer to question 14 is yes,    

15.a  Please explain how the statistics is obtained and what it is used for?  

.  

It exists in E-INSPECTOR and is used for reporting and risk assessment, which is the basis for planning.  

  

There is a Training and Reporting Department  
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16  If the answer to question 14 is no,    

16.a  Please explain why such information is not obtained.  

N/A  

17  Which market surveillance authorities (MSA) operate in the field of machinery i.e. are there different 

MSAs in charge of consumer products (DIY machinery, portable tools, garden equipment,…), industrial 

machinery (at working place), special types of machinery (such as underground machinery, lifting 

machinery and accessories, for use in EX zones,…)?   

Please, name the(se) agency (ies).  

  

  

There are two competent authorities. From the aspect of safety at work, the Competent Directorate for Safety and 

Health at Work, besides the Ministry of Internal Trade, are subject to the responsibility.   

  

In the System for Product Safety, the Security Directorate is recognized as an acter of market over the company.  

  

If it comes to ATEX and MD that work in Ex protection, depending on the type of machines, there is cooperation with 

the Ministry of Mining and Energy and the Ministry of Internal Affairs.   

  

There is a Joint Coordination Body, which is organized as a government body called the Product Safety Council. All 

competent authorities for MS are members of this body, as well as all bodies responsible for quality infrastructure. In 

the work of this body participate in representatives of the Chamber of Commerce, as well as representatives of 

representative NGO for consumers protection. This body meets as needed, at least 1-2 times a year. The number of 

members is about 15 and has the possibility of including professional persons if necessary.  For example, at one 

meeting, requested participating in the operational activities of representatives of the Agency for ionizing and non-

ionizing radiation.    

  

Representatives of the Directorate for Safety and Health at Work, as well as representatives of the labor inspection 

participated when it comes to the safety of products subject to the ATEX Directive, as well as for personal protective 

equipment.   

  

18  Is a market surveillance (MS) function in the machinery sector:  

 -  Specialized only in surveillance of consumer machinery (DIY)?  

 - Or is it covering also industrial machinery (YES/NO)?  

- Geographically covering the whole country (YES/NO)?  

   

They are divided according to the protected good, i.e. according to the aspect of public interest whether it is about 

Safety and Health at Work, Environmental Protection etc.    

  

No distinction is made regarding the geographical origin of the fracture, selection is made on the basis of risk 

assessment, mutual cooperation and other input data.  

19  How many MSA personnel is involved in machinery field-checks?  

The Ministry of Internal and Foreign Trade performs market surveillance within the Sector for Market Inspection. 

The market inspection sector has 459 systematized workplaces and 337 employees, of which 72 inspectors are 

engaged in the control of conformity and safety of products, while the rest work in the field of consumer protection, 

protection of intellectual property rights, prevention of money laundering, suppression of illegal trade, etc. .). In the 

field of conformity control and product safety, the aforementioned 72 market inspectors perform market surveillance 

in several sectors covering certain product categories, including MD. This means that 72 market inspectors are trained 

and are able to perform tasks in the areas of MD, while it is important to note that 7 market inspectors are trained at 

a higher level and have a specific role in the area of MD, so that they are able to support other market inspectors in 

the implementation of market surveillance activities in MD field.  

In addition, the coordination of the work of inspectors in the field is ensured through the Department at the 

headquarters of the Market Inspection Sector, which supports the work of 24 operational departments in the field. 

20  What is the level of customs clearance border control and MSA? (low, moderate, 

high)   
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So far, MS has been done 100% over products that have already been placed on the internal market.  

  

No inspection has been done at the border so far, but it is stipulated that it is in the Law on Market Surveillance.    

21  In your opinion, is the level of MS compliance checks same for two main groups of economic operators 

(importers, domestic manufacturers) i.e no disadvantage between the types of economic operators when it 

comes to Technical File review, interviews, etc…  

Everyone is treated equally. The same is required by foreign and domestic manufacturers. It is an overview of the 

technical file, declarations and the like, i.e. administrative control.  

22  What is the level of compliance assessment by MSA: a.Administrative only?  

b.Mainly administrative with rough technical assessment?  

c.Administrative check and technical overview?  

d.Administrative check + Technical assessment by subcontracted CAB?  

Administrative control is mainly done, so if the need arises, another type of control is undertaken. So far, it's all been 

administrative.  

23  Does market surveillance take place in state-owned companies?   

Do you see any potential risk for (un)biased compliance assessment of these companies?  

They're also subject to surveillance.   

No, since they have the same treatment.  

24  Which methodology is MSA using for risk assessment of noncompliant products?   

RAG Guide application where is risk assessment, based on. the General Product Safety Directive, which is the some 

as RAPEKS.   

  

 

Standardization body of Serbia (ISS)  

Person: Radisa Knezevic,  Head of the Sector for general areas of standardization  

Institution:  Institute for Standardization of Serbia  

Place: Belgrade   

  

LVD and EMC Rulebooks  

No.  Question  

1  Has the standardization body adopted the EU harmonized standards for LVD and EMC which have been 

published by CEN/CENELEC and translated them into the local language? If standards are not translated 

to the local language please, explain why?  

Yes, the Institute for Standardization of Serbia respects the all obligations of full membership in European 

organizations for standardization - CEN and CENELEC.  

Harmonized European standards, which are the subject of these directives, have been adopted as identical Serbian 

standards (about 99%) mostly in English. European standards are adopted by the method of translation into the 

Serbian language in accordance with the needs of interested parties and the available human and financial resources 

of the Institute.   

Insight into the Institute's information system:  

• under the EMC Directive (2014/30), there are 411 published standards (including amendments), of which 21 

documents have been translated into Serbian.  

• Under the LVD directive (2014/35), there are 1084 published standards (including amendments), of which 

72 documents have been translated into Serbian.  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

2.a  Was this mandated by the regulators?  
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Yes, the Ministry of Economy - Sector for Quality and Product Safety is responsible for the transposition and 

implementation of these two directives and has adopted the following regulations:  

For  Low  Voltage  Electrical  Equipment  (LVD)  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novipristup/lvd.html  

For electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novipristup/EMC.html  

  

On the website of the Institute for Standardization of Serbia, there are informative sections dedicated to:  

 -  National regulations and standards  

               https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/regulation  

 -  As well as European directives and regulations  

               https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/directive  

2.b  Have these standards replaced any local standards or are local standards still being used?  

Yes, all conflicting national standards have been withdrawn.  

3  If the answer to question 1 is no,  

3.a  Are they planning to adopt the EU harmonized standards for LVD and EMC, in the near future?  

/  

3.b  Are these going to replace local standards?  

/  

4  Is the standardization body preparing for a future membership of CEN and CENELEC? What is the 

timeline?  

The Institute is a full member of the European standardization organizations CEN and CENELEC since 2017  

4.a  Is there a CEN/CENELEC assessment report available?   

Yes. The Institute successfully conducted two compliance checks with the criteria for full membership in European 

standardization organizations (CEN and CENELEC) in 2019 and 2022, and the reports were submitted to the Institute.  

5  Does the standardization body have mirror committees to CEN and CENELEC to follow the development 

of standards? Please explain.  

The Institute for Standardization of Serbia has its national Committees for standards and related documents that 

monitor the work of the respective technical committees CEN and CENELEC, 119 in the general areas of 

standardization and 43 in the electrotechnical areas.  

Number of employees in ISS: 61 employees.   

• The LVD directive (2014/35) covers the work of 28 commissions, of which 23 are active, while 5 are under 

the jurisdiction of the Expert Council.  

• The EMC Directive (2014/30) covers the work of 32 commissions, of which 28 are active, while four are 

under the jurisdiction of the Expert Council.  

The 17 commissions cover both LDV and EMC. The total number of members in these  

commissions is over 300 experts from more than 200 different organizations  

6  Is the standardization body able to find local technical experts to support it in development of standards or 

other technical matters?  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/lvd.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/EMC.html
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/regulation
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/regulation
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/directive
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/directive
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Yes, work on standardization is organized in 163 active national commissions for standards and related documents, 

and in those commissions for standards participate experts who are representatives of various interested parties.   

The total number of members in commissions for LVD in EMC is over 300 experts from more than 200 different 

organizations.  

7  If the answer to question 6 is yes,  

7.a  Which sectors of the market do these experts come from? How many external technical experts does the 

standardization body have in its pool.  

Businesses, public companies, educational institutions, public institutions, associations, state administration, public 

agencies, tourist organizations, ...  

There are about 1,500 experts who are representatives of the various aforementioned stakeholders.  

8  If the answer to question 6 is no,  

8.a  How does the lack of technical experts affect the development of standards? Please exemplify.  

/  

9  Are local stakeholders included in the standardization work so that there is active contribution from the 

market? Explain and motivate, please.  

Yes, representatives of interested parties are members of national commissions for standards and related documents. 

The Institute has an application form available on its website for membership in standards commissions in the section: 

"Become a member of the commission". https://iss.rs/sr_Latn/be-our-member_p731.html   

Each interested party can have its representative in the standards commissions in accordance with established rules 

and procedures.  

10  Does the standardization body have a systematic process to communicate with the market, in particular 

regarding new standards? Describe the system and motivate, please.  

The Institute has a very informative website that is open to all users and interested parties, as well as other means of 

communication and information such as: social networks, organizing seminars, cooperation with the Chamber of 

Commerce and regional chambers as well as cooperation with the Chamber of Engineers, cooperation with ministries, 

especially those who are the adopters of technical regulations, etc. On the website of the Institute there is visible 

information about published standards as well as drafts and new projects of standards, ...  

  

Machinery Rulebook  

No.  Question  

1  Has the standardization body adopted the EU harmonized standards for machinery which have been 

published by CEN/CENELEC?  

Yes,   

at the end of 2022, the Institute for Standardization of Serbia adopted 99.38% of all European harmonized standards , 

including machine standards, in accordance with the compliance with the  

 

obligations of full membership in European organizations for standardization – CEN and CENELEC.  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

2.a   -  Was this mandated by the regulators?  

https://iss.rs/sr_Latn/be-our-member_p731.html
https://iss.rs/sr_Latn/be-our-member_p731.html
https://iss.rs/sr_Latn/be-our-member_p731.html
https://iss.rs/sr_Latn/be-our-member_p731.html
https://iss.rs/sr_Latn/be-our-member_p731.html
https://iss.rs/sr_Latn/be-our-member_p731.html
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Yes, the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Serbia – Sector for Quality and Product Safety is responsible for 

transposing and implementing the EU Directive for Machinery and it has adopted the Regulation on Machine Safety 

("Official Gazette of rs", no. 58/16 and 21/20) which is fully compliant with all the principles and essential 

requirements of Directive 2006/42/EC https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-

propisima-EU/novipristup/masine.html  

  

On the website of the Institute for Standardization of Serbia there are information sections dedicated to all interested 

parties in the RS related to:  

  

- National regulation and standards: https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/regulation  

- The European Directive and Regulations: https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/directive  

  

2.b   Have these standards replaced any local standards or are local standards still being used?   

Yes, all national standards that are contrary to European standards have been withdrawn.  

3  If the answer to question 1 is no,  

3.a  Are they planning to adopt the EU harmonized standards for machinery in the near future?  

/  

3.b  Are these going to replace local standards?  

/  

4  Is the standardization body preparing for a future membership of CEN and CENELEC?  What is the 

timeline?  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

4.a  Is there a CEN/CENELEC assessment report available?   

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

  

5 Does the standardization body have mirror committees to CEN and CENELEC to follow the development of 

standards in the machinery sector?   

Please explain.  

The Institute for Standardization of Serbia has its own national Commissions for Standards and related documents 

that monitor the work of the relevant TECHNICAL COMMITTEES CEN/CENELEC (as well as ISO/IEC at the 

international level) for the field of machinery: 31 commissions for standards in general areas of standardization and 

4 in electrical engineering fields. European standards are taken as Serbian standards mainly in English by the method 

of downloading, while a smaller number of standards are taken into Serbian by the translation method, and those 

standards for which users express requests and which are most applicable in the RS.  

6  Is the standardization body able to find local technical experts to support it in development of standards or 

other technical matters in the machinery sector?  

Yes, in the work of national standards commissions participate experts who are representatives of various stakeholders.  

7  If the answer to question 6 is yes,  

7.a  Which sectors of the market do these experts come from, for example universities, industry, etc?   

Commercial companies, public companies, educational institutions, public institutions, associations, state 

administration, public agencies,…  

7.b  How many external technical experts does the standardization body have in its pool?  How many of these 

are experts within the machinery sector?  

There are about 1500 experts who are representatives of various stakeholders who participate in the work of all 

standards commissions at the Institute while in the standards commissions that monitor the work of international since. 

There are about 280 European technical committees in the field of machine safety.  

8  If the answer to question 6 is no,  

https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://tehnis.privreda.gov.rs/tehnicki-propisi/tehnicki-propisi-uskladjeni-sa-propisima-EU/novi-pristup/masine.html
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/regulation
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/regulation
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/regulation
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/directive
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/directive
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8.a  How does the lack of technical experts affect the development of standards in the machinery sector?   

Please exemplify.  

/  

9  Are local stakeholders included in the standardization work for machinery so that there is active contribution 

from the market?   

Explain and motivate, please.  

  

Yes, stakeholder representatives are members of national standards commissions and related documents. The Institute 

has on its website an application form for membership in the standards commissions in the section: "Become a member 

of the commission". Each interested party may have its own representative in the standards commissions in accordance 

with the established rules and procedures of the Institute that are fully compliant with the European and international 

standards for standardization.  In addition to those interested parties who directly participate in the work of the Standards 

Commissions, the Institute provides all others with free reading of draft standards at a public hearing and providing 

comments through its website.  

10  Does the standardization body have a systematic process to communicate with the market, in particular 

regarding new standards?   

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be answered 

again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

  

11  Who is really responsible for the maintenance of the list of standards that support technical regulation in the 

field of machinery (custodian of technical regulation, Standardization Body/Technical Committee,…)? How 

often is the list reviewed and revised?  

The Ministry of Economy – Sector for Quality and Product Safety is responsible for maintaining the list. The latest 

List of Serbian Standards in the field of machinery was updated on December 26, 2019.  

12  Where is the list of standards published (officially)?  Internet link?  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be answered 

again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

  

National Metrology Institute (DMDM)  

Person: Tamara Đekić, Group for certification and quality  

Institution: Ministry of Economy, Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals  

Place: Belgrade   

  

LDV and EMC Regulation  

 No.  Questions  

1  Which SI units do they actually realize in the laboratories? i.e. SI units where they use the definition of 

the unit to produce the unit and achieve national traceability?  

The Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals implements all SI basic units in its laboratories (ampere, 

second, mole, meter, kilogram, kelvin, candela). Also, national traceability is ensured for all the mentioned units.  

2  For which SI units do they have primary measurement standards? i.e. units which they do not have the 

realizations of but where they keep high level primary standards to serve their national market?  

The Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals has national standards for all basic units of the SI system.  

  

The Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals is the holder of 38 national standards, of which 32 are located 

in the laboratories at the headquarters of the Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals, and 6 are located in 

the laboratories of the named Institute for Nuclear Sciences in Vinca.  

3  Are they a member of CIPM and BIPM?   

Yes. The Republic of Serbia has been a full member of the BIPM since April 9, 2001, and the  

Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals is a signatory to the CIPM MRA since December 5, 2002.  
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 4   Is the NMI peer-evaluated by BIPM members? Please explain and motivate.  

Yes. The Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals has 171 internationally recognized measurement and 

calibration facilities (CMCs), on the basis of which it periodically participates in peer reviews with other BIPM 

members. Collegial evaluations are usually conducted once every five years in each area, under the auspices of the 

regional metrology organization EURAMET. So far, collegial evaluations have been carried out with NMI - national 

metrology institutes of Bulgaria, Macedonia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ireland, on existing projects 

EURAMET No. 1208 and No. 1544. Also, experts from the Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals conduct 

collegial evaluations in other NMIs. The report on participation in collegial evaluations at the annual level is submitted 

to EURAMET TC-Q.  

5  Is the NMI accredited for the part of its services where it competes with calibration laboratories on the 

market?  

Please explain and motivate.  

The Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals has been accredited for part of the testing and calibration 

services, continuously since 2011. The calibration services of length, pressure and flow meters are accredited, 

accreditation certificate issued by the Accreditation Body of Serbia number 02-039 

(http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/ ).   

The services of testing meters, taximeters, scales and objects made of precious metals are accredited, Certificate of 

accreditation by the Accreditation Body of Serbia number 01-339 (http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/ )  

6  For the units mentioned under #1 and #2 do they participate in the key comparisons of the BIPM?  

If the answer is no, why not? When do they plan to start participating?  

If the answer is yes, which units (all or only some)? Motivate your answer and explain.  

Yes, the Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals participates in key BIPM comparisons for all base units of the 

SI system.  

7  Are the measurement capabilities the NMI listed in the BIPM CMC database?  

Yes, the internationally recognized measurement and calibration capabilities of the Directorate for Measurements and 

Precious Metals can be found at the following link https://www.bipm.org/kcdb/cmc/quick- 

search?keywords=Directorate+of+Measures+and+Precious+Metals   

 

  

 
FREQUENCY NMI ELECTIRICITY NMI  

Calibration and measu    Calibration and measu  

8  If they do not participate in the key comparisons of the BIPM, how do they make sure that their 

traceability and their declared measurement uncertainty is reliable? Please explain and motivate.  

In addition to participating in available comparisons at the level of BIPM, the Directorate for Measures and Precious 

Metals participates in key, supplementary and bilateral comparisons at the level of EURAMET, or other regional 

metrological organizations.  

9  What is the scope of their calibration activities for electrical units, i.e. which units can they calibrate to 

provide traceability?  

The scope of calibration activities in the field of electrical quantities is available in the DMDM Service Catalog, 

which is publicly available on the website of the Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals (items 9 to 25).  

https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf  New Annex 1 and 2  

10  Which instruments can they calibrate, and which instruments do they actually calibrate?  

Measuring equipment that DMDM can calibrate (in the area of electrical quantities and others) is available in the 

DMDM Service Catalogue, which is publicly available on the website of the Directorate  for Measures 

 and  Precious  Metals  

https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf New Annex 1 and 2  

http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/
https://www.bipm.org/kcdb/cmc/quick-search?keywords=Directorate+of+Measures+and+Precious+Metals
https://www.bipm.org/kcdb/cmc/quick-search?keywords=Directorate+of+Measures+and+Precious+Metals
https://www.bipm.org/kcdb/cmc/quick-search?keywords=Directorate+of+Measures+and+Precious+Metals
https://www.bipm.org/kcdb/cmc/quick-search?keywords=Directorate+of+Measures+and+Precious+Metals
https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
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11  What is the measurement range of their calibrations? Measurement unit and corresponding range and 

uncertainty.  

Measurement range, including measurement units and measurement uncertainty is available in the DMDM Service 

Catalogue, which is publicly available on the website of the Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals 

https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf New Annex 1 and 2  

12  Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the employment of 

competent work force? Please, explain.  

  

There is a competent workforce on the local market, but a possible problem is the employment of young people, who 

prefer working in the private sector due to lower salaries and the possibility of promotions in the state sector.  

13  From which sectors do their customers come? Please specify: private and/or government, technical field 

of activity, manufacturers, importers/exporters, etc.?  

From all sectors, private, government, technical filed of activities (accredited CABs), less from manufacturers and 

importers companies.  

14  Does the NMI have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in the area of electrical 

products and the needs of the market? Please explain and give examples.  

Information on novelties, as well as market needs in the field of electrical quantities, is monitored through 

participation in international organizations in the field of metrology: BIPM, OIML, EURAMET, WELMEC. The 

Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals is a member of all major international metrology organizations, 

and has appointed employees as contact persons within the professional working groups in those organizations.  

15  Does the NMI have a procedure to follow-up directives and technical regulations? Please, describe.  

The Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals has established an integrated management system, within which 

the procedure P-1 Management of documented information is defined.  

Within point 3.2 of this procedure, the management of external documented information is defined as follows: "In 

accordance with the scope of work, determined in the general internal act on internal organization and systematization 

of jobs and tasks by workplace, the executors at workplaces, within their competences and responsibilities, constantly 

follow laws, regulations, standards, recommendations of international institutions, etc. necessary to perform their 

activities, and regularly record changes in record P-1-Z-1 List of external documents.''  

16  Does the NMI have any other roles than being the top level of measurement traceability in its 

country/economy? Please list, explain, describe.  

The work carried out by the Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals is defined by the Law on Metrology 

("Official Gazette of RS", no. 15/16). In accordance with Article 8 of the Law on Metrology, the Directorate carries 

out the following activities:  

1) takes care of the system of legal measurement units in the Republic of Serbia; 2) develops, implements, 

promulgates, preserves, maintains, improves standards of the Republic of Serbia; 3) coordinates and supervises the 

work of the designated bearers of national standards; 4) ensures metrological traceability; 5) research and 

development in the field of metrology; 6) conducts testing of pre-packaged products, in order to verify the fulfilment 

of metrological requirements; 7) represents the Republic of Serbia in international and regional metrology 

organizations, ensures the fulfilment of obligations arising from membership in those organizations, and establishes 

cooperation in the field of metrology; 8) performs metrological supervision; 9) authorizing business entities and other 

legal entities to perform benchmark certification; 10) supervises the work of authorized bodies; 11) assessment of 

conformity of criteria; 12) decides in administrative procedures in the field of metrology; 13) performs metrological 

expertise; 14) prepares strategy and regulations in the field of metrology; 15) keeps a register of benchmarks that are 

subject to legal control and other prescribed records; 16) provides metrological information and issues an official 

gazette; 17) time distribution; 18) provides professional assistance and conducts training for the performance of work 

in the field of metrology; 19) engages in publishing activity; 20) performs other tasks in the field of metrology in 

accordance with the law.  

https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
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17  According to the NMI what are the main problems it encounters in disseminating traceability and serving 

the local market?  

Please explain, motivate and describe.  

There is a need for further development of services and improvement of knowledge, and support could refer to the 

following activities:  

• additional provision of equipment for the development of electric vehicle charger testing services - intentions 

of Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals are to be prepared for the future, since there are indications 

that charger control will be part of legal metrology,  

• procurement of solar panels for the purpose of energy efficiency of the headquarters of the Directorate of 

Measures and Precious Metals and research of solar energy  

• further education in the field of application of European directives  

Specific measurement uncertainty training course for calibration laboratories that operates in accordance to the 

ISO/IEC 17025  

  

Machinery Rulebook  

No.  Questions  

1  Which SI units do they actually realize in the laboratories?  

 i.e. SI units where they use the definition of the unit to produce the unit and achieve national traceability?  

  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

2  For which SI units do they have primary measurement standards?   

i.e. units which they do not have the realizations of but where they keep high level primary standards to 

serve their national market?  

  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

3  Are they a member of CIPM and BIPM?   

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

4  Is the NMI peer-evaluated by BIPM members? Please explain and motivate.  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

  

Yes. The Directorate of Measurements and Precious Metals has 171 internationally recognized Calibration and 

Measurement Capabilities  (CMCs), on the basis of which it periodically participates in peer reviews with other BIPM 

members. Collegial evaluations (peer reviews)  are usually conducted once every five years in each area, under the 

auspices of the regional metrology organization EURAMET. So far, peer reviews have been carried out with NMI - 

national metrology institutes of Bulgaria, Macedonia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ireland, on existing 

projects EURAMET No. 1208 and No. 1544. Also, experts from the Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals 

conduct peer reviews in other NMIs. The report on participation in peer reviews at the annual level is submitted to 

EURAMET TC-Q  

5  Is the NMI accredited for the part of its services where it competes with calibration laboratories on the 

market?  

Please explain and motivate.  
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This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be answered 

again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

The Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals has been accredited for part of the testing and calibration services, 

continuously since 2011. The calibration services of length, pressure and flow meters are accredited, accreditation 

certificate issued by the Accreditation Body of Serbia number 02-039 (http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/ ).   

The services of testing electricity meters, taximeters, weighing instrument and precious metals articles are accredited, 

Certificate of accreditation by the Accreditation Body of Serbia number 01-339 

(http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/ )   

  

The Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals has been accredited for part of the testing and calibration services, 

continuously since 2011. The calibration services of length, pressure and flow meters are accredited, accreditation 

certificate issued by the Accreditation Body of Serbia number 02-039 (http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/ ).   

The services of testing electricity meters, taximeters, weighing instrument and precious metals articles are accredited, 

Certificate of accreditation by the Accreditation Body of Serbia number 01-339 

(http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/ )  

6  For the units mentioned under #1 and #2 do they participate in the key comparisons of the BIPM?  

If the answer is no, why not?   

When do they plan to start participating?  

If the answer is yes, which units (all or only some)?   

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

 

7  Are the measurement capabilities the NMI listed in the BIPM CMC database (such as current, voltage, 

force, torque, energy,…)?  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

8  If they do not participate in the key comparisons of the BIPM, how do they make sure that their traceability 

and their declared measurement uncertainty is reliable?  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

9  What is the scope of their calibration activities for units relevant to the machinery sector, i.e. which units 

can they calibrate to provide traceability?  

The scope of calibration activities for units relevant to the machinery sector is available in the DMDM Service 

Catalogue, which is publicly available on the website of the Directorate for Measures and Precious Metals (items 9 

to 25).  

  

https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf  

10  Which instruments can they calibrate within the units related to machinery and which instruments do they 

actually calibrate?  

  

Measuring equipment that DMDM can calibrate is available in the DMDM Service Catalogue, which is publicly 

available on the website of the Directorate for Measurements and Precious Metals 

https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf  

  

11  What is the measurement range of their calibrations for the instruments mentioned in Q10?   

Measurement unit and corresponding range and uncertainty.  

Measurement range, including measurement units and measurement uncertainty is available in the DMDM Service 

Catalogue, which is publicly available on the website of the Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals 

https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf  

http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/671/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/predmet/453/
https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
https://www.dmdm.rs/images/dokumenti/KatalogUslugaDMDM_En.pdf
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12  Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the employment of 

competent work force?   

Please, explain. Please, also explain how they cope with the lack of expertise.  

  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

  

13  From which sectors do their customers come? Please specify: private and/or government, technical field 

of activity, manufacturers, importers/exporters, etc.?  

  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give  

14  Does the NMI have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in the area of machinery 

products and the needs of the market?   

  

Information on novelties, as well as market needs in the area of machinery products, is monitored through 

participation in international organizations in the field of metrology: BIPM, OIML, EURAMET, WELMEC. The 

Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals is a member of all major international metrology organizations, and has 

appointed employees as contact persons within the professional working groups in those organizations.  

15  Does the NMI have a procedure to follow-up directives and technical regulations?   

  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

16  Does the NMI have any other roles than being the top level of measurement traceability in its 

country/economy?   

  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  

The work carried out by the Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals is defined by the Law on Metrology 

("Official Gazette of RS", no. 15/16). In accordance with Article 8 of the Law on Metrology, the Directorate carries 

out the following activities:  

1) takes care of the system of legal measurement units in the Republic of Serbia; 2) develops, realize, proclaim, keep 

up, maintains, improves standards of the Republic of Serbia; 3) coordinates and supervises the work of the appointed 

holders of national standards; 4) ensures metrological traceability; 5) research and development in the field of 

metrology; 6) conducts testing of prepackaged products, in order to verify compliance with metrological 

requirements; 7) represents the Republic of Serbia in international and regional metrological organizations, ensures 

the fulfilment of obligations arising from membership in those organizations, and establishes cooperation in the field 

of metrology; 8) performs metrological supervision; 9) authorizing business entities and other legal entities to perform 

verification of measuring instruments; 10) supervises the work of authorized bodies; 11) conformity assessment of 

measuring instruments; 12) decides in administrative procedures in the field of metrology; 13) performs metrological 

expertise; 14) prepares strategy and regulations in the field of metrology; 15) keeps a register of measuring 

instruments that are subject to legal control and other prescribed records; 16) provides metrological information and 

issues an official gazette; 17) time dissemination; 18) provides professional assistance and conducts training for the 

performance of work in the field of metrology; 19) engages in publishing activity; 20) performs other tasks in the 

field of metrology in accordance with the Law.  

17  According to the NMI what are the main problems it encounters in disseminating traceability and serving 

the local market?  

Please explain, motivate and describe.  

This question has already been answered during the interviews for electrical products. It does not need to be 

answered again unless the standards body has additional information to give.  
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Accreditation body of Serbia (ATS)  

Person: Jovana Jovanovic, Assistant director for cooperation with state authorities and public relations,   

Institution: ATS – Accreditation Body of Serbia   

Date: 11th April 2023  

Place: Belgrade  

  

LVD and EMC Regulation  

  

No.  Question  

1  Is the local accreditation body (AB) a member of EA, the European cooperation body  

“European Accreditation”?   

  

Yes.    

 

On the 24th May 2012, ATS became a full EA member and signed the EA MLA for the following fields of 

accreditation: testing laboratories, medical laboratories, calibration laboratories, inspection bodies, and certification 

bodies providing certification of products.   

ATS signed the new EA MLA on 27th May 2014 that, in addition to testing, calibration, inspection and product 

certification, now includes certification of management systems and certification of persons. The status of signatory 

to the Multilateral Agreement (MLA) between ATS and EA was confirmed in 2018.  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

2.a  Does the local AB actively participate in the technical committees of EA? Please give examples and 

motivate based on the needs of the AB and the market.  

The Accreditation Body of Serbia (ATS) actively participates in EA technical committees such as EALC (committee 

for laboratories), EAIC (committee for control bodies), EACC (committee for certification bodies), EA HHC 

(committee for horizontal harmonization).  

3  If the answer to question 1 is no,  

3.a  Is the local AB actively working towards becoming a member? What is the timeline?   

N/A  

 3.b   How is the local AB preparing to become a member of EA? Please, give some examples.  

N/A  

4  Is the local AB a signatory of the EA MLA?   

Yes.  

  

5  If the answer to question 4 is yes,    

5.a  Which scopes of the MLA is it a signatory to?  

ATS is a signatory of the EA MLA agreement in the field of testing laboratories, calibration laboratories, medical 

laboratories, control bodies, certification bodies for products, processes and services, people and management 

systems. 15.10.2022. In 2008, a decision was made to extend the EA MLA agreement to PT providers.  

6  If the answer to question 4 is no  

6.a  Is the local AB actively working towards becoming a signatory and to which scopes? Please motivate based 

on the needs of the market.  

  

N/A  

7  Please, obtain all statistics the AB has on, among other things, the following:  
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7.a  Number of accredited conformity assessment bodies to each of the ISO/CASCO standards, and their scope 

of accreditation (for example, testing laboratories for electrical products or EMC, calibration laboratories 

for electrical and magnetic units of measurement, etc. and in particular which harmonized test standards 

are in the scope of the testing laboratories). It is important to canvas the total field of activity of the 

accredited CABs because it will show the number of CABs with a potential to extend their scope. 

Therefore, the focus should not be only on LVD and EMC but on all fields.  

  

According to data from the register of accredited bodies of the ATS, which is available on the website of the ATS 

http://www.registar.ats.rs/ , a total of 758 conformity assessment bodies (TOU) have been accredited, of which 343 

are testing laboratories, 67 calibration laboratories, 14 medical laboratories, 285 inspection bodies, 22 certification 

bodies for product certification, 15 certification bodies for management system certification, 10 certification bodies 

for certification of persons and 2 accredited PT providers. Information on the scope of accreditation of individual 

TOUs is available by viewing the register of accredited TOUs on the ATS website http://www.registar.ats.rs/ . The 

register can be searched by entering parameters of interest in the search field (for example: subject of testing, 

inspection, certification, reference document...).   

7.b  Number of technical experts/technical assessors available to the AB and their field of expertise  

   

The register of engaged assessors and technical experts according to the type of accreditation and experts engaged for 

the accreditation decision-making process is publicly available on the ATS website   

https://ats.rs/sr/o-nama/ocenjivaci-i-tehnicki-eksperti-eksperti-za-odlucivanje   

  

In the areas of electrical equipment safety and electromagnetic compatibility, which are related to LVD and EMC 

regulations, ATS has at least 8 technical assessors and experts.   

  

The internal records and registers of ATS assessors and technical experts are not kept according to regulations or 

harmonized standards, according to that they are unable to provide exact data on the questions that refer to specific 

regulations and standards; for example. This estimate of the number of evaluators and experts does not include 

technical assessors and technical experts for individual mechanical and physical tests that may be relevant to the 

safety of electrical equipment.  

  

7.c  Number of lead assessors available to the AB  

   

The register of engaged assessors and technical experts according to the type of accreditation and experts engaged for 

the accreditation decision-making process is publicly available on the ATS website  https://ats.rs/sr/o-

nama/ocenjivaci-i-tehnicki-eksperti-eksperti-za-odlucivanje .  

Lead assessors are not associated with specific areas of conformity assessment, but with the reference standard for 

accreditation, i.e. the accreditation scheme, e.g. testing laboratories or certification bodies for product certification.  

7.d  Number of applications for accreditation in the individual fields, number of suspensions and withdrawals 

if applicable.  

  

Information on suspensions, grants and withdrawals of accreditation is also available on the ATS website   

https://ats.rs/sr/akreditovane-organizacije/odluke-o-akreditaciji i http://www.registar.ats.rs   

A total of 2 suspensions are currently active.  

  

According to the available information, no suspension of accreditation is currently active in the subject areas.  

8  Does the AB have access to sufficient local technical expertise to perform its duties within the fields 

covered by the LVD and EMC?   

Yes.  

9  If the answer to question 8 is yes,  

9.a  Which sectors of the market do these come from?  

From state institutions (faculties, institutes) as well as from the private sector.  

10  If the answer to question 8 is no,  

10.a  How does this affect the work of the local AB?  
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N/A  

10.b  Does the AB rely on experts from other countries?  

.  

If it is necessary, ATS can hire foreign assessors and technical experts who are in the register of assessors and experts 

of ATS.  

  

ATS, as a rule, uses evaluators and experts from the Republic of Serbia for accreditation in the area of conformity 

assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility. However, it is early to record that 

in 2013, through a project financed by the EU, a technical expert from Germany (DakkS) was engaged for the needs 

of the initial accreditation of a laboratory for testing electromagnetic compatibility  

11  According to the AB, what are the main problems/difficulties CABs encounter during their initial 

accreditation process and during the accreditation cycle? Please explain and give examples.  

The most common problem is the insufficient preparation of the CABs for accreditation, which can result in a greater 

number of findings and a longer period of time for the implementation of corrective measures.   

The statement in question is general for initial accreditation procedures, that is, it is not specific for accreditation in 

the field of conformity assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility.  

12  Does the AB offer training for potential clients? Please explain what kind of training and motivate your 

answer based on the needs of the market.  

According to Article 10 of the Law on Accreditation, the ATS is independent from the CABs that assesses. ATS may 

not provide consulting services to conformity assessment bodies, so, apart from generic trainings and information 

presented at CABs meetings, ATS does not organize any other type of training for its clients.  

13  Does the AB actively encourage the CABs on the local market to become accredited by informing of the 

benefits? (e.g. the AB could advise the competent authorities transposing/implementing the LVD and 

EMCD about the use of accredited CABs in these directives). Please explain and motivate.  

ATS spreads awareness of the importance of accreditation for the economy and users by organizing and participating 

in various promotional activities (editing the website, publication of newsletters, brochures, seminars...)  

14  Does the AB participate in the work of and cooperate with other institutions of the QI?   

Yes, with all.  

15  If the answer to question 14 is yes,  

15.a  In what way and on which topics?  

ATS cooperates with other quality infrastructure institutions by organizing trainings, meetings, exchange of evaluators 

and experts.  

  

LAW ON TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTS AND ASSESSMENT OF  

CONFORMITY ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 49/2021)  

  

 Article 5, The method of passing the technical regulation  

“The technical regulation is adopted according to the previously obtained opinion of the ministry responsible for the 

affairs of technical regulations, standardization, accreditation, measures and precious metals (hereinafter: the 

Ministry).”  

Article 19, Supervision of the work of appointed bodies  

At least once a year, the ATC submits reports to the competent ministry on the accreditation status of the conformity 

assessment body, which was appointed by that ministry on the basis of accreditation by the ATC.  

Also, Resolving complaints and objections, especially in the domain of authorized bodies, which are addressed 

either to the relevant ministries or directly to the accreditation body.  
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16  If the answer to question 14 is no,  

N/A  

16.a  Explain why such participation/ cooperation does not exist? Motivate and explain, please.  

N/A  

17  Does the AB request accredited testing and calibration laboratories to participate in interlaboratory 

comparisons?  

Yes. According to ATS-PA02 Rules for the Participation in Inter-laboratory Comparisons and Proficiency Testing 

Schemes, it is an obligation for accredited laboratories that perform analytical tests and calibration and inspection 

bodies that use analytical tests that support control to participate in available PT schemes.  

18  If the answer to question 17 is yes,  

18.a  Please provide statistical information on the type of measurements, products etc involved and on the 

participation rate.  

Yes. According to ATS-PA02 Rules for the Participation in Inter-laboratory Comparisons and Proficiency Testing 

Schemes, it is an obligation for accredited laboratories that perform analytical tests and calibration and inspection 

bodies that use analytical tests that support control to participate in available PT schemes.   

  

In addition to interlaboratory comparisons, PT schemes are also available in the subject area (records of early 

participation of accredited laboratories in schemes organized by providers IFM and Università di Firenze). ATS-PA02 

Rules for participation in proficiency testing programs and interlaboratory comparisons are available on our website 

(in the document section: rules).  

  

ATS-PA02 is in according to:  

EA-4/21 INF:2018, Guidelines for the assessment of the appropriateness of small interlaboratory comparison within 

the process of laboratory accreditation   

- EA-4/18 INF:2010, Guidance on the level and frequency of proficiency testing participation.  

- ILAC-P9:06/2014, ILAC Policy for Participation in Proficiency Testing Activity  

19  According to the AB, do local regulators promote accredited CAB services or is there a larger reliance on 

traditional methods such as the use of government owned, nonaccredited CAB resources? Please, explain.  

The Ministry of Economy (the ministry responsible for accreditation) emphasizes the importance of the services of 

accredited CABs at seminars, forums and public addresses etc.  

For example:   

LAW ON TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTS AND ASSESSMENT OF  

CONFORMITY ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 49/2021)  

  

 Article 5, The method of passing the technical regulation  

“The technical regulation is adopted according to the previously obtained opinion of the ministry responsible for the 

affairs of technical regulations, standardization, accreditation, measures and  

precious metals (hereinafter: the Ministry).”  

  

III ASSESSMENT OF CONFORMITY AND THE SERBIAN MARK OF CONFORMITY,  

Article 8, Prescription of assessment of conformity  

  

“A technical regulation may stipulate that certain conformity assessment activities are carried out by a conformity 

assessment body accredited in accordance with the relevant Serbian standard, which contains requirements for 

conformity assessment bodies”  

  

Article 11, Conformity assessment carried out by the manufacturer  

  

“If the technical regulation that adopted harmonized EU legislation stipulates that an accredited body within the 

manufacturer may participate in the conformity assessment procedure, that body must be organized as a separate 

organizational unit that may not participate in production, delivery, assembly, use or maintenance of products whose 

conformity it evaluates and can provide services exclusively to the manufacturer of which it is part.”  

  

Article 12, Conformity assessment carried out by a designated body  
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The appointed body can draw up and issue a domestic certificate of conformity without conducting the conformity 

assessment referred to in paragraph 4 of this article and in the case when the body that issued the foreign certificate 

of conformity is registered in the register of notified bodies for conformity assessment maintained by the European 

Commission, i.e. when the body which issued a foreign certificate of conformity accredited by a national accreditation 

body that is a signatory to the agreement on the recognition of the technical competence of conformity assessment 

bodies.  

  

Article 17, Adopting a decision on the appointment of a conformity assessment body  

  

When making a decision on the appointment, the accreditation certificate issued by the Accreditation Body of Serbia 

(hereinafter: ATC) is taken into account, to the extent that the conformity assessment procedures included in the scope 

of accreditation are prescribed.  

  

Article 19, Supervision of the work of appointed bodies  

  

Supervision over the work of appointed bodies, i.e. fulfilment of requests for appointment and fulfilment of 

obligations after the issuance of the decision on appointment, is carried out by the competent ministry. Supervision 

of the work of appointed bodies also includes supervision of the fulfilment of requirements for subcontractors and 

related legal entities from Article 16 of this law.  

  

At least once a year, the ATC submits reports to the competent ministry on the accreditation status of the conformity 

assessment body, which was appointed by that ministry on the basis of accreditation by the ATC.  

  

Article 31, Obligations of the owner of the product in use  

  

A technical regulation may determine that prescribed inspections are performed by an appointed or accredited 

conformity assessment body or a state administration body. 

20  Does the AB have systematic and regular communication with regulators in areas of common interest?   

Yes.  

21  If the answer to question 20 is yes,  

21.a  Please describe the type, topics and frequency of communication. Please provide examples.  

According to the provisions of the new law on accreditation, ATS was obliged to sign protocols on cooperation with 

the bodies responsible for adopting regulations. Cooperation and communication with these bodies is carried out 

within the framework of signed cooperation protocols (communication takes place in relation to participation in 

working groups for the appointment/authorization of CABs, adoption of regulations, joint participation in trainings, 

ongoing problems in certain areas...)  

  

In the previous period, there was no need for seminars or round tables with accredited bodies in the area of conformity 

assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility. ATS, as a rule, organizes seminars 

for all accredited conformity assessment bodies once a year, where they collect topics that are current and relevant 

for all types/schemes of accreditation. With themes seminars in the previous period you can find out on our website 

(documents section: informational material). If necessary, seminars and round tables with accredited bodies can be 

held, by type of accreditation or by area of conformity assessment.  

22  If the answer to question 20 is no,  

22.a  Please explain and motivate why.  

/  

23  Does the AB have systematic procedures for communication with the market, for example with CABs 

which can potentially be accredited and manufacturers who need CABs for their conformity assessment 

process? Such CABs may be testing laboratories, calibration laboratories or inspection bodies but they 

may also be other types of CABs. Please explain/describe and motivate.  
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The accreditation body of Serbia communicates daily with its accredited clients by conducting the accreditation 

procedures of these CABs.  

  

In the previous period, there was no need for seminars or training of evaluators and experts with topics specific to the 

areas of conformity assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility.  

ATS, as a rule, once a year holds seminars (maintenance and improvement of knowledge, exchange of experiences) 

with leading and technical evaluators, by type of accreditation. When necessary, due to changes in the requirements 

for accreditation (e.g. transition to the application of the new edition of the reference standard for accreditation; 

changes or adoption of new documents with mandatory application) or other established specific needs, they organize 

specific trainings/seminars/round tables with evaluators and experts ma. All trainings and seminars for assessors and 

experts are conducted in accordance with ATS's documented training procedure.  

  

Machinery Rulebook  

No.  Question  

1  Is ATS member of EA, the European cooperation body “European Accreditation”?   

  

Yes.   

On the 24th May 2012, ATS became a full EA member and signed the EA MLA for the following fields of 

accreditation: testing laboratories, medical laboratories, calibration laboratories, inspection bodies, and certification 

bodies providing certification of products.   

ATS signed the new EA MLA on 27th May 2014 that, in addition to testing, calibration, inspection and product 

certification, now includes certification of management systems and certification of persons. The status of signatory 

to the Multilateral Agreement (MLA) between ATS and EA was confirmed in 2018. After peer evaluation which was 

realized in November 2021, EA Multilateral Agreement Council (MAC) has issued a decision confirming that ATS 

remains a signatory to the EA MLA in the field of calibration (EN ISO/IEC 17025), testing (EN ISO/IEC 17025), 

including medical testing (EN ISO 15189), inspection (EN ISO/IEC 17020), certification of management systems 

(EN ISO/IEC 17021-1), certification of products, processes and services (EN ISO/IEC 17065), certification of persons 

(EN ISO/IEC 17024).  

Also, EA MAC confirmed that ATS is compliant with all relevant requirements in the field of PT providers, so decision 

of extension of the EA MLA agreement to PT providers (EN ISO/IEC 17043) was made.  

2  If the answer to question 1 is yes,  

2.a  Does the local AB actively participate in the technical committees of EA?   

Please give examples and motivate based on the needs of the AB and the market.  

The Accreditation Body of Serbia (ATS) actively participates in EA technical committees such as EALC (committee 

for laboratories), EAIC (committee for control bodies), EACC (committee for certification bodies), EA HHC 

(committee for horizontal harmonization).  

3  If the answer to question 1 is no,  

3.a  Is the local AB actively working towards becoming a member?  What is the 

timeline?   

N/A  

3.b  How is the local AB preparing to become a member of EA?  Please, give some 

examples.  

N/A  

4  Is the local AB a signatory of the EA MLA?   
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On the 24th May 2012, ATS became a full EA member and signed the EA MLA for the following fields of 

accreditation: testing laboratories, medical laboratories, calibration laboratories, inspection bodies, and certification 

bodies providing certification of products.   

ATS signed the new EA MLA on 27th May 2014 that, in addition to testing, calibration, inspection and product 

certification, now includes certification of management systems and certification of persons. The status of signatory 

to the Multilateral Agreement (MLA) between ATS and EA was confirmed in 2018. After peer evaluation which was 

realized in November 2021, EA Multilateral Agreement Council (MAC) has issued a decision confirming that ATS 

remains a signatory to the EA MLA in the field of calibration (EN ISO/IEC 17025), testing (EN ISO/IEC 17025), 

including medical testing (EN ISO 15189), inspection (EN ISO/IEC 17020), certification of management systems 

(EN ISO/IEC 17021-1), certification of products, processes and services (EN ISO/IEC 17065), certification of persons 

(EN ISO/IEC 17024).  

Also, EA MAC confirmed that ATS is compliant with all relevant requirements in the field of PT providers, so decision 

of extension of the EA MLA agreement to PT providers (EN ISO/IEC 17043) was made.  

5  If the answer to question 4 is yes,  

5.a  Which scopes of the MLA is it a signatory to?  

ATS is a signatory of the EA MLA agreement in the field of testing laboratories, calibration laboratories, medical 

laboratories, control bodies, certification bodies for products, processes and services, persons and management 

systems. On the 15th October 2022 decision was made to extend the EA MLA agreement to PT providers.  

6  If the answer to question 4 is no,  

6.a  Is the local AB actively working towards becoming a signatory and to which scopes? Please motivate based 

on the needs of the market.  

N/A  

7  Please, obtain all statistics the AB has on, among other things, the following:  

  

7.a  Number of accredited conformity assessment bodies to each of the ISO/CASCO standards (ISO/IEC 

17025, 17065, 17021, 17020, etc.), and their scope of accreditation related to machinery.   

According to data from the register of accredited bodies of the ATS, which is available on the website of the ATS 

http://www.registar.ats.rs/ , a total of 758 conformity assessment bodies (TOU) have been accredited, of which 343 

are testing laboratories, 67 calibration laboratories, 14 medical laboratories, 285 inspection bodies, 22 certification 

bodies for product certification, 15 certification bodies for management system certification, 10 certification bodies 

for certification of persons and 2 accredited PT providers. Information on the scope of accreditation of individual 

TOUs is available by viewing the register of accredited TOUs on the ATS website http://www.registar.ats.rs/ . The 

register can be searched by entering parameters of interest in the search field (for example: subject of testing, 

inspection, certification, reference document...). Requests of Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC are transposed in Rule 

book of machine safety ("Official Gazette of R. Of Serbia", 58/16, 21/20). According to information from Register of 

accredited CAB there is no CAB that is accredited regarding Rule book of machine safety. There is also List of Serbian 

standards in area of machinery. Some of CABs are accredited against standards from the list. Information about that 

are available in Register of accredited CABs  

 

 

7.b  Number of technical experts/technical assessors available to the AB within the field of machinery.  

AB in its Register of assessors and technical experts has about 70 TA/TE with machinery expertise.  

7.c  Number of lead assessors available to the AB  

  

http://www.registar.ats.rs/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/
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According to data from the register of accredited bodies of the ATS, which is available on the website of the ATS 

http://www.registar.ats.rs/ , a total of 758 conformity assessment bodies (TOU) have been accredited, of which 343 

are testing laboratories, 67 calibration laboratories, 14 medical laboratories, 285 inspection bodies, 22 certification 

bodies for product certification, 15 certification bodies for management system certification, 10 certification bodies 

for certification of persons and 2 accredited PT providers. Information on the scope of accreditation of individual 

TOUs is available by viewing the register of accredited TOUs on the ATS website http://www.registar.ats.rs/ . The 

register can be searched by entering parameters of interest in the search field (for example: subject of testing, 

inspection, certification, reference document...).   

  

ATS has about 249 LA  

7.d  Number of applications for accreditation in the field of machinery, number of suspensions and withdrawals 

if applicable.  

Has any CAB designation (as a Notified Body) been revoked by the national regulator in the last years and 

what was the reason?  

/  

8  Does the AB have access to sufficient local technical expertise to perform its duties within the fields covered 

by the machinery directive?   

Yes  

9  If the answer to question 8 is yes,  

9.a  Which sectors of the market do these come from, for example universities, industry, etc.?  

From state institutions (faculties, institutes) as well as from the private sector.  

10  If the answer to question 8 is no,  

10.a  Does the AB rely on experts from other countries?  

If necessary, ATS can hire foreign assessors and technical experts who are in the register of assessors and experts of 

ATS.  

  

ATS, as a rule, uses evaluators and experts from the Republic of Serbia for accreditation in the area of conformity 

assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility. However, it is early to record that 

in 2013, through a project financed by the EU, a technical expert from Germany (DakkS) was engaged for the needs 

of the initial accreditation of a laboratory for testing electromagnetic compatibility.  

11  According to the AB, what are the main problems/difficulties CABs encounter during their initial 

accreditation process and during the accreditation cycle?   

 Please explain and give examples with a particular focus on the machinery sector.  

The most common problem is the insufficient preparation of the CABs for accreditation, which can result in a greater 

number of findings and a longer period of time for the implementation of corrective measures.   

The statement in question is general for initial accreditation procedures, that is, it is not specific for accreditation in 

the field of conformity assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility.  

12  Does the AB offer training for potential clients? Please explain what kind of training and motivate your 

answer based on the needs of the market.  

According to Article 10 of the Law on Accreditation, the ATS is independent from the CABs that assesses. ATS may 

not provide consulting services to conformity assessment bodies, so, apart from generic trainings and information 

presented at CABs meetings, ATS does not organize any other type of training for its clients.  

13 Does the AB actively encourage the CABs on the local market to become accredited by informing of the 

benefits?   

(e.g. the AB could advise the competent authorities about the use of accredited CABs in these 

directives).   

Please explain any activities that take place and motivate.  

http://www.registar.ats.rs/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/
http://www.registar.ats.rs/
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ATS spreads awareness of the importance of accreditation for the economy and users by organizing and participating 

in various promotional activities (editing the website, publication of newsletters, brochures, seminars...)  

14  Does the AB participate in the work of and cooperate with other institutions of the QI?  For example with 

the NMI, Standardization Body, Regulators, etc.  

Yes, with all.  

15  If the answer to question 14 is yes,  

15.a  In what way and on which topics?   

  

  

ATS cooperates with other quality infrastructure institutions by organizing trainings, meetings, exchange of evaluators 

and experts.  

  

LAW ON TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTS AND ASSESSMENT OF  

CONFORMITY ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 49/21)  

  

 Article 5, The method of adopting the technical regulation  

“The technical regulation is adopted according to the previously obtained opinion of the ministry responsible for the 

affairs of technical regulations, standardization, accreditation, measures and precious metals (hereinafter: the 

Ministry).”  

  

Article 19, Supervision of the work of appointed bodies  

  

At least once a year, the ATC submits reports to the competent ministry on the accreditation status of the conformity 

assessment body, which was appointed by that ministry on the basis of accreditation by the ATC.  

  

Also, Resolving complaints and objections, especially in the domain of authorized bodies, which are addressed either 

to the relevant ministries or directly to the accreditation body.  

16  If the answer to question 14 is no,  

16.a  Explain why such participation/ cooperation does not exist?  Motivate and explain, 

please.  

N/A  

 

17  Does the AB request accredited testing and calibration laboratories to participate in interlaboratory 

comparisons?  

Yes. According to ATS-PA02 Rules for the Participation in Inter-laboratory Comparisons and Proficiency Testing 

Schemes, it is an obligation for accredited laboratories that perform analytical tests and calibration and inspection 

bodies that use analytical tests that support control to participate in available PT schemes.  

  

18  If the answer to question 17 is yes,  

18.a  Please provide statistical information on the type of measurements, products etc involved and on the 

participation rate.  

https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
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Yes. According to ATS-PA02 Rules for the Participation in Inter-laboratory Comparisons and Proficiency Testing 

Schemes, it is an obligation for accredited laboratories that perform analytical tests and calibration and inspection 

bodies that use analytical tests that support control to participate in available PT schemes.   

  

In addition to interlaboratory comparisons, PT schemes are also available in the subject area (records of early 

participation of accredited laboratories in schemes organized by providers IFM and Università di Firenze). ATS-PA02 

Rules for participation in proficiency testing programs and interlaboratory comparisons are available on our website 

(in the document section: rules).  

  

ATS-PA02 is in according to:  

EA-4/21 INF:2018, Guidelines for the assessment of the appropriateness of small interlaboratory comparison within 

the process of laboratory accreditation   

- EA-4/18 INF:2010, Guidance on the level and frequency of proficiency testing participation;  

- ILAC-P9:06/2014, ILAC Policy for Participation in Proficiency Testing Activities  

19  According to the AB, do local regulators promote accredited CAB services or is there a larger reliance on 

traditional methods such as the use of government owned, nonaccredited CAB resources?   

Please, explain.  

The Ministry of Economy (the ministry responsible for accreditation) emphasizes the importance of the services of 

accredited CABs at seminars, forums and public addresses etc  For example:   

LAW ON TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTS AND ASSESSMENT OF  

CONFORMITY ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 49/2021)  

  

 Article 5, The method of passing the technical regulation  

“The technical regulation is adopted according to the previously obtained opinion of the ministry responsible for the 

affairs of technical regulations, standardization, accreditation, measures and precious metals (hereinafter: the 

Ministry).”  

  

III ASSESSMENT OF CONFORMITY AND THE SERBIAN MARK OF CONFORMITY,  

Article 8, Prescription of assessment of conformity  

  

“A technical regulation may stipulate that certain conformity assessment activities are carried out by a conformity 

assessment body accredited in accordance with the relevant Serbian standard,  

which contains requirements for conformity assessment bodies”  

  

Article 11, Conformity assessment carried out by the manufacturer “If the technical regulation that adopted 

harmonized EU legislation stipulates that an accredited body within the manufacturer may participate in the 

conformity assessment procedure, that body must be organized as a separate organizational unit that may not 

participate in production, delivery, assembly, use or maintenance of products whose conformity it evaluates and can 

provide services exclusively to the manufacturer of which it is part.”  

  

Article 12, Conformity assessment carried out by a designated body  

  

The appointed body can draw up and issue a domestic certificate of conformity without conducting the conformity 

assessment referred to in paragraph 4 of this article and in the case when the body that issued the foreign certificate 

of conformity is registered in the register of notified bodies for conformity assessment maintained by the European 

Commission, i.e. when the body which issued a foreign certificate of conformity accredited by a national accreditation 

body that is a signatory to the agreement on the recognition of the technical competence of conformity assessment 

bodies.  

  

Article 17, Adopting a decision on the appointment of a conformity assessment body  

  

When making a decision on the appointment, the accreditation certificate issued by the Accreditation Body of Serbia 

(hereinafter: ATS) is taken into account, to the extent that the conformity assessment procedures included in the scope 

of accreditation are prescribed.  

  

Article 19, Supervision of the work of appointed bodies  

  

Supervision over the work of appointed bodies, i.e. fulfilment of requests for appointment and fulfilment of 

obligations after the issuance of the decision on appointment, is carried out by the competent ministry. Supervision 

https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
https://www.ats.rs/en/document/250
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of the work of appointed bodies also includes supervision of the fulfillment of requirements for subcontractors and 

related legal entities from Article 16 of this law.  

  

At least once a year, the ATS submits reports to the competent ministry on the accreditation status of the conformity 

assessment body, which was appointed by that ministry on the basis of accreditation by the ATS.  

  

Article 31, Obligations of the owner of the product in use  

  

A technical regulation may determine that prescribed inspections are performed by an appointed or accredited 

conformity assessment body or a state administration body. 

  

20  Does the AB have systematic and regular communication with regulators in areas of common interest?   

YES  

  

21  If the answer to question 20 is yes,  

21.a  Please describe the type, topics and frequency of communication. Please provide examples.  

According to the provisions of the new law on accreditation, ATS was obliged to sign protocols on cooperation with 

the bodies responsible for adopting regulations. Cooperation and communication with these bodies is carried out 

within the framework of signed cooperation protocols (communication takes place in relation to participation in 

working groups for the appointment/authorization of CABs, adoption of regulations, joint participation in trainings, 

ongoing problems in certain areas...)  

 

In the previous period, there was no need for seminars or round tables with accredited bodies in the area of conformity 

assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility. ATS, as a rule, organizes seminars 

for all accredited conformity assessment bodies once a year, where they collect topics that are current and relevant 

for all types/schemes of accreditation. With themes seminars in the previous period you can find out on our website 

(documents section: informational material). If necessary, seminars and round tables with accredited bodies can be 

held, by type of accreditation or by area of conformity assessment 

22  If the answer to question 20 is no,  

22.a  Please explain and motivate why.  

/  

23 Does the AB have systematic procedures for communication with the market, for example with CABs which 

can potentially be accredited and manufacturers who need CABs for their conformity assessment 

process?   

Please explain/describe and motivate.  

The accreditation body of Serbia communicates daily with its accredited clients by conducting the accreditation 

procedures of these CABs.  

  

In the previous period, there was no need for seminars or training of evaluators and experts with topics specific to the 

areas of conformity assessment of low-voltage electrical equipment and electromagnetic compatibility.  

ATS, as a rule, once a year holds seminars (maintenance and improvement of knowledge, exchange of experiences) 

with leading and technical evaluators, by type of accreditation. When necessary, due to changes in the requirements 

for accreditation (e.g. transition to the application of the new edition of the reference standard for accreditation; 

changes or adoption of new documents with mandatory application) or other established specific needs, they organize 

specific trainings/seminars/round tables with evaluators and experts ma. All trainings and seminars for assessors and 

experts are conducted in accordance with ATS's documented training procedure.  

24  Which ISO 170XY standard is/are used for accreditation in the TR for machineries?  Do you follow EA-

17 guideline?  

SRPS ISO/IEC 17025:2017, SRPS ISO/IEC 17020:2012, SRPS EN ISO/IEC 17065:2016  

25             Is there currently any scope uncovered by the services of the CABs in the machinery sector (in particular, 

machinery types to which the procedures for assessing the conformity of machinery with the 

requirements of the machinery directive by CABs is foreseen – i.e. Annex IV machinery).   

And if so, what is the rationale behind uncoverage (please specify)?  
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YES, due to lack of domestic manufacturers and economic interest  

26  Are there machinery types that are not well covered by the CABs services due to lack of economic 

interest/testing equipment/expertise on the side of CABs (i.e. market demand is high but no CA services 

are offered)?  

Yes  

27  Are the national CABs designated after passing the accreditation audit only or is there any additional 

scrutiny check and/or additional requirements (insurance for example) by  

Ministry in charge?  

Accreditation is a preferable way of proving CABs competence, but a special Committee formed by the line ministry 

makes a final decision on designation taking into account all relevant information, including accreditation certificate. 

There is a List of Serbian standards in the area of machinery transposing the EU list of harmonized standards. Some 

of CABs are accredited according to standards from the list. Information about that is available in Register of 

accredited CABs 
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Annex 2 - Designated CABs 

 

IDVORSKI LABORATORIJA DOO Belgrade 

Belgrade, Volgina 15 

Independent third party conformity assessment bodies- Designated/Accredited CABs (LVD and EMC) 

 

Accreditation according to: ISO/IEC 17025:2017 (testing laboratory) and EN ISO/IEC 17065:2012 

(certification body for product certification) 

Interviewed person/s: Sasa Jorgovanovic, director  

 

 

No. Questions 

1 

and 

2  

What type of conformity assessment do they work with? Ownership 

Testing and certification of products 

Ownership: 75% Institute Mihajlo Pupin doo, 5% FACULTY OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING OF 

THE UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE, 20% “IKT Mreza” Business Association. 

3 For testing laboratories: 

3.a Which products can they test and which products do they actually test? 

Electrical, electronic and radio-telecommunications products. (Examples of products within the scope 

of the answer). 

IT and multimedia equipment, LED lighting, PLC, electronic controllers, power supplies, rectifiers and 

chargers, UPS, medical electronic products, alarm systems, electronic measuring equipment, IoT and 

other smart IT products, electrical appliances, machines, radio telecommunication user equipment 

(radio technologies: WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, RFID, SubGHz and the like completely and partially for 

mobile radio technologies 2G/3G/4G, GNSS,  SRD radar...). 

3.b Which standards (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) do they use? 

EN, IEC, ISO, ANSI, CEN, CENELEC, ETSI, SRPS 

Scope of accreditation for tests available at  

http://www.idvorsky.com/images/ispitivanja/IL_obim_akreditacije_2022.pdf 

3.c What are the limitations they have in the form of range of measurements and measurement 
uncertainty? 
  

The range of measurements according to the specifications of the equipment, some of the limitations 

regarding the measurement range are listed in the scope of accreditation of the testing laboratory. There 

are no special restrictions on measurement uncertainty. 

Of course we can't test all products, e.g. we can't do all EMC and RF/radio tests for: mobile phones, 

radars, automotive/vehicle electronic subassemblies, radio equipment for satellite systems except for 

some home receivers... 

http://www.idvorsky.com/images/ispitivanja/IL_obim_akreditacije_2022.pdf
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3.d Do they use in-house methods for testing electrical products? 

No 

3.e How do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

Calibration of our measurement equipment we calibrated in accredited calibration laboratories.  

Part of it can be realized in Serbia (TOC - Technical Test Center Serbian Army, Jat Tehika, Nikola Tesla 

Institute), and part of the equipment is calibrated in foreign laboratories (Končar Zagreb, Kiwa Dare 

Netherlands, Seibersdorf Austria, Applus Spain, Germany, UK...). 

To ensure the quality of testing, various methods of internal control, monitoring of calibration trend, 

comparative measuring, interlaboratory comparisons, PT etc. are used as defined in the laboratory 

quality system. 

3.f Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons? Please, provide in depth information 

on products, results, frequency, etc. 

Yes, we participate in PT, according to our plan where is define the frequency, at least once during the 

accreditation period for each of the activities. The most used interlaboratory comparisons. We 

participated in one PT scheme which was organized by the University of Florence Italy.  

In the field of EMC and RF/radio testing, there are very few PT schemes available and there are no 

accredited providers (according to ISO/IEC 17043) 

So far, we have never had negative results (Z-score, En-number). 

3.g Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 
 

 

No. Trainings in Serbia exist only for the general requirements of the management system. All technical 

trainings are either conducted by ourselves or we are looking for experts ourselves or participating in 

projects 

 

(The last example https://energy-labelling-eco-design.euzatebe.rs/rs/o-projektu -EU FOR ENERGY 

LABELING AND ECO-DESIGN OF PRODUCTS training organized as a part of the project). 

We organize and visit foreign laboratories ourselves. 

  

We also participate to the trainings which organized the Institute for Standardization of Serbia  

(last examples 

 https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/training/course/show/24 - Radio equipment and telecommunications terminal 

equipment (RiTT): Demonstration of compliance with essential requirements (with demonstration of 

laboratory test methods - new equipment and new methods)) 

 

some we did few years ago as part of the GIZ project (2014-2016) ACCESS - Assistance to the 

Competitiveness and Compatibility for the EU of Serbian Small and Medium-sized Enterprises:   

https://energy-labelling-eco-design.euzatebe.rs/rs/o-projektu
https://iss.rs/sr_Cyrl/training/course/show/24
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https://d-nb.info/1097609901/34  

 

4 For calibration laboratories: 

4.a What is the scope of their calibration activities for electrical units, i.e. which units can 

they calibrate?  

N/A 

4.b Which instruments can they calibrate and which instruments do they actually calibrate? 

N/A 

4.c What is the measurement range of their calibrations? Measurement unit and 

corresponding range and uncertainty. 

N/A 

4.d From where do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

N/A 

4.e Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons? Please, provide in depth information 

on measurement units, range, uncertainty, results, frequency, etc. 

N/A 

5 For product and service certification bodies: 

5.a Which products and services do they certify? 
 

 

Electrical, electronic and radio-telecommunications products  

 

Conformity assessment of radio equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment according to 

the Rulebook on radio equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment; / / Conformity 

assessment of equipment liable to cause electromagnetic disturbance, and/or the performance of which 

is liable to be affected by such disturbance according to the Rulebook on electromagnetic compatibility. 

5.b Which product and service standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) 

SRPS- Serbian standards published in the list of harmonized standards with the Regulations LVD and 

EMC,  which are according to IEC, ISO, CEN and CENELEC (see accreditation scope of our 

laboratory) 

5.c Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

It corresponds according to the current Serbian rules for EMC and RiTT equipment to importers and 

manufacturers who sell products only in Serbia. 

It is not suitable for domestic exporters and foreign producers who sell in the EU, USA and other world 

markets. Unfortunately, certification bodies for products from Serbia still cannot be NB for the EU, nor 

TBT for the FCC for the US market, so some exporters or foreign companies have to do certification 

outside the country (unless module A is applicable under EU directives). 

https://d-nb.info/1097609901/34
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5.d Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 

employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 

Trainings in Serbia exist only for the general requirements of the management system. All technical 

trainings are either conducted by ourselves within our own laboratory or we are looking for experts 

ourselves. 

6 For management system certification bodies: 

6.a Which management systems do they certify? Please, give examples such as quality 

management, environmental management, etc. 

N/A 

6.b Which management system standards do they use? ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local). 

N/A 

6.c Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

N/A 

6.d Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 

employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 

N/A 

7 For inspection bodies: 

 Which products, installations, production procedures, etc do they inspect? 

 Which standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) 

N/A 

 Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

N/A 

 Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 

employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 

N/A 

8 From which sectors do their customers come? Please specify: private and/or 

government, technical field of activity, manufacturers, importers/exporters, etc.? 

N/A 

9 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in the area 
of electrical products? (or as it may be in its own area of activity). Please explain the procedure 
and give examples. 
 

N/A 

10 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in IEC 

and CENELEC standards in the area of electrical products? (or as it may be in its own area 

of activity). Please explain the procedure and give examples. 
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N/A 

11 Does the CAB have a procedure to follow-up directives and technical regulations? Please, 

describe. 

N/A 

12 Is the CAB accredited? Why or why not? Please explain and motivate. Is it market 

pressure, requirements of regulators, etc that influences the decision to be accredited or 

not to be accredited? 

N/A 

 

 

KVALITET NIŠ 

Niš, Bulevar Svetog Cara Konstantina 82-86 

Independent third party conformity assessment bodies- Designated/Accredited CABs (LVD and EMC): 

 

Accreditation according to: ISO/IEC 17025:2017 (testing and calibration laboratory, ISO/IEC 

17020:2012 (inspection body), ISO/IEC 17065:2012 (certification of products) and ISO /IEC 17021-1 

(certification body for quality management systems)  

interviewed person/s: Vladimir Vikašinovic, director (responsible manager), Ivan Popović (Head of 

Quality Assurance), Zvonimir Vuković (head of the testing sector) 

 

No. Questions 

1 What type of conformity assessment do they work with? 

ISO/IEC 17025:2017 (testing and calibration laboratory, ISO/IEC 17020:2012 (inspection 

body), ISO/IEC 17065:2012 (certification of products) and ISO /IEC 17021-1 (certification 

body for quality management systems) 

2 Ownership 

Ownership: 99.49% , REPUBLIC OF SERBIA and 0,51% private persons 

3 For testing laboratories: 

3.a Which products can they test and which products do they actually test? 

Testing of electromagnetic compatibility /  testing of safety parameters for electric household 

appliances and appliances for similar use / Testing of safety parameters for electronic grid-

connected household appliances and appliances for similar use, and IT appliances and 

equipment; / Testing of safety parameters for luminaires, appliance switches, installation 

switches and connection accessories/ Testing of safety parameters for electrical measuring, 

controlling and laboratory equipment; / of safety parameters for electrical medical appliances 

and equipment. 

 

3.b Which standards (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) do they use? 

Harmonized standards SRPS EN, SRPS IEC etc. 
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3.c What are the limitations they have in the form of range of measurements and 

measurement uncertainty? 

We carry out tests according to the scope of accreditation, mostly standard household appliances.  

 

Products that are newer technologies often represent a challenge for us because we do not have the 

ability to test modules that are used for wireless communication. 

3.d Do they use in-house methods for testing electrical products? 

No, for electrical product we do not use in-house methods.  

We conduct testing according to the scope of accreditation, these are standard methods according to EN, 

IEC harmonized standards of LDV and EMC 

3.e How do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

Yes, we do calibration in the Serbia and abroad also, also we do intermediate control of metrology 

characteristics between two external calibrations. We calibrate all our measurement devices in 

accredited calibration laboratories.  

 

We have over 300 measuring devices, the big problem is that there are not enough accredited 

laboratories in Serbia that can calibrate some specific devices. 

3.f Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons? Please, provide in depth information 

on products, results, frequency, etc. 

Participate.  We do PT comparisons for electric/ electronic products  through  PT  providers,  we do  3  
to  5 per year. For some methods we make interlaboratory comparisons with laboratories from Serbia 

because we didn’t found accredited PT provider according to ISO/IEC 17043. 

3.g Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 

employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 

There are educated engineers and technicians in Serbia, but the field we deal with is relatively specific, 

so regardless of the professional qualifications of the people we hired, we had to provide additional 

training, and this is often a process that sometimes lasts a year or even more. We use trainings on the 

market, but we also organize internal trainings for our staff very often. 

4 For calibration laboratories:  

4.a What is the scope of their calibration activities for electrical units, i.e. which units can they 
calibrate?  
  

calibration of direct current electric voltage measuring instruments: voltmeters, 

multimeters (analog and digital); / calibration of direct electric current measuring instruments: 

ammeters, multimeters (analog and digital);/ calibration of alternating current electric voltage 

measuring instruments: voltmeters, multimeters (analog and digital);/calibration of alternating electric 

current measuring instruments: ammeters, 

multimeters (analog and digital);/calibration of electric power measuring instruments: wattmeter’s 

(analog and digital);/ calibration of electric resistance measuring instruments: resistors, ohmmeters, 

multimeters; 
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4.b Which instruments can they calibrate and which instruments do they actually calibrate? 

All which are in the scope of accreditation. 

4.c What is the measurement range of their calibrations? Measurement unit and 

corresponding range and uncertainty. 

All this information is in the scope of accreditation (CMC) 

4.d From where do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

Metrological traceability is achieved through the national standards of the Republic of Serbia and the 

Czech Republic etc. 

4.e Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons? Please, provide in depth information 

on measurement units, range, uncertainty, results, frequency, etc. 

We participate whenever it is organized in our country, usually done by the Directorate of Measures and 

Precious Metals. 

5 For product and service certification bodies: 

5.a Which products and services do they certify? 

Electrical, electronic, gas-powered devices, solid fuels.... 

5.b Which product and service standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) 

Harmonized standards SRPS EN, SRPS IEC,... 

5.c Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 
  

Yes, for now.  

We do product certification for clients from Serbia and abroad also. 

5.d Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 
. 

There are educated engineers and technicians, but the area we deal with is relatively specific, so 

regardless of the professional qualifications the people we hired had to additionally train, and this is 

often a process that sometimes takes a year or even more. We use training on the market, but we also 

organize internal  trainings for our staff very often 

6 For management system certification bodies: 

6.a Which management systems do they certify? Please, give examples such as quality 

management, environmental management, etc. 

SRPS ISO 9001:2015, SRPS ISO 14001:2015, SRPS ISO 45001:2018, SRPS EN ISO 

13485:2017 

6.b Which management system standards do they use? ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local). 

SRPS ISO 9001:2015, SRPS ISO 14001:2015, SRPS ISO 45001:2018, SRPS EN ISO 

13485:2017 
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6.c Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

Yes 

6.d Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 
  

We don't think so. 

We are small market. 

7 For inspection bodies: 

 Which products, installations, production procedures, etc do they inspect? 
 
 
 

inspection of non-automatic weighing instruments and weighing scales for construction 
purposes, inspection of measuring instruments that are an integral part of medical devices 
(electrocardiographs, infusion pumps and perfusion pumps, ultrasonic physiotherapy 
devices, multifunctional devices for patient monitoring), inspection of blood pressure 
manometers.  

 

 Which standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) 

According the regulation and standards within that regulation for inspection of the products which are 

in the scope. 

 Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

We don't have enough information. 

 Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 

employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 

We don't think so. 

8 From which sectors do their customers come? Please specify: private and/or 

government, technical field of activity, manufacturers, importers/exporters, etc.? 

Both the private and public sectors. 

9 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in the area 
of electrical products? (or as it may be in its own area of activity). Please explain the procedure 
and give examples. 
 

That we have, we follow through the Chamber of Commerce, through the competent ministries, we 

monitor developments in the areas we are dealing with at the European level. 

10 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in IEC and 
CENELEC standards in the area of electrical products? (or as it may be in its own area of 
activity). Please explain the procedure and give examples. 
. 
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Employees of Quality are members of several commissions at the Institute for Standardization of Serbia 

in almost all areas we deal with, so we believe that we have a pretty good deal about the events in IEC 

and CENELEC 

11 Does the CAB have a procedure to follow-up directives and technical regulations? Please, 

describe. 

Yes, we follow technical reports from several sources: through the Chamber of Commerce, through the 

competent Ministries, we monitor developments in the areas we deal with at the European level. 

12 Is the CAB accredited? Why or why not? Please explain and motivate. Is it market pressure, 
requirements of regulators, etc that influences the decision to be accredited or not to be 
accredited? 
  

Yes, it is market request.  

 

This is necessary primarily for our clients, because very often the client's requirements are such that 

they need reports under accreditation. 

 

 

CABs: Kvalitet AD Nis,  
To independent third party conformity assessment bodies 
Designated/Accredited CABs (MD): 
 

No. Questions 

1 What type of conformity assessment do they work with in the machinery sector?  

Testing, calibration, product certification, management system certification, inspection, 

etc.? 

ISO/IEC 17025:2017 (testing and calibration laboratory, ISO/IEC 17020:2012 (inspection 

body), ISO/IEC 17065:2012 (certification of products) and ISO /IEC 17021-1 (certification 

body for quality management systems) 

 

Note: 99.49% , REPUBLIC OF SERBIA and 0,51% private persons 

2 Is the CAB accredited?  

Why or why not?  

Please explain and motivate. Is it market pressure, requirements of regulators, etc that 

influences the decision to be accredited or not to be accredited?  

Do costs of accreditation play an important role? 

YES 
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Motives are combined, sometimes it is due to regulators’ requirements (i.e. for certification of products), 

for other types of conformity assessment motives originate mostly from market pressure (e.g. 

management system certification), and sometimes expectation from interested parties (e.g. for testing) 

3 For testing laboratories:  

3.a Which products can they test and which products do they actually test? 

Testing capabilities are mostly covered by our scope of accreditation: Testing of electromagnetic 

compatibility / Testing of safety parameters for electric household appliances and appliances for similar 

use / Testing of safety parameters for electronic grid-connected household appliances and appliances 

for similar use, and IT appliances and equipment / Testing of safety parameters for portable and 

transportable tools with 

electromotors / Testing of safety parameters for electric motor operated hand-held tools, transportable 

tools and lawn and garden machinery / Testing of safety parameters for luminaires, appliance switches, 

installation switches and connection accessories  / Testing 

of safety parameters for domestic cooking appliances burning gas /Testing of in-situ measurement of 

electromagnetic field strength related to human exposure in the vicinity of base stations 

 

But also, there are some other capabilities not covered by accreditation, e.g. regarding performance of 

some equipment (like energy efficiency) etc. 

 

3.b Which product testing standards (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) do they use?  

Harmonized standards SRPS EN, SRPS IEC, SRPS EN etc. 

3.c What are the limitations they have in the form of range of measurements and 

measurement uncertainty? 

We carry out tests according to the scope of accreditation, and limitations, if exist, are stated there.  

 

Products that are newer technologies often present a serious challenge for us because we do not have 

the ability to test modules that are used for wireless communication. 

3.d Do they use in-house methods for testing machinery? 

No we do not use in-house methods.  

We conduct testing according to the EN/IEC/ISO standards regardless of their accreditation status 

3.e How do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

Yes, we do calibration of our equipment in Serbia and abroad in adequate organizations (accredited 

calibration laboratories and similar). Beside that we do intermediate control of metrology characteristics 

between two external calibrations, if necessary. We calibrate all our measurement devices in accredited 

calibration laboratories.  

 

We have over 300 measuring devices, the big problem is that there are not enough accredited 

laboratories in Serbia that can calibrate some specific devices. 
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3.f Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons?  
Please, provide in depth information on products, results, frequency of participation, etc. 

We do participate through accredited  PT  providers, national Directorate of Measures and Precious 

Metal, and some other acceptable interlaboratory comparisons with other laboratories from Serbia. 

3.g Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force?  
Please, explain. 

There are educated engineers and technicians in Serbia, but the field we deal with is relatively specific, 

so regardless of the professional qualifications of the people we hired, we had to provide additional 

training, and this is often a process that sometimes lasts a year or even more. We use trainings on the 

market, but we also organize internal trainings for our staff very often. 

4 For calibration laboratories: 

4.a What is the scope of their calibration activities for units required within the machinery sector, 
i.e. which units can they calibrate?  
 

 

calibration of direct current electric voltage measuring instruments: voltmeters, 

multimeters (analog and digital); / calibration of direct electric current measuring instruments: 

ammeters, multimeters (analog and digital);/ calibration of alternating current electric voltage 

measuring instruments: voltmeters, multimeters (analog and digital);/calibration of alternating electric 

current measuring instruments: ammeters, 

multimeters (analog and digital);/calibration of electric power measuring instruments: wattmeter’s 

(analog and digital);/ calibration of electric resistance measuring instruments: resistors, ohmmeters, 

multimeters;  

 

4.b Which instruments can they calibrate and which instruments do they actually calibrate? 

All which are in the scope of accreditation. 

4.c What is the measurement range of their calibrations?  
Measurement unit and corresponding range and uncertainty. 

All this information is in the scope of accreditation (CMC) 

4.d From where do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

Metrological traceability is achieved through the national standards of the Republic of Serbia and the 

Czech Republic etc. 

4.e Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons?  
Please, provide in depth information on measurement units, range, uncertainty, results, 

frequency, etc. 

We participate whenever it is organized in our country, usually done by the Directorate of Measures and 

Precious Metals. 

5 For product and service certification bodies: 
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5.a Which products do they certify within the machinery sector?  
In particular, do they have a role similar to that of a notified body? 

Currently, we perform voluntary certification of Machines which are not covered by the Article 11 of 

the Rulebook on Machinery Safety of Republic of Serbia. 

 

Formerly, before the change of our national regulation (i.e. until 2022), our role was mostly similar to 

that of a notified body 

5.b Do they have a role similar to that of a notified body, i.e. are they appointed by the 

regulators to perform certification or type approval of machinery products, etc.? 

Formerly, before the change of our national regulation (i.e. until 2022), our role was mostly similar to 

that of a notified body. 

 

Now, we do not act as a notified body in the field of machinery. 

5.c If the answer to question 5.b is yes, please explain the process by which they are 

appointed, which requirement they have to meet, their obligation towards regulators, 

the extent of their responsibility and obligation in general, etc. 

/  

5.d Which product standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) 

We use EN, IEC, ISO standards, mostly standards listed as harmonized standards 

5.e Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

Our services in this field are in accordance with our capabilities, national regulations, and our status as 

country (non-EU, this not capable of direct participating in CE marking). SO, we probably do fulfill 

some needs of our market, but not all (especially to domestic manufacturers who want to export their 

product world wide). 

5.f Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force?  
Please, explain.  
Explain also how they cope with the lack of expertise. 

There are educated engineers and technicians in Serbia, but the field we deal with is relatively specific, 

so regardless of the professional qualifications of the people we hired, we had to provide additional 

training, and this is often a process that sometimes lasts a year or even more. We use trainings on the 

market, but we also organize internal trainings for our staff very often. 

Sometimes we establish cooperation with competent institutions abroad, like in the case of testing of 

safety parameters for domestic cooking appliances burning gas 

 

6 For management system certification bodies: 

6.a Which management systems do they certify? Please, give examples such as quality 
management, environmental management, etc. 
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2-05-002 Scope 

KVALITET NIS 17021 certification EN.pdf SRPS ISO 9001:2015, SRPS ISO 14001:2015, SRPS ISO 45001:2018, SRPS EN ISO 

13485:2017 

6.b Do they have a role similar to that of a notified body, i.e. are they appointed by the 

regulators to certify the management systems of manufacturers of machinery products, 

etc.? 

No. 

6.c If the answer to question 6.b is yes, please explain the process by which they are 

appointed, which requirement they have to meet, their obligation towards regulators, 

the extent of their responsibility and obligation in general, etc. 

/ 

6.d Which management system standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local). 

ISO/EN standards 

6.e Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

Our scope of accreditation mostly covers EA codes related to Machinery, so we believe that we can 

provide services in this area in accordance with the needs of the market 

6.f Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force?  
Please, explain.  
Explain also how they cope with the lack of expertise. 

We have internal experts in this area, and, when needed we have a pool of external experts which can 

provide additional expertise 

7 For inspection bodies: 

7.a Which products, installations, production procedures, etc do they inspect? 

 
 

inspection of non-automatic weighing instruments and weighing scales for construction purposes, 
inspection of measuring instruments that are an integral part of medical devices (electrocardiographs, 
infusion pumps and perfusion pumps, ultrasonic physiotherapy devices, multifunctional devices for patient 
monitoring), inspection of blood pressure manometers.  

 

7.b Do they perform factory inspections for total quality assurance within the machinery sector? 
  

No. 

7.b Which standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) 

IEC, local 

7.c Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain.  
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We provide our service in accordance with or capabilities, accreditations and designations granted by 

the Directorate of Measures and Precious Metals. 

We lack in some equipment to expand our scope of accreditation/designation in order to provide full 

service in this areas, so we can not fulfill all expectations of the market 

7.d Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force?  
Please, explain.  
Explain also how they cope with the lack of expertise. 

We don't think so there is enough expertise in the field of inspection of measuring instruments which 

are part of medical devices.  

We do have some internal expertise in this field and currently it is enough for the load of work that we 

have. 

8 From which sectors do their customers come? Please specify: private and/or 

government, technical field of activity, manufacturers, importers/exporters, etc.? 

It depends of the are of conformity assessment: 

Testing – mostly manufacturers 

Calibration – end users and manufacturers 

Product certification – mostly importers 

Inspection – mostly end-users 

Management Systems certification – Various types of organizations 

 

9 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in the area 
of machinery (or in general)?  
Please explain the procedure and give examples. 
 

We try to follow latest devlopments through the Chamber of Commerce, through following the sites of 

relevant ministries, we are members in various committees in our National Institute for Standardization 

where we participate in development of national standards (mostly by adopting EN/ISO/IEC standards) 

etc.. 

10 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in CEN and 
CENELEC standards in the area of machinery products?  
Please explain the procedure and give examples. 

We have a policy of active participation in standardization activities and employees of Kvalitet are 

members of several commissions at the Institute for Standardization of Serbia in almost all areas we 

deal with, so we believe that we have a pretty good deal about the latest developments in the field of 

standardization. 

 

However, there is no strict, written procedure for implementation of those activities 

11 Does the CAB have a procedure to follow-up directives and technical regulations?  
Please, describe. 
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Yes, we follow development of national regulation in this area through several sources: the Chamber of 

Commerce, relevant Governmental departments, and we actively participate in giving comments and 

feedback during development stages (when we are allowed/informed about it) 

12 Do you have any procedural limitations in refusing to conduct a conformity assessment 

(for example: language) 

Yes, it is market request.  

 

This is necessary primarily for our clients, because very often the client's requirements are such that 

they need reports under accreditation. 

13 Do you have an internal procedure for assuring that integrity and independency are in 

place when accepting the order from a client (risk assessment)? 

Yes, there are various mechanisms – Impartiality policy, procedures for impartiality and risk 

assessment, supervising by the independent Impartiality Committee and other mechanisms. 

14 Do you cooperate in any kind of cooperation of CAB on a national, regional or 

international level? If yes, please explain the cooperation and give info on type, scope, 

frequency etc of that cooperation 

Yes: 

- members of the Association of CAB in the Chambers of Commerce 

- CB scheeme 

15 According to which type of CA body from the scheme for a machinery (from EA-17) are you 
accredited, if any? 
Module B (ISO/IEC 17065)? 
Module H (SO/IEC 17021-1 
)? 
/ 

/ 

 

 

 

SIQ DOO Belgrade,  

Laboratory for Testing Electrical Safety, Electromagnetics and Machinery 

 

Accreditation according to: ISO/IEC 17025:2017 (testing laboratory) and ISO/IEC 17020:2012 

(inspection body) 

interviewed person/s: Zoran Vukovic, director (responsible manager and contact person for ATS-

Accreditation Body of Serbia for inspection body) 

 

No. Questions 

1 What type of conformity assessment do they work with? 

Testing and certification of products 

2 Ownership: 
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100% , SLOVENSKI INSTITUT ZA KAKOVOST IN MEROSLOVJE (Slovenia)  

3 For testing laboratories: 

3.a Which products can they test and which products do they actually test? 

Testing of electromagnetic compatibility; / Testing of safety parameters. 

Testing and control of electrical safety LVD, electromagnetic compatibility EMC, MD - household 

appliances, IT equipment, audio - video equipment, medical devices, machines, measuring equipment - 

devices MEAS - measuring equipment that has power, lighting - lights, for automotive free compliance 

(development testing) electronic equipment that is installed.  

Everything about household appliances, piya pans ect.  

3.b Which standards (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) do they use? 
 

 

EN standards also SRPS (Serbian) equivalent to  EN and BS EN standards 

(See Scope of accreditation for testing)  

 

3.c What are the limitations they have in the form of range of measurements and 

measurement uncertainty? 

Such cases rarely occur. Hight currents and something like this.   

3.d Do they use in-house methods for testing electrical products? 
.  

No. All testing methods are standard methods according to EN harmonized standards 

3.e How do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

Locally in Serbia (Institute Nikola Tesla, TOC - Technical Test Center Serbian Army) and  SIQ 

Slovenia, Switzerland, other calibration laboratories in Slovenia. 

The biggest problem is equipment for EMC, for most equipment there is no calibration capacity. 

3.f Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons? Please, provide in depth information on 
products, results, frequency, etc. 
  

Yes, we participate in PT, according to our plan where is define the frequency, at least once during the 

accreditation period for each of the activities. The most used interlaboratory comparisons because don’t 

have adequate PT scheme under accreditation according to ISO/IEC 17043. We participate in PT 

schemes with SIQ Slovenia, AD Kvalitet Niš, Teleoptik and ither. Also we participate in PT organized 

by IFM Austria, household appliances.  

 

We did not have unacceptable Z-score. 

3.g Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 
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Our experts attend training organized by the parent organization SIQ Slovenia.  Also we trained our 

technical staff in in-house training organized with local experts, also training organized by Institute of 

Standardization.  

4 For calibration laboratories: N/A 

5 For product and service 
certification bodies: 

N/A 

6 For management system 
certification bodies: 

SIQ Slovenia, parent organization, is doing these jobs  

6.a Which management systems do they certify? Please, give examples such as quality 

management, environmental management, etc. 

N/A 

6.b Which management system standards do they use? ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local). 

N/A 

6.c Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

N/A 

6.d Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 

employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 

N/A 

7 For inspection bodies: Only for MD (Machine Directive)  

 Which products, installations, production procedures, etc do they inspect? 

inspection of safety of electrical household appliances and similar appliances 

 

 Which standards do they use? (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) 

EN standards and ISO/IEC 

 Does this correspond to the needs of the market? Please, explain. 

Yes. We didint have any request that we couldt realized. 

 Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 

employment of competent work force? Please, explain. 

We don't think so. Insufficient training and technical knowledge regarding product testing 

8 From which sectors do their customers come? Please specify: private and/or 

government, technical field of activity, manufacturers, importers/exporters, etc.? 

Mostly privately. Produce. Importers don't. They also work from Germany, Bulgaria, Danse, America 

etc. 

9 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in the area 
of electrical products? (or as it may be in its own area of activity). Please explain the procedure 
and give examples. 
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Hard. Personal accounts. SIQ switchboard, i.e. SIQ group (parent organization).  When the standard is 

changed, SIQ Slovenia provides training.  

10 Does the CAB have a procedure to keep itself informed of the latest developments in IEC 

and CENELEC standards in the area of electrical products? (or as it may be in its own area 

of activity). Please explain the procedure and give examples. 

SIQ Slovenia. We are in the working group of Serbian Institute of Standardization, we have  5 members 

in different working groups. 

11 Does the CAB have a procedure to follow-up directives and technical regulations? Please, 

describe. 

Yes, through SIQ Slovenia, an information center. 

12 Is the CAB accredited? Why or why not? Please explain and motivate. Is it market pressure, 
requirements of regulators, etc that influences the decision to be accredited or not to be 
accredited? 
.  

Yes I do. To be sought. Both for testing purposes for domestic and foreign manufacturers 

 

MD  

No. Questions 

1 What type of conformity assessment do they work with in the machinery sector?  

Testing, calibration, product certification, management system certification, inspection, 

etc.? 

Testing machine 

2 Is the CAB accredited?  

Why or why not?  

Please explain and motivate. Is it market pressure, requirements of regulators, etc that 

influences the decision to be accredited or not to be accredited?  

Do costs of accreditation play an important role? 

.  

Yes, we are waiting for the accreditation of the ATS. 

 

Due to the needs of the market 

 

It's not a requirement of the legislature. 

 

They don't play a significant role 
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3 For testing laboratories: 

3.a Which products can they test and which products do they actually test? 

Most products, except machinery, which are in Annex IV to the Machinery Safety Directive. We 

examine conveyors, workstations and assembly stations. 

 

3.b Which product testing standards (ISO, IEC, CEN, CENELEC, local) do they use?  

EN/IEC/ISO 

3.c What are the limitations they have in the form of range of measurements and 

measurement uncertainty? 

There are no restrictions on the test methods we use. 

3.d Do they use in-house methods for testing machinery? 

We do not use internally developed methods. 

 

3.e How do they obtain their traceability of measurements? 

Equipment for measuring mechanical quantities is calibrated in the ground. 

Equipment for measuring el. Size calibrates abroad.. 

3.f Do they participate in interlaboratory comparisons?  
Please, provide in depth information on products, results, frequency of participation, etc. 

Yes 

We can't give you a list at this time. 

3.g Does the local market offer experts with sufficient technical know-how to facilitate the 
employment of competent work force?  
Please, explain. 
 

 

No, the field of machine safety is not given enough attention in curricula. 
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Annex 3 - Manufacturers  

 
INSA A.D. Belgrade  
Tršćanska 21, Belgrade (Zemun) 

interviewed persons: Svetlana Milovanović (quality representative)  

 

No. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

204 employees 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

1 

3 Which are the manufactured 

electrical products? 

- Clock mechanisms (alarm clock, chess clock) 

- Water meters 

- automatic water meter reading systems 

- Gasometers (only verification and service) 

- Securing mechanisms for mortar and artillery 

ammunition, anti-tank and naval mines... 

4 What is the production volume? Clock mechanisms - 5 to 10,000 pieces per year 

Water meters - about 50,000 units per year 

Securing mechanisms - from 20,000 to 100,000 

pieces per year 

5 Does the manufacturer 

export the products? If yes, to 

which countries? 

Montenegro 

Macedonia 

Bosnia and Hercegovina  

Germany 

USA 
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6 Is the manufacturer a 

member of a trade 

association or similar 

organization? Which? 

Chamber of Commerce of Serbia 

7 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

Yes  

8 If the answer to question 7 

is yes, 

 

8.a Is it certified? Yes, by certification body CESNA (ISO 9001; ISO 

14001; ISO 45001; ISO 27001) 

We have also accredited CABs according ISO/IEC 

17020 (inpsection body) and ISO/IEC 17025 

(testing laboratory).  

Also we implemented Irish regulation NSAI and 

Directive 2014/32/EU, modul D 

8.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes 

8.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

Domestic company representing a foreign 

certification body 

 

United State of America  

Cesna is ASIC Accreditation services international 

commission. 

8.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

USA accreditation body ASIC 

9 If the answer to question 7 

is no, 

 

9.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a 

quality management system? 

Please explain. 

N/A 

9.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 

10 According to the manufacturer, is it 
easy to find competent local 
personnel to the key operations 
and management of the production 
processes? Please, 
explain/describe. 

The problem of finding competent personnel on 

the market of the following professions and for the 

following reasons: 

- mechanical and electrical engineers - of a 

financial nature (low income in the organization) 

- turners, metal cutters, adjusters, CNC machine 

operators - there are no narrowly profiled staff on 
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the labour market, as well as low salaries in the 

organization 

11 Does the manufacturer have a 
qualified person for the 
management of regulatory 
compliance in the field of LVD and 
EMC? Please, explain/describe. 

NO - not suitable staff because there is no adequate 

professional training on the market, especially in 

relation to harmonized standards 

12 Which external conformity 
assessment services does the 
manufacturer use locally for its 
production process and conformity 
assessment procedures? 

Calibration of measuring equipment and devices 

13 According to the manufacturer, do 
the local CABs meet the needs of 
the manufacturer? 

No 

14 If the answer to question 13 is no,  

14.a Which are the services that are not 
available locally? 

There is no possibility of calibrating flowmeters - 

working standards on the domestic market 

14.b How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

By sending standards to Macedonia or Slovakia for 

calibration in its accredited calibration 

laboratories.  

15 Are the CABs that the 
manufacturer uses accredited? If 
not, why? 

Yes, we used only accredited CABs 

16 Is the manufacturer able to get 
acceptance for its products if the 
conformity assessment procedure 
includes testing by local CABs? In 
short, are the local CABs accepted 
in the export value chain? 

Yes 

17 If the answer to question 16 is no, N/A 

17.a How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 

17.b What does the manufacturer think 
is the main reason why local 
conformity assessment is not 
accepted internationally? 

The lack of equipment and the inability of 

laboratories to carry out certain types of necessary 

tests 

18 Does the manufacturer have its 
own testing/calibration facilities? 

Yes, only for testing the water meter 

19  Are these testing/calibration 
facilities accredited? Please explain 
and motivate. 

Yes, we have accredited CABs according to 

ISO/IEC 17020 (inpsection body) and ISO/IEC 

17025 (testing laboratory).  

20 How does the manufacturer obtain 
traceability of measurements? 

By calibration of measuring equipment and 

devices in accredited calibration laboratory which 

is used in internal and external control.  

Traceability is also ensured by internal and 

external control during and after the end of the 

production process 
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21 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in its 
area of production (e.g. by 
participating in technology clusters 
in the country)? Please describe. 
 

Interlaboratory comparisons 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in IEC 
and CENELEC standards in its area 
of production? Please, describe. 

Yes we have according to management systems 

that we implemented. It is described on Quality 

Manual of organization.  

23 Does the manufacturer have a 
systematic process for keeping 
itself up to date concerning the 
legal requirements in its area of 
production? Please, describe. 

As a joint-stock and public company, we are 

obliged to fulfil and follow all legal provisions 

regarding our company. 

 

 

FKS Holding Kablovi a.d. Jagodina (Cable factory Jagodina) 
 
Kraljevića Marka 9B, Jagodina  

interviewed person Zoran Simic (coordinator for integrated management system in Cable Factory 

Jagodina) 

 

No. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

358 employees 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

We have four product plants at the Jagodina 

location.  

(FKS-TKL, FKS Elmos), Bresje (FKS-EK), 

Dragocvet (FKS-KPI) 

3 Which are the manufactured 

electrical products? 

Power, telecommunication and signal cables and 

cable accessories and connectors. 

4 What is the production volume? About 3,000 tons are produced annually. 

5 Does the manufacturer 

export the products? If yes, 

to which countries? 

Albania, Slovakia, Hungary, Czech Republic and 

Austria. 

6 Is the manufacturer a 

member of a trade 

association or similar 

organization? Which? 

No 

7 Does the manufacturer have 

a quality management 

system? 

Yes, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
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8 If the answer to question 7 

is yes, 

 

8.a Is it certified? Certified by YUQS. 

8.b Is it certified by an 

accredited certification 

body? 

Yes, YUQS is accredited from ATS (Accreditation 

Body of Serbia) 

8.c Is the certification body 

local or established in 

another country? 

National body from Serbia.  

8.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

By ATS (Accreditation Body of Serbia) 

9 If the answer to question 7 

is no, 

N/A 

9.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a 

quality management 

system? Please explain. 

N/A 

9.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 

10 According to the manufacturer, is 
it easy to find competent local 
personnel to the key operations 
and management of the 
production processes? Please, 
explain/describe. 

No. We have enough competent person in Jagodina  

11 Does the manufacturer have a 
qualified person for the 
management of regulatory 
compliance in the field of LVD and 
EMC? Please, explain/describe. 

Yes. Quality manager, as well technical department 

follow compliance with the latest changes in 

product standards is monitored in cooperation with 

the Institute for Standardization and by monitoring 

their website 

12 Which external conformity 
assessment services does the 
manufacturer use locally for its 
production process and 
conformity assessment 
procedures? 

Testing, calibration, inspection and product 

certification. 

13 According to the manufacturer, do 
the local CABs meet the needs of 
the manufacturer? 

Yes 

14 If the answer to question 13 is no, N/A 

14.a Which are the services that are not 
available locally? 

N/A 

14.b How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 
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15 Are the CABs that the 
manufacturer uses accredited? If 
not, why? 

Yes, only accredited.  

16 Is the manufacturer able to get 
acceptance for its products if the 
conformity assessment procedure 
includes testing by local CABs? In 
short, are the local CABs accepted 
in the export value chain? 

Yes, they have international certificates for our 

product and they excepted testing that we did in 

Serbian CABs 

17 If the answer to question 16 is no, N/A 

17.a How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 

17.b What does the manufacturer think 
is the main reason why local 
conformity assessment is not 
accepted internationally? 

N/A 

18 Does the manufacturer have its 
own testing/calibration facilities? 

Yes 

19  Are these testing/calibration 
facilities accredited? Please 
explain and motivate. 

No, we were accredited. Due to the lack of financial 

resources, we did not renew the accreditation 

20 How does the manufacturer 
obtain traceability of 
measurements? 

Only with calibrated measuring equipment. 

21 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in its 
area of production (e.g. by 
participating in technology clusters 
in the country)? Please describe. 
 

Membership in the RS Chamber of Commerce, 

Belgrade Chamber of Commerce, 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in IEC 
and CENELEC standards in its area 
of production? Please, describe. 

From the website of the Institute for 

Standardization of Serbia. Previously participated 

in commissions for translation and development of 

standards in the commissions of Institute for 

Standardization of Serbia 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 
systematic process for keeping 
itself up to date concerning the 
legal requirements in its area of 
production? Please, describe. 

Yes, we have procedure in documented quality 

management system.  

 

 

ALING-CONEL d.o.o.   

Železnička 10, 21432 Gajdobra, Srbija 

interviewed person Ana Grujic (quality manager), Jovica Ristic (development manager) 

 

No. Question Answers and comments 
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1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

330 employees 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the 

manufacturer have? 

One, one location Železnička 10, 21432 Gajdobra, 

Srbija 
 

3 Which are the manufactured 

electrical products? 

Electrical installation material (switches and 

sockets, plugs/sockets, portable socket and similar 

products) 

4 What is the production volume? 16,000,000 pcs/year 

5 Does the manufacturer 

export the products? If yes, 

to which countries? 

YES, all countries of the former Yugoslavia, 

Hungary, Germany, Greece, Slovakia, Belgium, 

Romania, Bulgaria, Russia, Ukraine, Libya, UAE 

6 Is the manufacturer a 

member of a trade 

association or similar 

organization? Which? 

No 

7 Does the manufacturer have 

a quality management 

system? 

Yes, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001 

8 If the answer to question 7 

is yes, 

 

8.a Is it certified? Yes, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001 is certified 

by TÜV Rheinland 

8.b Is it certified by an 

accredited certification 

body? 

Yes, by DAkkS, Deutsche Affreditierungsstelle 

8.c Is the certification body 

local or established in 

another country? 

local representative office in Serbia 

8.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

By DAkkS, Deutsche Affreditierungsstelle -

Germany 

9 If the answer to question 7 

is no, 

N/A 

9.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a 

quality management 

system? Please explain. 

N/A 

9.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 
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10 According to the manufacturer, is 
it easy to find competent local 
personnel to the key operations 
and management of the 
production processes? Please, 
explain/describe. 

No. Lack of educated staff, lack of experience and 

knowledge. 

11 Does the manufacturer have a 
qualified person for the 
management of regulatory 
compliance in the field of LVD and 
EMC? Please, explain/describe. 

Yes.  Many years of experience in this field and 

following newspapers. Our employees are the 

membership and commissions and the adoption of 

standards in Onsite and the standardization of 

Serbia. 

12 Which external conformity 
assessment services does the 
manufacturer use locally for its 
production process and 
conformity assessment 
procedures? 

Calibration of measuring equipment 

13 According to the manufacturer, do 
the local CABs meet the needs of 
the manufacturer? 

 

14 If the answer to question 13 is no,  

14.a Which are the services that are 
not available locally? 

Type testing of our products and CE marking  

14.b How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

Yes. We are testing and CE marking our products in 

EU notified bodies (VDA, SIQ) 

15 Are the CABs that the 
manufacturer uses accredited? If 
not, why? 

Yes, only accredited.  

16 Is the manufacturer able to get 
acceptance for its products if the 
conformity assessment procedure 
includes testing by local CABs? In 
short, are the local CABs accepted 
in the export value chain? 

no 

17 If the answer to question 16 is no,  

17.a How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

Services of European CABs  

17.b What does the manufacturer think 
is the main reason why local 
conformity assessment is not 
accepted internationally? 

Requirements of individual markets for conformity 

marking 

18 Does the manufacturer have its 
own testing/calibration facilities? 

Yes for testing, without accreditation. 

19  Are these testing/calibration 
facilities accredited? Please 
explain and motivate. 

No 

20 How does the manufacturer 
obtain traceability of 
measurements? 

Yes, with calibrating of its measuring equipment. 
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21 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in its 
area of production (e.g. by 
participating in technology 
clusters in the country)? Please 
describe. 
 

Planned participation in fairs, monitoring the 

competition 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in IEC 
and CENELEC standards in its area 
of production? Please, describe. 

Yes, participation in commissions for the adoption 

of standards within the Institute of Standardization 

of Serbia. 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 
systematic process for keeping 
itself up to date concerning the 
legal requirements in its area of 
production? Please, describe. 

Yes, we have procedure in documented quality 

management system for following standards and 

regulations.  

 

Institute “Mihajlo Pupin” Belgrade   
Volgina 15, Belgrade  

interviewed person: Zeljko Stojkovic, Assistant Director 

 

No. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

514 employees 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

One, location Str. Volgina 15, Serbia  
 

3 Which are the manufactured 

electrical products? 

Dedicated systems for management, signaling and 

telecommunications 

4 What is the production volume? About 5.000 per year  

5 Does the manufacturer 

export the products? If yes, 

to which countries? 

Yes, Western Balkan countries, African countries 

6 Is the manufacturer a 

member of a trade 

association or similar 

organization? Which? 

Yes, ICT Net cluster, Chamber of Commerce of 

Serbia 

7 Does the manufacturer have 

a quality management 

system? 

Yes, we have ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, 

ISO 45001:2018, ISO 27001:2013, SR10:2015 

8 If the answer to question 7 

is yes, 

 

8.a Is it certified? Certified by YUQS. 
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8.b Is it certified by an 

accredited certification 

body? 

Yes, YUQS is accredited from ATS (Accreditation 

Body of Serbia) 

8.c Is the certification body 

local or established in 

another country? 

National body from Serbia.  

8.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

By ATS (Accreditation Body of Serbia) 

9 If the answer to question 7 

is no, 

N/A 

9.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a 

quality management 

system? Please explain. 

N/A 

9.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 

10 According to the manufacturer, is 
it easy to find competent local 
personnel to the key operations 
and management of the 
production processes? Please, 
explain/describe. 

No. Lack of educated staff, lack of experience and 

knowledge. 

11 Does the manufacturer have a 
qualified person for the 
management of regulatory 
compliance in the field of LVD and 
EMC? Please, explain/describe. 

Yes. Internal expertise is carried out by technical 

staff in the development and implementation of 

complex projects for the military industry and 

management of infrastructure systems. 

12 Which external conformity 
assessment services does the 
manufacturer use locally for its 
production process and 
conformity assessment 
procedures? 

LVD, EMC testing and simpler climate-mechanical 

laboratory tests. We have IDVORSKI accredited 

laboratory.  

13 According to the manufacturer, do 
the local CABs meet the needs of 
the manufacturer? 

Not completely  

14 If the answer to question 13 is no,  

14.a Which are the services that are 
not available locally? 

Complex climate-mechanical tests, issuance of SIL 

certificate 

14.b How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

Engaging foreign CABs 

15 Are the CABs that the 
manufacturer uses accredited? If 
not, why? 

Yes 
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16 Is the manufacturer able to get 
acceptance for its products if the 
conformity assessment procedure 
includes testing by local CABs? In 
short, are the local CABs accepted 
in the export value chain? 

Yes 

17 If the answer to question 16 is no, N/A 

17.a How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 

17.b What does the manufacturer think 
is the main reason why local 
conformity assessment is not 
accepted internationally? 

N/A 

18 Does the manufacturer have its 
own testing/calibration facilities? 

Yes, Idvorski accredited testing laboratory 

19  Are these testing/calibration 
facilities accredited? Please 
explain and motivate. 

yes 

20 How does the manufacturer 
obtain traceability of 
measurements? 

Yes. We calibrated our measurement equipment.  

21 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in its 
area of production (e.g. by 
participating in technology 
clusters in the country)? Please 
describe. 
 

Yes. Via Serbian Chamber of Commerce PKS, ICT 

Net cluster and EULYNX  

22 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in IEC 
and CENELEC standards in its area 
of production? Please, describe. 

Membership in EULYNX and independent 

monitoring of changes in relevant standards. 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 
systematic process for keeping 
itself up to date concerning the 
legal requirements in its area of 
production? Please, describe. 

Through the persons in charge of the quality 

department for information collection by PKS 

(Serbian Chamber of Commerce), ICT Net cluster, 

Institute for Standardization of Serbia, where we 

are also members of certain working groups. 

 

 

Meter&Control DOO Belgrade  
Veljka Dugoševića 54, Belgrade  

interviewed person: Vladan Lapčević, Director   

 

No. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

156 employees 
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2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the 

manufacturer have? 

One location: Partizanski put 515v, 11045 Sopot, 

Serbia 

3 Which are the 

manufactured electrical 

products? 

Smart electricity meters,  data  centers (data 

concentrators),  communication  modules  (cellular, 

PLC), AMM (remote  sensing, parameterization  
and  demand response  software)  

4 What is the production volume? In the previous  year  (2021)  over  100 000, in 2022  
planned  about  150 000 

5 Does the manufacturer 

export the products? If yes, 

to which countries? 

Yes. In surrounding countries: BiH, Montenegro.  

In EU countries: Slovakia, Czech Republic. We also 

exports to Switzerland and Bahrain. 

6 Is the manufacturer a 

member of a trade 

association or similar 

organization? Which? 

Chamber of Commerce of Serbia. Meter&Control is  
a member  of the French-Serbian Chamber of 

Commerce, which brings together over 120 French 

and domestic companies in Serbia. Meter&Control  
is  also a member  of:  ESMIG European Smart 

Metering Industry Group; G3-Alliance , DLMS 

User Association. 

7 Does the manufacturer 

have a quality management 

system? 

Yes. ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, ISO 27001:2013, 

ISO 45001:2018 issued by SGS-Belgrade.  

Also we have Inspection body according to ISO 

17020:2013 accredited by ATS (Accreditation body of 

Serbia) 

8 If the answer to question 7 

is yes, 

 

8.a Is it certified? Yes  

8.b Is it certified by an 

accredited certification 

body? 

Yes 

8.c Is the certification body 

local or established in 

another country? 

Its local organization SGS Serbia, but this SGS 

representative office in Serbia 

 

 

SGS Belgrade is certified by ATS (Accreditation 

body of Serbia)  as a conformity assessment body 

for product certification according to ISO/IEC 

17065. 

 

8.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

SGS is accredited by the Swiss Accreditation Body 

for certificates related to our company,  according to 

the requirements of ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 

45001 - SAS (Accredited Body: SGS SOciété 

Générale de Surveillance SA), while for the 
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certificate related to  our  organization according to 

the requirements of ISO / IEC 27001 standard is 

accredited by the British Accreditation Body - 

UKAS. 

9 If the answer to question 7 

is no, 

N/A 

9.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a 

quality management 

system? Please explain. 

N/A 

9.b Is the manufacturer 

planning to implement a 

quality management 

system in the near future? 

What is the timeline? 

N/A 

10 According to the manufacturer, is 
it easy to find competent local 
personnel to the key operations 
and management of the 
production processes? Please, 
explain/describe. 

 It is not easy to find  competent  local  staff,  given  
that for  some  processes  is  a lack  of working  skills  
on  the markets in  Serbia. Example are: 

medium/senior  software  developers, QA  
engineers,  then  controllers/inspectors  for  
controlling/verification  of electricity    meters.  

Meter&Control  has  intensive  cooperation  with    
the University of Belgrade , primarily    with  the 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering in Belgrade, 

Faculty of Organizational Sciences  and  is 

constantly  working  on  bringing young  engineers, 

in order  to  provide  competent  staff. 

11 Does the manufacturer have a 
qualified person for the 
management of regulatory 
compliance in the field of LVD 
and EMC? Please, 
explain/describe. 

Yes,  the management  of  regulations according to  
the areas  of LVD  and  EMC  are  under  the 

jurisdiction  of sector  R&D,  more precisely  
development  departments and  QA. Persons  who  
are  qualified  are:  Director  of R&D, R&D  
Manager, R&D  Engineer,    Management    Systems 

Engineer and  Certification. 

12 Which external conformity 
assessment services does the 
manufacturer use locally for its 
production process and 
conformity assessment 
procedures? 

The external value  in  our  case is the conformity  of 

the product  and  the conformity  of the quality of  
the production  process  by  : 

 NMI , The Netherlands-EU type examination 

certificate, i.e  assessment of  products-electricity 
meters  according to  mid  directive  2014/32/EU 

(MID Module B) 

 MIRS (Metrological  Institute  of Slovenia)-MID 

2014/32/EU  (MID  Module D)  Approval of 

quality production process 

 MEATS (Federal Institute of Metrology Swiss)-

CH Module B + CH Module D in accordance  
with  CH  regulation:  Ordinance of 15 

February 2006 on Measuring Instruments 
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(MessMV, SR 941.210) Annex 2 Module D. 

Ordinance of FDJP of 26 August 2015 on 

Electrical Energy Meters (EMmV) 

 DMDM (Serbian Directorate  for Measures  and  
Precious Metals  ) - Certificates  of  inspection  of 

type testing of meters  and  quality approval  of 

the production  process module.  

13 According to the manufacturer, 
do the local CABs meet the needs 
of the manufacturer? 

Yes 

14 If the answer to question 13 is 
no, 

N/A 

14.a Which are the services that are 
not available locally? 

N/A 

14.b How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 

15 Are the CABs that the 
manufacturer uses accredited? If 
not, why? 

Yes 

16 Is the manufacturer able to get 
acceptance for its products if the 
conformity assessment 
procedure includes testing by 
local CABs? In short, are the local 
CABs accepted in the export 
value chain? 

Final control/verification  of electricity and  is  
accepted by the aforementioned national authorities 

(example: EU-MIRS  and CH-METS) and 

customers in their markets. 

17 If the answer to question 16 is 
no, 

N/A 

17.a How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 

17.b What does the manufacturer 
think is the main reason why local 
conformity assessment is not 
accepted internationally? 

N/A 

18 Does the manufacturer have its 
own testing/calibration facilities? 

Yes, we have  

19  Are these testing/calibration 
facilities accredited? Please 
explain and motivate. 

Yes, we have Inspection Body accredited  accoring 

to ISO/IEC  17020,  by  the ATS (Accreditation  
Body  of Serbia),  as  a type  C.  

In  the Inspection body, the tasks  of  controlling and  

verifying  electricity meters are carried out.  The 

Inspection body has a competent  and  professional  

staff  to  perform  the tasks  of controlling electricity 

meters. The technical director of the Inspection 

body    performs  the order of supervision    of  the 

staff  and make a plans  for the training of 

personnel. 

20 How does the manufacturer 
obtain traceability of 
measurements? 

Meter   & Control calibrates/verifies  equipment  
for  controlling  meters  at  specific  time intervals. 
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Also we performs  comparisons  of measurement 

results.  

21 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in its 
area of production (e.g. by 
participating in technology 
clusters in the country)? Please 
describe. 
 

Yes I do. Procedure: M&C-P-02-Market research, 

planning, monitoring and reviewing the 

management system and management 

responsibility. 

 It is  also defined  in   the QMS document:  Quality 

Manual od  Management System  . 

 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in IEC 
and CENELEC standards in its area 
of production? Please, describe. 

Yes, in the Procedure  of QMS: M&C-P-01-

Document    and  Records Management,  the   
identification  of applicable  legal  regulations  and  
standards is described. Among  other things, the 

IEC, CENELEC regulations,  which are located,  

stored  and  updated  on  the local network: 

\\carlitonew\Regulative 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 
systematic process for keeping 
itself up to date concerning the 
legal requirements in its area of 
production? Please, describe. 

Yes. Meter&Control meets  the essential  
requirements  of the directives  relating to the 

manufacture  of meters  and  other  products: MID, 

EMC, LVD.    

It is in accordance with the requirements and 

regulations  of the Republic of  Serbia  in  terms  of 

safety  and  health  at  work,  fire  protection and  
environmental protection. 

 

The  Meter&Control  process  is  based  on  the 

PDCA  cycle  and risk-based thinking.   
Meter&Control  is  committed to  constantly 
improving  the delivered  products  and  services,  

and  is the main  focus on  customer satisfaction. 

 

 

 

 

ELIT INOX D.O.O. ČAČAK    

Milutina Mandića 2, ČAČAK 

interviewed person technical assistant.   

No. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

In the production of electrical products, we have 
50  employees 
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2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

One 

3 Which are the manufactured 

electrical products? 

Electric water heaters  and  electric  heaters  with  
electron thermostat 

4 What is the production volume? The annual volume is about  30.000  boilers  and  
30.000  heaters 

5 Does the manufacturer 

export the products? If yes, to 

which countries? 

Our products  are exported  to  The  Republic of 

Srpska,  Montenegro,  Albania  and  Poland 

6 Is the manufacturer a 

member of a trade 

association or similar 

organization? Which? 

No 

7 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 

8 If the answer to question 7 

is yes, 

 

8.a Is it certified? Yes I do 

8.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes I do 

8.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

Quality management system according to ISO 

9001 and ISO 14001 is certified by TUV ADRIA  
d.o.o. (  TÜV Thuringia) 

8.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

DAkks accreditation  

9 If the answer to question 7 

is no, 

N/A 

9.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a 

quality management system? 

Please explain. 

N/A 

9.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 

10 According to the manufacturer, is it 
easy to find competent local 
personnel to the key operations 
and management of the production 
processes? Please, 
explain/describe. 

Finding  competent  local  staff  is  a serious  task  
. The outflow of the most skilled persons  is  
constant. 
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11 Does the manufacturer have a 
qualified person for the 
management of regulatory 
compliance in the field of LVD and 
EMC? Please, explain/describe. 

Engineer  from  technical  support   follows  
regulations  and  informs production managers, 

who  further  implement  it with  the aim  of full  
and  continuous  harmonization of  electrical 

products  with  LVD and EMC  requirements. 

12 Which external conformity 
assessment services does the 
manufacturer use locally for its 
production process and conformity 
assessment procedures? 

Certification of all products  according to  the 

requirements of    the European directives, by    
accredited  laboratories  as  well as  regular audits  
of the quality management system     

13 According to the manufacturer, do 
the local CABs meet the needs of 
the manufacturer? 

Yes, partly 

14 If the answer to question 13 is no,  

14.a Which are the services that are not 
available locally? 

CE  marking certification  

14.b How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

Through the local CABs, we receive the service  at  

the  KONCAR-Zagreb Institute 

15 Are the CABs that the 
manufacturer uses accredited? If 
not, why? 

Yes 

16 Is the manufacturer able to get 
acceptance for its products if the 
conformity assessment procedure 
includes testing by local CABs? In 
short, are the local CABs accepted 
in the export value chain? 

The local CABs that we  work with, 

KVALITET a.d. NIs - national  certification  body  
for  issuing  CB  certificates  within    the 

international  IECE CB seed. 

SIQ Belgrade owned by SIQ Slovenia, 

internationally valid certificate of conformity  

17 If the answer to question 16 is no, N/A 

17.a How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 

17.b What does the manufacturer think 
is the main reason why local 
conformity assessment is not 
accepted internationally? 

N/A 

18 Does the manufacturer have its 
own testing/calibration facilities? 

No. Calibration of our  measuring  equipment  

make the Electrical Engineering Institute  Nikola 

Tesla-Laboratory  for  Testing  and  Measuring.  

19  Are these testing/calibration 
facilities accredited? Please explain 
and motivate. 

Yes. Electrical Engineering Institute  Nikola Tesla 

is accredited by Accreditation Body of Serbia 

(ATS 02-045) 

20 How does the manufacturer obtain 
traceability of measurements? 

Use  of exclusively    standardized measuring  
equipment. We regularly make calibration of our 

equipment.  
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21 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in its 
area of production (e.g. by 
participating in technology clusters 
in the country)? Please describe. 
 

We follow and monitoring market   and  the 

possible impact on our product and its 

development.  

22 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in IEC 
and CENELEC standards in its area 
of production? Please, describe. 

Domestic  laws  and  bylaws, as  well as standards 

relating  to  our field of production  we regularly 

followed and  they  are  in line with  IEC and 

CENELEC  standards   

23 Does the manufacturer have a 
systematic process for keeping 
itself up to date concerning the 
legal requirements in its area of 
production? Please, describe. 

All our  products  are  certified  in  accredited  
laboratories  before  going  on  the market. We are 

up today with regulation and we control it on the 

daily base. 

 

Milan Blagojević Smederevo A.D. 

Djure Strugara 20, Smederevo 

interviewed person Quality Manager   

No. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

420 employees  

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

One production plant 

3 Which are the manufactured 

electrical products? 

Electric stoves, pellet ovens and pellet boilers 

4 What is the production volume? 15,000 pieces per year 

5 Does the manufacturer export 

the products? If yes, to which 

countries? 

To export to over 40 to 50 countries products, of 

which in 15 countries boilers and pellet stoves 

mainly to EU territory 

6 Is the manufacturer a member 

of a trade association or 

similar organization? Which? 

Member of the Serbian Chamber of Commerce 

 

7 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

ISO 9001:2014, ISO 14001:2015 

8 If the answer to question 7 

is yes, 

 

8.a Is it certified? Yes. By TUV NORD Gmbh accredited by Dakks, 

German Accreditation Body 

8.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes  
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8.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

Based in another country 

8.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

Dakks, German Accreditation Body, accredited 

according to ISO/IEC 17021-1 

9 If the answer to question 7 

is no, 

N/A 

9.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a 

quality management system? 

Please explain. 

N/A 

9.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 

10 According to the manufacturer, is it 
easy to find competent local 
personnel to the key operations 
and management of the production 
processes? Please, 
explain/describe. 

It's hard to find, a large fluctuation in professional 

staff 

11 Does the manufacturer have a 
qualified person for the 
management of regulatory 
compliance in the field of LVD and 
EMC? Please, explain/describe. 

The whole team 

Director of Development 

Development engineer responsible for LVD and 

EMC regulation.  

Employee responsible for the certification of the 

management system 

12 Which external conformity 
assessment services does the 
manufacturer use locally for its 
production process and conformity 
assessment procedures? 

Laboratory tests provided from: 

KVALITET NIS, for LVD and EMC, SIQ 

Slovenia, as well with Bulgaria for control 96, 

Gornja Orahovica Bulgari. 

For testing from the aspect of energy efficiency - 

Institute in Brno, Slovakia  

13 According to the manufacturer, do 
the local CABs meet the needs of 
the manufacturer? 

Partially everything that is needed for Republic od 

Serbia we could make a test in accredited 

laboratories in Serbia for LVD and EMC. What we 

cannot be completed in Serbia we use laboratories 

which are abroad, primarily we use laboratory in 

Bulgaria for testing of energy efficiency. 

14 If the answer to question 13 is no, N/A 

14.a Which are the services that are not 
available locally? 

N/A 

14.b How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 
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15 Are the CABs that the 
manufacturer uses accredited? If 
not, why? 

All CABS that we used are accredited. 

KVALITET NIS, is accredited in Serbia, as well as 

SIQ Belgrade. Inspection Body from Bulgaria is in 

NANDO base.  

 

16 Is the manufacturer able to get 
acceptance for its products if the 
conformity assessment procedure 
includes testing by local CABs? In 
short, are the local CABs accepted 
in the export value chain? 

CE mark for the EU is obtained only after testing 

in Bulgaria where energy efficiency tests are 

completed.  

KVALITET Nis provides all the necessary tests for 

LVD and EMC that precede surveys in Bulgaria 

17 If the answer to question 16 is no, N/A 

17.a How does the manufacturer solve 
this problem? 

N/A 

17.b What does the manufacturer think 
is the main reason why local 
conformity assessment is not 
accepted internationally? 

N/A 

18 Does the manufacturer have its 
own testing/calibration facilities? 

We have an internal laboratory for combustion 

testing and energy efficiency, while tests for LVD 

and EMC are done externally. 

19  Are these testing/calibration 
facilities accredited? Please explain 
and motivate. 

It is not accredited our internal laboratory. 

20 How does the manufacturer obtain 
traceability of measurements? 

The monitoring of LVD and EMC measurements 

is carried out externally 

21 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in its 
area of production (e.g. by 
participating in technology clusters 
in the country)? Please describe. 
 

Through the appointed body is informed, through 

the seminar  

Over in the contact with accredited laboratories 

that we providing testing.  

22 Does the manufacturer have a 
procedure to keep itself informed 
of the latest developments in IEC 
and CENELEC standards in its area 
of production? Please, describe. 

Through the appointed body is informed, through 

the seminar  

Through professional meetings 

Contact with CABs etc. 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 
systematic process for keeping 
itself up to date concerning the 
legal requirements in its area of 
production? Please, describe. 

There is a procedure within the framework of ISO 9001 

and ISO 14001 

 

  
 
 

RIVAL INDUSTRIJA d.o.o.Belgrade 
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Person : Slobodan Pavicevic, director  
Location : Belgrade  
 

NO. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

16  

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

1 location, with production suitable, 3 

production facilities 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the 

Machinery Directive do they 

fall (Annex I or Annex IV)? 

Electric motor ramps for the disabled 

Annex IV 

4 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer have its own 

internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

Yes, 

 

We have final control for every product, 

according to internal testing instruction.  

5 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer use third party 

conformity assessment 

bodies? 

Yes,  

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

Is the third-party CAB 

appointed by regulators? 

Accredited for the work to be 

performed?  

Please explain. 

 

Yes, for inspection and testing of work equipment 

according to HSE regulation 

no.   

7 What is the production volume? 10 pieces per year  

8 Does the manufacturer export 

the products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of 

the product which can not 

be done in the country of 

origin or is not doing in the 

country of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes 

- Montenegro and Bosnia  

- No 
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9 Is the manufacturer a member 

of a trade association or 

similar organization?  

Which? 

Yes, Serbian Chamber of Commerce 

 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

Yes, ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO/IEC 45001 

 

11 If the answer to question 10 

is yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? Yes 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes 

11.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

No, in Serbia  

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

Accreditation Body of Serbia 

12 If the answer to question 10 

is no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a quality 

management system?  

Please explain. 

Request of the market  

12.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local 

personnel to the key operations and 

management of the production 

processes? Please, explain/describe. 

N/A 

14 Does the manufacturer have a 

qualified person for the management 

of regulatory compliance in the field 

of machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent 

enough, who does he refer to for 

further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 

Yes, director 

 

 

 

Institute for standardization  
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- Consultants 
None of the above. 

15 According to the manufacturer, do 

the local CABs meet the needs of 

the manufacturer? 

yes 

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,  

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
We are not informed  

16.b How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
N/A 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs 

accepted in the export value chain? 

We didn’t use  because we didn’t export except in 

region (Bosnia and Montenegro) 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
N/A 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is 

the main reason why local 

conformity assessment is not 

accepted internationally? 

N/A 

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
No 

20  Are these testing/calibration 

facilities accredited? Please explain 

and motivate. 

No 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
We don’t calibration our measurement equipment  

22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

We don’t have  

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

We don’t have 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself 

up to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of 

production?  
Please, describe. 

We don’t have 

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

We don’t know  

26 Does the manufacturer know the 

risk assessment process?  
Yes. We did it  
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If yes, does the manufacturer 

exercise this process in product 

development? 

No in that way  

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

no 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PPT INŽENJERING a.d. Belgrade 
Person : Ivica Burgić,  Msc mechanical engineer,  General Manager,  Snežana Radojičić, IMS 

representatives 
Location : on-line 
 
 

No.. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

50 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

Production complex in Trstenik 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the 

Machinery Directive do they 

fall (Annex I or Annex IV)? 

hydraulic presses, shears, scissors and telescopic 

platforms, various hydraulic drives for 

controlling latches, damper valves and similar 

for the needs of thermal power plants, cement 

plants, petrochemicals 

4 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer have its own 

internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

Yes, 

 

We have input, process and final 

5 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer use third party 

conformity assessment 

bodies? 

Yes,  

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

 

no 
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Is the third-party CAB 

appointed by regulators? 

Accredited for the work to be 

performed?  

Please explain. 

Yes. Testing, control  

7 What is the production volume? 25.000.000,00 RSD  

8 Does the manufacturer export 

the products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of 

the product which can not be 

done in the country of origin 

or is not doing in the country 

of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes, yes  

Russia  

 

Yes, yes  

9 Is the manufacturer a member 

of a trade association or 

similar organization?  

Which? 

Yes, Serbian Chamber of Commerce 

 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

Yes, we have quality management and we have 

iso 9001:2015 certificate (certificate number 

CH21/0067.00) which is valid until January 

2025, when the new recertification will be 

carried out. ISO 9001 was first implemented in 

our organization in 2007. 

 

11 If the answer to question 10 

is yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? Yes 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes  

11.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

It is a certification body established in 

Switzerland, SGS Société Générale de 

Surveillance SA , a branch in Belgrade 

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

SGS Belgrade was founded in Serbia in 2001 as 

a full member of SGS Group. 

SGS Belgrade is authorized by the national 

accreditation body as a control oganization 

according to SRPS ISO / IEC 17020. 

ISO 9001 certificate attached 
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12 If the answer to question 10 

is no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a quality 

management system?  

Please explain. 

N/A 

12.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

N/A 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local 

personnel to the key operations and 

management of the production 

processes? Please, explain/describe. 

N/A 

14 Does the manufacturer have a 

qualified person for the management 

of regulatory compliance in the field 

of machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent 

enough, who does he refer to for 

further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 
- Consultants 

None of the above. 

Yes, IMS representative and technical 

department 

 

 

 

CABs, Ministry, Standardization Body, etc. 

15 According to the manufacturer, do 

the local CABs meet the needs of the 

manufacturer? 

Partly  

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,  

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
/ 

16.b How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
/ 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs accepted 

in the export value chain? 

Yes 

 

Partly  

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
/ 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is 

the main reason why local 

/ 
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conformity assessment is not 

accepted internationally? 
19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
Yes we have testing facilities 

20  Are these testing/calibration facilities 

accredited? Please explain and 

motivate. 

No, its not accredited  

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
Yes, we calibrate the measuring equipment in the 

Metrological Laboratory PPT NAMENSKA a.d. 

A reservoir about which there are appropriate 

beliefs for each measuring instrument.  

Annex : Certificate of correctness of the 

measuring instrument No. 3383/22 of 

25.11.2022. valid until 25.11.2023. 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

In quality management system 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

Yes 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself 

up to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of 

production?  
Please, describe. 

Yes 

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

/ 

26 Does the manufacturer know the risk 

assessment process?  
If yes, does the manufacturer 

exercise this process in product 

development? 

There is no risk assessment for the products. 

There is an assessment of the risk of workplaces 

as well as risk assessment on the construction 

sites where the works are carried out (Elaborate 

on the arrangement of the construction site). 

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

no 

 

 
AGROART D.o.o.  
Person : Rada Labanac  
Location : on-line  
 
 

No.. Question Answers and comments 
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1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

10 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

1 production facilities 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the 

Machinery Directive do they 

fall (Annex I or Annex IV)? 

Mechanical seeders for sowing close-row crops 

(wheat, oilseed rape, soy, alfalfa, oats, oats, etc.)       

Pneumatic seed drills for sowing broad-row 

crops (corn, sunflower, sugar beet, soy, 

vegetables, etc.)       Precise pneumatic seeders 

for sowing small seeds (vegetables and medicinal 

herbs) 

 

4 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer have its own 

internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

Yes, 

 

According to internal standards   

5 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer use third party 

conformity assessment 

bodies? 

Yes,  

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

Is the third-party CAB 

appointed by regulators? 

Accredited for the work to be 

performed?  

Please explain. 

 

Yes, traffic safety agency 

 

Yes    

7 What is the production volume? 50 pieces per year  

8 Does the manufacturer export 

the products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of 

the product which can not be 

done in the country of origin 

or is not doing in the country 

of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes 

- Montenegro and Croatia  

- No 
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9 Is the manufacturer a member 

of a trade association or 

similar organization?  

Which? 

no 

 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

no 

 

11 If the answer to question 10 

is yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? / 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

/ 

11.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

/  

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

/ 

12 If the answer to question 10 

is no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a quality 

management system?  

Please explain. 

We don’t need ot  

12.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

Yes, in next 3 year  

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local 

personnel to the key operations and 

management of the production 

processes? Please, explain/describe. 

very difficult, there are no competent workers 

14 Does the manufacturer have a 

qualified person for the management 

of regulatory compliance in the field 

of machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent 

enough, who does he refer to for 

further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 

No 
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- Consultants 
None of the above. 

none of the above   

15 According to the manufacturer, do 

the local CABs meet the needs of the 

manufacturer? 

no  

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,  

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
We don’t have that services  

16.b How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
With consulting services  

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs 

accepted in the export value chain? 

No 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
With consulting services 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is 

the main reason why local 

conformity assessment is not 

accepted internationally? 

We don’t have a comment  

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
No 

20  Are these testing/calibration 

facilities accredited? Please explain 

and motivate. 

No 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
Yes  

22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

Yes   

We follow internet, other producers, fairs etc. 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

No 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself 

up to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of 

production?  
Please, describe. 

No 

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

No 

26 Does the manufacturer know the risk 

assessment process?  
Yes. We did it  
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If yes, does the manufacturer 

exercise this process in product 

development? 

Yes we do it for CE and for 3A  

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

Yes  

 

 
Agria d.o.o. Subotica   
Person : Bojan Baraković  

Location : on-line  
 
 

No.. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

27 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

1 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the 

Machinery Directive do they 

fall (Annex I or Annex IV)? 

Seeders 

4 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer have its own 

internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

Yes, final  

5 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer use third party 

conformity assessment 

bodies? 

Yes  

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

Is the third-party CAB 

appointed by regulators? 

Accredited for the work to be 

performed?  

Please explain. 

yes 

7 What is the production volume? 120 pieces per year  
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8 Does the manufacturer export 

the products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of 

the product which can not be 

done in the country of origin 

or is not doing in the 

country of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes 

Former Yugoslavia, Hungary, Austria, France 

 

no 

9 Is the manufacturer a member 

of a trade association or 

similar organization?  

Which? 

No 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

Yes, QMS, ISO 9001 

11 If the answer to question 10 

is yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? yes 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Pan cert  

11.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

Locally in Serbia 

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

Accreditation Body of Serbia  

12 If the answer to question 10 

is no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a quality 

management system?  

Please explain. 

/ 

12.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

/ 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local 

personnel to the key operations and 

management of the production 

processes? Please, explain/describe. 

No 

14 Does the manufacturer have a 

qualified person for the management 

To Relevant Manufacturer association 
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of regulatory compliance in the field 

of machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent 

enough, who does he refer to for 

further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 
- Consultants 

None of the above. 

 

15 According to the manufacturer, do 

the local CABs meet the needs of the 

manufacturer? 

Yes for now  

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,   

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
N/A 
 

16.b How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
N/A 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs 

accepted in the export value chain? 

/ 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
/ 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is 

the main reason why local 

conformity assessment is not 

accepted internationally? 

/ 

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
no 

20  Are these testing/calibration 

facilities accredited? Please explain 

and motivate. 

No 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
/ 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

no 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

no 
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24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself 

up to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of 

production?  
Please, describe. 

No 

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

We don’t know 

26 Does the manufacturer know the risk 

assessment process?  
If yes, does the manufacturer 

exercise this process in product 

development? 

no 

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

no 

 

ARPEL d.o.o. Belgrade 
Person : Citakovic Dejan, CEO 

Location : on-line  
 
 

No.. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

5 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

1 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the 

Machinery Directive do they 

fall (Annex I or Annex IV)? 

We design and manufacture machines for cutting 

metals and non-metals: Fiber Lasers, gas and 

plasma cutters, Waterjet cutters 

4 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer have its own 

internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

Yes, we have internal control in the production 

faze and final also and control of purchasing 

product  

5 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer use third party 

conformity assessment 

bodies? 

no  

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

/ 
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Is the third-party CAB 

appointed by regulators? 

Accredited for the work to be 

performed?  

Please explain. 

7 What is the production volume? 15 pieces per year  

8 Does the manufacturer export 

the products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of 

the product which can not 

be done in the country of 

origin or is not doing in the 

country of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes 

EU Countries  

 

no 

9 Is the manufacturer a member 

of a trade association or 

similar organization?  

Which? 

Serbian Chamber of Commerce, Association of 

Business Womens  

 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

We are in process  

11 If the answer to question 10 

is yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? / 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

/  

11.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

/ 

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

/ 

12 If the answer to question 10 

is no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a quality 

management system?  

Please explain. 

No one asked till now  

12.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

Yes, we are in process of implementation. We 

have plan to finished in next 12 months 
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near future? What is the 

timeline? 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local 

personnel to the key operations and 

management of the production 

processes? Please, explain/describe. 

No, it's not easy. The old professional staff is 

about to retire, and young people do not show 

enough interest in responsible and 

technologically advanced positions 

14 Does the manufacturer have a 

qualified person for the management 

of regulatory compliance in the field 

of machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent 

enough, who does he refer to for 

further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 
- Consultants 

None of the above. 

No 

 

 

None of the above 
 

15 According to the manufacturer, do 

the local CABs meet the needs of 

the manufacturer? 

Yes  

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,   

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
N/A 
 

16.b How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
N/A 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs 

accepted in the export value chain? 

/ 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
/ 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is 

the main reason why local 

conformity assessment is not 

accepted internationally? 

/ 

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
no 

20  Are these testing/calibration 

facilities accredited? Please explain 

and motivate. 

No 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
We have internal control  
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22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

no 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

no 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself 

up to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of 

production?  
Please, describe. 

No 

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

We don’t know 

26 Does the manufacturer know the 

risk assessment process?  
If yes, does the manufacturer 

exercise this process in product 

development? 

Yes, we doing that in collaboration with 

consultants. 

 

Yes 

 

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

no 

 

FRUITECH doo Ivanjca  
Person : Ivana Aveic  

Location: on-line   
No.. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does the 

manufacturer have? 

59 

2 How many manufacturing plants 

does the manufacturer have? 

2, manufactured by machine, other by 

production of METAL ELEMENTS for heat 

exchangers 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the Machinery 

Directive do they fall (Annex I or 

Annex IV)? 

Fruit processing machines 

4 Based on the type of machinery 

products does the manufacturer 

have its own internal controls? 

Yes, we have internal control   
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Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

5 Based on the type of machinery 

products does the manufacturer 

use third party conformity 

assessment bodies? 

No, we don’t make external testing  

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

Is the third-party CAB appointed 

by regulators? Accredited for the 

work to be performed?  

Please explain. 

/ 

7 What is the production volume? Around 40 machines per year  

8 Does the manufacturer export the 

products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of the 

product which can not be done 

in the country of origin or is not 

doing in the country of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes 

Bosnia and Hercegovina, Poland 

 

- Only evidence of the origin of the material 

9 Is the manufacturer a member of 

a trade association or similar 

organization?  

Which? 

Serbian Chamber of Commerce 

 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

Yes, we have ISO 9001 

11 If the answer to question 10 is 

yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? yes 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes 

11.c Is the certification body local or 

established in another country? 

Locally, by Accreditation Body of Serbia  

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

Accreditation Body of Serbia  

12 If the answer to question 10 is 

no, 
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12.a What is the reason for choosing 

not to have a quality management 

system?  

Please explain. 

/   

12.b Is the manufacturer planning to 

implement a quality management 

system in the near future? What is 

the timeline? 

/ 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local personnel 

to the key operations and management 

of the production processes? Please, 

explain/describe. 

Isn't. It's hard to find 

 

14 Does the manufacturer have a qualified 

person for the management of 

regulatory compliance in the field of 

machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent enough, 

who does he refer to for further advice: 
- Relevant 

Manufacturerassociation 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardisation Body 
- Consultants 

None of the above. 

All engineers who design and supervise 

production  

 

 

 

 

Consultant as needed. 

15 According to the manufacturer, do the 

local CABs meet the needs of the 

manufacturer? 

We don’t know, we don’t use them  

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,   

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
N/A 
 

16.b How does the manufacturer solve this 

problem? 
N/A 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs accepted in 

the export value chain? 

/ 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve this 

problem? 
/ 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is the 

main reason why local conformity 

assessment is not accepted 

internationally? 

/ we didn’t have a problem with export  

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
No, we just make internal control  
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20  Are these testing/calibration facilities 

accredited? Please explain and 

motivate. 

No 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
In this part of production not, No. in the 

second part of the production to be calibrated 

at the six-month level.  

 

Determination of speeds- we make internal 

calibration. 

 

We use weights, we also use a stopwatch. We 

didn't calibrate  

 

Weights – we have not calibrated also.  

 

22 Does the manufacturer have a procedure 

to keep itself informed of the latest 

developments in its area of production 

(e.g. by participating in technology 

clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

Only through the chamber of commerce as 

well as in the municipal bodies that organize 

various events 

23 Does the manufacturer have a procedure 

to keep itself informed of the latest 

developments in CEN and CENELEC 

standards in its area of production? 

Please, describe. 

follow seminars organized by institutes for 

standardization 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself up 

to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of production?  
Please, describe. 

According to our QMS  

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

There is, No. we are not informed in detail. 

26 Does the manufacturer know the risk 

assessment process?  
If yes, does the manufacturer exercise 

this process in product development? 

No, we don’t have it  

 

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

No, in the last 3 years  

 

 

 

 

 

 
JugoNatron doo, Hum 
Person : Dragi Jovanovic   
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Location : on-line 
 
No.. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does 

the manufacturer have? 

10 

2 How many manufacturing 

plants does the manufacturer 

have? 

1 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the 

Machinery Directive do they 

fall (Annex I or Annex IV)? 

Machine for the production of: paper bags, 

hamburger bags, No.cher paper, bakery paper, 

natron bags, thermo rolls and cardboard boxes. 

4 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer have its own 

internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

Yes, we have internal control   

5 Based on the type of 

machinery products does the 

manufacturer use third party 

conformity assessment 

bodies? 

No, we don’t make external testing  

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

Is the third-party CAB 

appointed by regulators? 

Accredited for the work to be 

performed?  

Please explain. 

/ 

7 What is the production volume? Around 20 machines per year  

8 Does the manufacturer export 

the products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of 

the product which can not be 

done in the country of origin 

or is not doing in the country 

of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes 

Montenegro, Bosnia And Herzegovina, Croatia, 

North Macedonia, Greece, Albania, Romania, 

Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Canada, Peru, Algeria, 

Egypt, Morocco, Mauritania, Gambia, Congo, 

Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Israel, India, Sri Lanka 

 

- no 
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9 Is the manufacturer a member 

of a trade association or 

similar organization?  

Which? 

no 

 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

Yes, we had ISO 9001, No. now we don’t because 

of finance  

11 If the answer to question 10 

is yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? yes 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes 

11.c Is the certification body local 

or established in another 

country? 

No, TUV Sud   

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

DAkkS  

12 If the answer to question 10 

is no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for 

choosing not to have a quality 

management system?  

Please explain. 

Be cause of financial problems  

12.b Is the manufacturer planning 

to implement a quality 

management system in the 

near future? What is the 

timeline? 

yes 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local 

personnel to the key operations and 

management of the production 

processes? Please, explain/describe. 

No, because the professions of mechanical 

engineer, technician assembler, metalworker 

etc are not popularly works, and, to some 

extent, we are forced to train the workforce 

ourselves for these jobs 

 

14 Does the manufacturer have a 

qualified person for the management 

of regulatory compliance in the field 

of machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent 

enough, who does he refer to for 

further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 

no 

 

 

 

 

Consultant as needed. 
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- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 
- Consultants 

None of the above. 
15 According to the manufacturer, do 

the local CABs meet the needs of the 

manufacturer? 

yes  

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,   

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
N/A 
 

16.b How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
N/A 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs 

accepted in the export value chain? 

yes 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve 

this problem? 
/ 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is 

the main reason why local 

conformity assessment is not 

accepted internationally? 

/  

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
No 

20  Are these testing/calibration 

facilities accredited? Please explain 

and motivate. 

No 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
No 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

Yes, by visiting fairs in the country and abroad. 

 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of 

the latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

no 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself 

up to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of 

production?  
Please, describe. 

no  

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

We don’t know 
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26 Does the manufacturer know the risk 

assessment process?  
If yes, does the manufacturer 

exercise this process in product 

development? 

yes 

 

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

No 

 

MAT-INg, Malca bb 
Person : Aleksandar Kais 

 
No.. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does the 

manufacturer have? 

40 

2 How many manufacturing plants 

does the manufacturer have? 

1 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the Machinery 

Directive do they fall (Annex I or 

Annex IV)? 

Machines for the bakery industry and for the 

fruit and vegetable processing industry. 

4 Based on the type of machinery 

products does the manufacturer 

have its own internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

Yes, we have internal control   

 

Visual control, dimension control, control of 

welded joints in liquid vessels 

5 Based on the type of machinery 

products does the manufacturer 

use third party conformity 

assessment bodies? 

No, we don’t use  third party conformity 

assessment bodies 

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

Is the third-party CAB appointed 

by regulators? Accredited for the 

work to be performed?  

Please explain. 

/ 

7 What is the production volume? Around 150 machines per year  

8 Does the manufacturer export the 

products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of the 

product which can not be done 

Yes 

Romania, Bulgaria, BIH, Croatia, Moldova, 

Latvia, Burkina Faso, Greece, France 

 

no 
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in the country of origin or is not 

doing in the country of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

9 Is the manufacturer a member of 

a trade association or similar 

organization?  

Which? 

no 

 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

ISO 9001:2015, ISO 45001:2018, ISO 

14001:2015 

11 If the answer to question 10 is 

yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? Yes, Kvalitet AD NIS 

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

Yes 

11.c Is the certification body local or 

established in another country? 

Yes,  

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

Accreditation Body of Serbia  

12 If the answer to question 10 is 

no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for choosing 

not to have a quality management 

system?  

Please explain. 

/ 

12.b Is the manufacturer planning to 

implement a quality management 

system in the near future? What 

is the timeline? 

/ 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local personnel 

to the key operations and management 

of the production processes? Please, 

explain/describe. 

Yes, if you have a high income  

14 Does the manufacturer have a qualified 

person for the management of 

regulatory compliance in the field of 

machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent enough, 

who does he refer to for further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 

yes 
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- Consultants 
None of the above. 

15 According to the manufacturer, do the 

local CABs meet the needs of the 

manufacturer? 

We don’t know 

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,   

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
N/A 
 

16.b How does the manufacturer solve this 

problem? 
N/A 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs accepted in 

the export value chain? 

We don’t know 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve this 

problem? 
/ 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is the 

main reason why local conformity 

assessment is not accepted 

internationally? 

/  

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
No 

20  Are these testing/calibration facilities 

accredited? Please explain and 

motivate. 

Yes 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
yes 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of the 

latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

Yes, by visiting technical fairs, and daily 

monitoring of newspapers in the field of 

technology on the Internet 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of the 

latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

no 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself up 

to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of production?  
Please, describe. 

yes 

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

We don’t know 

26 Does the manufacturer know the risk 

assessment process?  
If yes, does the manufacturer exercise 

this process in product development? 

Yes  
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The risk assessment for our machines is 

carried out by another body 

 

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

No 

 

Tecon doo, Belgrade  
Person : dr Zoran Petrovic  

Location : Belgrade 
No.. Question Answers and comments 

1 How many employees does the 

manufacturer have? 
31 employees, administration 4, Engineers 8, 

The technicians are the remaining 

employees. 

 

2 How many manufacturing plants 

does the manufacturer have? 
One, one plant in Zemun, office in 

Anitfasistice borbe 21a 

 

3 Which are the manufactured 

machinery products? Under 

which Annex of the Machinery 

Directive do they fall (Annex I or 

Annex IV)? 

Cranes all garden, vehicle washing machines 

self-service diagonals for all types of 

vehicles, small machines for washing 

vehicles motor and electric motor, for the 

washing systems of the vehicle.  

Annex I 

 

4 Based on the type of machinery 

products does the manufacturer 

have its own internal controls? 

Please explain the type and 

frequency of controls, etc. 

We have internal control, which includes all 

control points according to the machine 

safety regulations. Tecon doesn't have its 

own lab 

 

Material certificate control, input control, 

Quality control of welds during production is 

carried out independently by penetrants. 

 

Engagement of an authorized house by the 

administration for safety and health at work 

for periodical testing of machines as well as 

when putting them into operation when an 

expert report is issued. Attachment No. 1. 
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Checking of welded joints is done by the 

ultrasonic testing method, which is done by an 

accredited laboratory, whose reports are used 

in the preparation of the declaration of 

conformity, attachment no. 2. 

 

The visual inspection is carried out after 

mounting the crane, about which an inspection 

report is issued, attachment no. 3 

 

Control of externally welded joints with 

penetrants, attachment no. 4 is done by an 

accredited testing laboratory. 

5 Based on the type of machinery 

products does the manufacturer 

use third party conformity 

assessment bodies? 

For laboratory tests, two accredited 

laboratories are used, attachment 2 and 4. 

Welding Institute, Dona inspect. 

 

BZR consulting for the issuance of an expert 

opinion on the aspect of machine safety. 

attachment 1, 1a 

 

SGS for verification of conformity of 

documentation 

 

Visual control of cranes by Alfa Technics 

attachment 3. 

  

For the certification of the Management 

System, the certification body EUROCERT 

S.A. ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 27001, ISO 

45001. 

6 If the answer to question 5 is 

YES: 

Is the third-party CAB appointed 

by regulators? Accredited for the 

work to be performed?  

Please explain. 

Welding institute and Dona inspect are 

accredited by ATS 

 

BZR consulting authorized by the 

Administration for Safety and Health at Work 

 

SGS is internationally accredited and 

appointed by the ministry 
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Alfa Technics doesn't have any information 

about prices 

  

Certification body EUROCERT S.A. 

accredited by the Greek accreditation ESYD 

7 What is the production volume? Cranes 2.5 million euros 

Laundries 1 million euros 

Small machines and vacuum cleaners 400 

thousand euros 

8 Does the manufacturer export the 

products?  

- If yes, to which countries? 

- If exporting, does the 

manufacturer need any 

conformity assessments of the 

product which can not be done 

in the country of origin or is not 

doing in the country of origin?  

- If yes, please explain which 

and/or why. 

Yes  

Macedonia, Montenegro, Russia were active 

until recently 

We didn’t need till now 

9 Is the manufacturer a member of 

a trade association or similar 

organization?  

Which? 

Chamber of Commerce of Serbia 

German Chamber of Commerce, 

10 Does the manufacturer have a 

quality management system? 

ISO 9001:2015, ISO 45001:2018, ISO 

14001:2015, ISO/IEC 27001:2013 

11 If the answer to question 10 is 

yes, 

 

11.a Is it certified? Yes,  

11.b Is it certified by an accredited 

certification body? 

EUROCERT S.A Accredited by ESYD 

11.c Is the certification body local or 

established in another country? 
Greek Certification Body 

11.d By which AB is the CB 

accredited 

Accreditation Body of Greece ESYD 

12 If the answer to question 10 is 

no, 

 

12.a What is the reason for choosing 

not to have a quality management 

system?  

Please explain. 

/ 
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12.b Is the manufacturer planning to 

implement a quality management 

system in the near future? What 

is the timeline? 

/ 

13 According to the manufacturer, is it 

easy to find competent local personnel 

to the key operations and management 

of the production processes? Please, 

explain/describe. 

No, there is not enough professional staff, the 

induction period is at least one year, after 

which the candidate is checked considering 

the complexity of the job. 

14 Does the manufacturer have a qualified 

person for the management of 

regulatory compliance in the field of 

machinery?  
Please, explain/describe. If the 

manufacturer is not competent enough, 

who does he refer to for further advice: 
- Relevant Manufacturer 

association 
- Relevant Ministry 
- Relevant MSA 
- CABs 
- Standardization Body 
- Consultants 

None of the above. 

Yes, competent designer 

 

 

 

 

We are contacting the relevant ministry, 

CABs, consultants 

15 According to the manufacturer, do the 

local CABs meet the needs of the 

manufacturer? 

yes 

16 If the answer to question 15 is no,   

16.a Which are the services that are not 

available locally? 
N/A 
 

16.b How does the manufacturer solve this 

problem? 
N/A 

17 Is the manufacturer able to get 

acceptance for its products if the 

conformity assessment procedure 

includes the use of local CABs?  
In short, are the local CABs accepted in 

the export value chain? 

Yes, nothing additional is being done, 

everything is also valid for export to 

Montenegro and Macedonia 

 

Bodies with which it cooperates are also 

accepted outside of Serbia 

18 If the answer to question 17 is no,  

18.a How does the manufacturer solve this 

problem? 
/ 

18.b What does the manufacturer think is the 

main reason why local conformity 

assessment is not accepted 

internationally? 

The bodies it cooperates with are also 

accepted outside of Serbia, the eighth body 

that deals with checking the safety of work 

equipment and issuing an expert opinion 

because it is a local type of authorization. 

19 Does the manufacturer have its own 

testing/calibration facilities? 
For internal control of welds within the 

machine hall with penetrants only 
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20  Are these testing/calibration facilities 

accredited? Please explain and 

motivate. 

Does not have 

We think that accredited laboratory does not 

make economic sense 

There is a lack of staff, equipment, and there 

is not enough work to do even for external 

needs 

21 How does the manufacturer obtain 

traceability of measurements? 
The general length gauges that are ordered are 

already calibrated or with a certificate of 

verification. 

Laser rangefinders are checked internally, and 

surveyors hired externally are required to have 

their instruments calibrated during 

installation. 

22 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of the 

latest developments in its area of 

production (e.g. by participating in 

technology clusters in the country)?  
Please describe. 

There is a Management System procedure for 

monitoring News in the field of other 

regulations.  

It is also followed through foreign magazines 

It is also monitored by suppliers of equipment 

and components from abroad 

Chambers of Commerce of Germany and 

Serbia 

Through houses that provide consulting 

services. 

23 Does the manufacturer have a 

procedure to keep itself informed of the 

latest developments in CEN and 

CENELEC standards in its area of 

production? Please, describe. 

There is a Management System procedure 

Through houses that provide consulting 

services. 

24 Does the manufacturer have a 

systematic process for keeping itself up 

to date concerning the legal 

requirements in its area of production?  
Please, describe. 

Yes, we have IMS procedure  

25 Are there CABs that belong to state-

owned companies? 
If yes, please specify. 

Don’t have  

26 Does the manufacturer know the risk 

assessment process?  
If yes, does the manufacturer exercise 

this process in product development? 

It absolutely knows and performs it 

according to the provisions of the Rulebook 

on the safety of machines for the lawns they 

produce. It is a prerequisite for issuing a 

declaration of conformity 

27 Have your products already been 

subject to a market surveillance 

procedure? 

No 
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